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Börn hit the ground running in our most recent track 
of the issue. “Sviðin jörð” (“Scorched Earth”) needs 
no introduction, no buildup. It starts strong and 
stays there. Sounding as if recorded in some long-
abandoned, dingy basement, this track is no frills, 
just two minutes and fifty-two seconds of a driving 
rhythm and bass, hollow phasered-out guitar, and 
vocals that don't just suggest frustration—they tell 
you, point blank and bold-faced. 
 To be fair, almost every song by Börn has got a 
clearly legible “fuck you” attached—but “Sviðin Jörð” 
goes above and beyond: “Let's light Reykjavík on 
fire/and dance on the ashen remains of the patriar-
chy.” 
 Let us assure you, Börn spare no one—and every 
moment of it is excellent. 
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“A STUPID, BROKE COUNTRY 
FILLED WITH DRUNKS AND 

WHORES” DRAWS ISRAEL’S IRE

As a publication, we aim to pro-
mote discourse, dialogue and 
a free exchange of ideas. We 
thus welcome any opinion to 
our pages, so long as they're in-
teresting, and not, like, crazy 
racist or hateful (send all your 
interesting, non-racist, non-
crazy, non-hateful opinions our 
way—editor@grapevine.is!). 
The Reykjavík Grapevine has no 
“opinion” on anything—our con-
tributors, however do, and they 
are their own. 
 Believe me. Heading Grape-
vine since late 2008, I have many, many times 
printed all kinds of stuff I absolutely disagree with. 
And I’ll keep doing it. Because, I believe in open dis-
course, and letting ideas and arguments stand on 
their own, to be judged by their merit—and because 
I believe that our readers are smart, discerning peo-
ple who are perfectly capable of forming their own 
opinions based on the arguments and facts at hand 
(and that, preferably, they would challenge what-
ever they disagree with in writing and send some 
responses our way). 
 However, we try pretty hard not to print false-
hoods or things that are demonstrably false. We 
usually succeed, too (which is kind of amazing, 
given that we barely employ a proofreader, let alone 
a team of fact-checkers (or a single one, really)). 
 Which brings me to page eight of this very issue. 
On there, to the right, you’ll find an opinion piece 
that one Barry Shaw (author of ‘Fighting Hamas, 
BDS and Anti-Semitism’) sent our way last week, 
and was very adamant we publish. The piece is 
called “Reykjavík Must Be Punished For Its Hy-
pocrisy,” and in it, the author makes several state-

ments that are demonstrably 
false, which we have left in there 
to shed a light on what counts as 
valid discourse in the camps of 
Israel’s defenders. 
  For instance: Despite what 
the author claims, a boycott 
against “Jewish” products has 
never been discussed in Reyk-
javík City Hall, as reports have 
made exceedingly clear and Mr. 
Shaw should be well aware of. 
Furthermore, “the left-wing 
councilman” (who is a woman), 
Björk Vilhelmsdóttir, travelled 

to Gaza to do humanitarian work, as she has many 
times in the past (for some strange reason, there 
seems to be a recurring need for humanitarian aid 
in the region), rather than “to serve Hamas.”
 It is unclear why Mr. Shaw sees reason to wil-
fully obfuscate the very evident, much reported-on 
facts of the matter. Such tendencies have been ex-
ceedingly common in the various “articles,” threat-
ening emails and internet comments we at The 
Reykjavík Grapevine have received since reports 
started coming out on our city’s proposed ban on 
purchasing Israeli goods—along with attempts to 
conflate the State of Israel with Jewish people as 
a whole (and a whole lot of fuckin’ swearing and 
name-calling—the above headline quotes one of our 
Facebook commenters, lol).  
 Indeed, the forceful nature of Israel's every re-
sponse to any measure of criticism, along with the 
vehement rage and blatant emotional appeals they 
entail, betray how daunting it must be, having to de-
fend the indefensible on a regular basis. 

Editorial: Haukur S. Magnússon
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Visit the largest man-made ice caves 
and tunnel in Europe

You can choose from various 
tours and book online at 
www.intotheglacier.is 

Börn
“Sviðin Jörð” 

 Download your FREE track at www.grapevine.is
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this issue's  most aw esome letter!

 

Check it out! Whoever sent in this issue's 
LOVELIEST LETTER gets a free Grapevine 
T-shirt, featuring the regal G that adorns our 
cover. DON’T PANIC if your letter wasn’t 
found to be this issue's loveliest. You can 
still get a tee for a low, low price over our 
website, www.grapevine.is.

And guess what: we always give out SICK 
prizes for each issue's LOVELIEST LETTER, 
so be sure to send in some fun and/or 
interesting missives.

Give us your worst: letters@grapevine.is

LOVELIEST LETTER
FREE GRAPEVINE TEE HEE HEE!

Subject: Ólafur Stefánsson

Hi there,

I'm from Switzerland and I've trav-
elled from Denmark to Iceland  by 
ferry from 12 to 15 September 2015. 
I was traveling with a friend and Ole 
and I've met an talked sometimes. Is 
there a way to get an email address 
from him? We forgot to exchange our 
contact information.

Many thanks and greetings from 
Kolsstadir!
Ursula
ursula@westwind.tv    

Dear Ursula,

Thank you so much for your letter. 
What a breath of fresh air!  

Maybe Ólafur Stefánsson will see 
this and drop you a line? We hope 
so. At least, you’ve just won our 
AWESOME LETTER prize, for 
being nice and for your letter not 
being full of either angry racist 
diatribes against refugees, or an-
gry defenses of Israel (SO MUCH 
OF THAT recently. Apparently, 
the best way to win sympathy for 
Israel is going around yelling that 
anyone who criticizes the state’s 
conduct is a frozen-brained, alco-

holic, whoring, cheating, whale-
killing, inbred schmuck). Anyway, 
thanks for not writing a letter like 
that—enjoy your t-shirt!  

Your Friends At The Reykjavík 
Grapevine 

Dear Sir/Madam,

It has become fashionable in the Liberal 
Left circles in the West to brand anyone 
who does not hew to their worldview as a 
racist or a bigot. You have only two choic-
es in this scenario: either you acquiesce to 
their warped, politically-correct screed 
or speak out and risk being smeared as a 
lowlife of a human being. 
 Take the recent case of the disastrous 
proposal by Bryndís Bjorgvinsdóttir. 
Anyone opposing it has been subjected 
to vehement diatribes by the Left Liberal 
tribe, those self-appointed custodians of 
humanity on the planet.
 Bryndís and her cohort of 10,000 do 
not have the right to alter the demograph-
ic composition of Iceland. Let there be a 
national referendum on refugee intake. 
And let there be honest debate where ALL 
sides of the issue are heard.
 Have these people learnt nothing at 
all from recent history? In every single 
advanced Western nation where muslims 
have acquired critical mass there have 
been severe problems. This is a statement 
of fact, not hate speech. Why would Ice-
land want to invite trouble in one of the 
last peaceful areas left in the world?
 If Bryndís wants to show her love for 
humanity, she should be taking in the 

refugees already in Iceland into her own 
home, paying for their housing and medi-
cal care. Is she prepared to do this? Or 
does she want the rest of the Icelanders to 
pay for her conceit so she can then bask in 
her pecksniffian glow?
 The little boy who died on the Turkish 
beach is now made into a propaganda tool 
to emotionally blackmail tender Western 
hearts. He died not because of the evil pol-
icies of the West but because of the reck-
less decisions of his father. Worse human 
tragedies play out day in and day out in 
so many impoverished parts of the world. 
You won’t see photographs of those.
 Finally - It is perplexing that large 
numbers of ‘refugees’ of the past few 
weeks are young men wearing comfort-
able clothing, sunshades and armed with 
smartphones (and surely with Facebook 
profiles). But then, when you have hun-
dreds of Bryndíses in the West willing to 
drop the welcome mat of welfare benefits, 
who wouldn’t want to take up the invite? 
As I recently read someplace: Europe will 
run out of money and space far sooner 
than the world will run out of refugees.

Rajan Parrikar
Mountain View, California

Dear Rajan,

Thank you for your letter. 

Now. It’s amusing how you manage 
to undermines every single thing you 
say (as if that was even necessary), by 
revealing that you obviously haven't 
even bothered properly acquainting 
yourself with whatever it is you seek to 
discredit (Bryndís Björgvinsdóttir’s 
grassroots campaign?). The whole 
essence of that campaign, which has 
been embraced and celebrated by 
a vast majority of Icelanders—you 
know, those people who have every 
right in the world to determine what 
kind of society Iceland is and should 
become—is that people like Bryndís 
and others are quite literally offering 
to personally house the refugees, or 
pay for their airfare, or donate exper-
tise or furniture or food or whatever 
else. 

Jackass.

Say your piece, voice your 
opinion, send your letters to: 
letters@grapevine.is

SOUR GRAPES AND STUFF

Reykjavík Art Museum HAFNARHÚS
Tryggvagata 17, 101 Rvk

ÁSMUNDARSAFN 
Sigtún, 105 Rvk

KJARVALSSTAÐIR  
Flókagata, 105 Rvk

Visit Iceland’s 
largest 
art museum
artmuseum.is

Erró, Jaime Sabartes, 1964.   Ásmundur Sveinsson. Photo Andrés Kolbeinsson, 1958.

Open daily
One admission 
to three museums

Varma is available in various
tourist shops around Iceland

the timeless
warmth
of Iceland

Varma is dedicated to maintaining 
Icelandic tradition in developing, 
designing and manufacturing 
quality garments and accessories 
from the best Icelandic wool and 
sheepskin shearling.

the timeless
warmth
of Iceland
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ICEWEAR offers an extensive 

collection of clothing for the 

outdoor enthusiast, ranging 

from high-tech down jackets to 

unique wool products made in 

Iceland. We strive to offer colors 

and cuts in line with the latest 

trends, quality materials and 

competitive prices.

icelandic design
since 1972

WWW.ICEWEAR.IS
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Compare Prices and Read Reviews on Tripadvisor
www.bustravel.is

Tel: +354 511 2600 · info@bustravel.is · bustravel.is

Exciting Day Tours 
– Beautiful Places –

“Excellent tour of Golden Circle, Reykjavik.”
Collected and returned to cruise ship. Excellent trip 
and would definitely recommend. The price was approx. 
one-third of the cruise excursion.No problems with 
booking over the internet. Fantastic.
Visited May 2015

Reykjavík’s City Hall 
currently hosts a large 
exhibit celebrating the 
hundred year anniver-
sary of women's right to 

vote in Iceland. This exhibit includes a 
feminist art show, ‘Kynleikar’ (“Gender-
play”) by fourteen young artists, curated 
by a downtown gallery called Ekkisens. 
Some of the works of art were put on dis-
play in the staff cafeteria, where they put 
a few people off their lunch.

The bourgeoisie cannot stomach 
the power of revolutionary art!

In this particular case, the art given 
pride of place where people went to have 
lunch included video art which cut to-
gether scenes from pornography with 
non-pornographic material. Few people 
want to mix sausage munching with eat-
ing lunch. Though, to be exact, the porn 
scenes in question depicted people get-
ting sperm on their face.

If you want a picture of the fu-
ture, imagine a dick ejaculating on 
a human face—forever.

One might contend, that one point the 
artists might have wanted to make is that 
humans are confronted with pornog-
raphy in their daily lives, whether they 
like it or not. And the people working in 
City Hall did not like being confronted 
with pornography. So they turned off the 
video installations. If that had been the 
end of the story, it would not have been 
news. However, since this was City Hall, 
it became a political issue.

Politicians and pornography. Now 
there's a thought to put me off my 
lunch.

The media storm began properly when 
Sveinbjörg Birna Sveinbjörnsdóttir, 
who sits on City Council for the populist 
Progressive Party, took to Facebook to 
complain that the offensive art exhibit 
had cost the City of Reykjavík fifty-two 
thousand Euros. In fact, the total cost for 

the city was around two hundred Euros. 
She quickly removed that Facebook post.

I was going to say something 
about “egg on face” but suddenly 
that's not very appetizing.

What she perhaps should have been 
shocked by is that fourteen artists can 
exhibit in City Hall without getting 
paid. It is odd to have to say that the City 
of Reykjavík should not be exploiting 
young artists. To add insult to injury, the 
city has not done anything to safeguard 
the works of art. According to a report 
in the newspaper DV, there is suspicion 
that the most controversial work has 
been sabotaged.

Hopefully not by... you know. By... 
uh... you know. Spooge.

The DVD containing the video piece 
was scratched beyond repair. Thank-
fully, other copies exist. However, parts 
of another less controversial work were 
torn down. The word “píka” (that means 
“vagina”) was written on pieces of paper 
and plastered on the wall around the en-
trance of an elevator and inside it. Some 
of the papers were torn down. Despite 
the obvious need, the remaining works 
will not get more protection, according 
to Halldór Auðar Svansson, city council-
lor for the Pirate Party and member of 
the majority coalition.

Don't be such a downer. Why 
focus on the two damaged works 
of art when twelve remain  
unsabotaged?

To add insult to the insult that was origi-
nally added to the injury, City Hall has 
no staff to take care of the art it is exhib-
iting. The artists have said on Facebook 
that they have had to go in person to City 
Hall to turn the works of art on and off. 
Which could only be excused if no one 
in City Hall knows how to use a DVD 
player.

That might explain how the DVD 
got damaged.

In an interview with DV, visual artist Ás-
dís Spanó said: “[In Iceland] it is usually 
not assumed that visual artists get paid 
for the exhibition of their works.” She is 
working with The Association of Visual 
Artists in Iceland to change that. That 
no one in City Hall gave any thought to 
paying these fourteen young artists for 
their work is sadly not an exception. It 
is one thing when a non-profit arts orga-
nization or a small museum asks people 
to work for free, but another when a city 
with a budget of almost six hundred mil-
lion Euros does it.

If those fourteen young artists 
don't just quit art now and enrol 
in a stockbroking school, they 
should be given medals.

Medals made out of bundles of cash, 
preferably. If it is any consolation, and it 
probably is not, they have joined a pan-
theon of great artists whose art has been 
vandalized, from Rothko to Da Vinci to 
Picasso. Their works were repaired, of 
course. Which is what you do when an 
artwork in your care is damaged. Which 
City Hall has, as of this writing, not an-
nounced it will do. I guess the artists 
should feel lucky their works have not 
been turned into urinals, like reverse 
Duchamps.

So What's This “Controversial” 
Art In City Hall 

I Keep Hearing About?

Art | Pearl clutching

I C E L A N D  4 D U M M I E S

Words by Kári Tulinius
Illustration by Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir
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Things have taken a turn for the 
better where Iceland’s acceptance of 
Syrian refugees is concerned. The 
Icelandic government voted in fa-
vour of offering 2 billion ISK in assis-
tance to go towards welcoming the 
refugees brought to Iceland, assist-
ing refugee relief efforts overseas, 
and speeding up the asylum seeker 
application process. At the same 
time, at least 100 Syrian refugees will 
be welcomed to Iceland, probably 
this December, and that may be the 
first group of many more. Akureyri 
has already been slated as the first 
town to welcome these refugees. Not 
the 1,600 or even the 500 refugees 
we’ve seen proposed, but it’s a start!

In less heartening news, copy-
right holder organisations and Ice-
land’s major ISPs have reached an 
agreement to block their customers’ 
access to the Icelandic-language 
torrent site Deildu.net, and The 
Pirate Bay. The Pirate Party has 
come out strong against the move, 
with MP Ásta Guðrún Helgadóttir 
warning that it “set[s] a precedent for 
blocking access to websites without 
taking the matter to trial first and 
proving [the torrent sites] have hurt 
anyone.” As things such as proxy 
servers and other torrent sites re-
main in existance, it is uncertain 
how effective the firewall will be.

There’ve been a lot of predictions 
that upwards of 1.5 million tourists 
will visit Iceland next year, which is 
like five times the population of the 
country(!). In response, Minister for 
the Environment Sigrún Magnús-
dóttir has confirmed that the gov-
ernment is considering arrival tolls, 
increased parking fees, and other 
tolls in order to help maintain sites of 
natural wonder facing this much foot 
traffic. Given how unsuccessful the 
notorious Nature Pass idea was, we 
may just have to go ahead and pave 
over Geysir now.

By Paul Fontaine

NEWS
IN

BRIEF

Continues Over...



Meet LÁRA and LÁRUS — the flyweight
champions of raincoats. Perfectly suited 
for all outdoor activities.

LÁRA 17.990 ISK

LÁRUS 17.990 ISK

10.000 mm
waterproof

Durable

Windproof

Welded seams

www.cintamani.is | Bankastræti 7 | Austurhraun 3 | Smáralind | Kringlan



Welcome,

List of licenced Tour 
Operators and Travel 
Agencies on:  

visiticeland.com

Licensing and
registration of travel-
related services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents, 
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.

Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved 
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet 
website.

Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist 
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the 
Icelandic Tourist Board.

OPEN 7-21

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
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Politics | Bright?Politics | Foreign

The Reykjavík 
mayor, when faced 
with global criti-
cism and protests, 
backed down on 
the City Council's 
blanket boycott 
resolution against 
Israel and watered 
it down to a mealy-
mouthed boycott 
on Jewish prod-
ucts from Judea 
and Samaria. 

 I wonder why this city exclusively 
targets the Jewish state above all others.
 He replaced a city vote for anti-Semi-
tism (that’s how it looks from Israel when 
your capital applies double standards) 
with a more localized version of Reykja-
víkian anti-Semitism.
 Let me put it bluntly. Reykjavík’s de-
cision was a hostile one. It was also hypo-
critical.
 As an Israeli, I may surprise many 
readers by demanding that this town 
carry out its boycott resolution in full.
I do so in the certain knowledge that 
Reykjavík needs us far far more than we 
need them.
 It must begin by throwing out all of 
the city's computer network that oper-
ates by virtue of its Israeli technology. All 
City Council members must be deprived 
of their smartphones. They should also 
check which other Israeli technology is 
keeping their city in the modern age. The 
hypocrites!
 Reykjavík must be punished for its 
hypocrisy. Any city with a mayor who 
visited China yet boycotts Israel is truly 
the capital city of hypocrisy.
 This hypocrisy came full circle when 
it was revealed that the left-wing coun-
cilman who proposed the boycott mo-
tion was leaving Iceland to serve Hamas 
in Gaza!
 This leads to my final question.
 Does Iceland and Reykjavík desig-
nate Hamas as the Islamic terror organi-
zation that it is? 
 If so, they should boycott this coun-
cil member when she returns to cold and 
hypocritical Reykjavík.

The government altered its stance 
following the hugely successful and 
highly publicised social media cam-
paign “Kæra Eygló Harðar – Sýrland 
kallar” (“Dear [Minister of Welfare] 
Eygló Harðar – Syria is calling”—read 
all about it in our last issue), wherein 
individuals offered clothes, finan-
cial aid, support, and even housing to 
refugees coming to Iceland. Forming 
a special ministerial committee that 
deliberated for over three weeks, the 
government announced on September 
19 that Iceland was to admit more than 
a hundred refugees in 2015 alone, and 
devoting more than two billion ISK to 
the matter over the coming two years.
Only a few details have been released 
thus far, and there are a lot of unan-
swered questions (such as exactly how 
many refugees are coming, how they 
will be met, if there are any conditions 
on their arrival, etc.), but here’s what 
we know so far:

500 is a tall order

Before the committee made any an-
nouncements, 22 members of the 
Parliament minority proposed that 
Iceland accept 500 refugees over a 
period of two years. Minister for For-
eign Affairs Gunnar Bragi Sveinsson 
dismissed the idea, saying it was ir-
responsible to name any figure before 

analysing Iceland’s existing infra-
structure, and guaranteeing access to 
necessities such as psychiatric help 
and housing.

Four to five million ISK 
per refugee

Once the government made its an-
nouncement, the Minister of Welfare 
declared that the total annual cost per 
refugee amounted to around four to 
five million ISK. Minister of Finance 
Bjarni Benediktsson stated that the 
proposed two billion ISK funds would 
be used both to welcome refugees to 
Iceland, and for overseas refugee aid—
the money would be allotted from the 
15.3 billion ISK surplus that’s expected 
from the proposed 2016 government 
budget.

The first refugees will 
arrive in December

To date, 25 municipalities have con-
tacted the Ministry of Welfare ex-
pressing interest in hosting refugees. 
These include—amongst others—
Reykjavík, Ísafjörður, and Akureyri. 
The latter, we have learned, is slated 
to be the first town to accept a group 
of Syrian refugees, which will arrive 
from Lebanon in December. Reykja-

vík Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson was 
initially quoted as saying that the city 
was capable of accepting “hundreds” 
of refugees, but has since noted that 
the municipality has yet to evaluate 
exactly how many it can offer refuge 
to.

Public opinion is in 
favour of welcoming 

refugees

A recent poll conducted by MMR 
showed that an overwhelming major-
ity of Icelanders, or 88.5% of respon-
dents, was in favour of welcoming 
refugees from Syria. In September 
alone, almost 1,300 individuals signed 
up to volunteer through the Red Cross, 
around 1,000 of which are in the great-
er capital area (supplanting the re-
gion’s 900 already active volunteers). 
A more recent poll by Gallup, however, 
showed that almost 60% of Icelanders 
don’t want to accept more than 200 
refugees in the coming two years.

There’s room for more 
change

Iceland is known for its strict (and 
controversial) interpretation of the 
Dublin Regulation, frequently choos-
ing to deport asylum seekers with-
out evaluating their cases. Alongside 
announcing that Iceland will accept 
more refugees, PM Sigmundur Davíð 
Gunnlaugsson said that it would be 
ideal to revise the existing and outdat-
ed regulations regarding asylum seek-
ers, bringing them more in line with 
international law and the protections 
afforded to refugees.

Words by Barry Shaw

As our readers are probably well 
aware, there are few things more 
exciting than famous people visiting 
Iceland, except maybe reporting on 
the reporting of famous people visit-
ing Iceland. This month’s celebrity 
power was decidedly high. First of all, 
scenes from ‘Star Wars: Rogue One’ 
are currently being filmed in Iceland, 
bringing Mads Mikkelsen, that actor 
who played TV’s version of beloved 
cannibal psychopath Hannibal Lect-
er. Not to be outdone, pop star Justin 
Bieber (whose cannibal psychopath 
status remains uncertain) also visited 
our fair shores, and the local media 
coverage was very detailed about his 
prefered coffee drink (double cappuc-
cino) and his favourite Subway sub 
(turkey, twelve inches), as well as his 
use of a bodyguard at a public toilet. 
Never let it be said there are details 
too trivial to report on when it comes 
to famous people in Iceland.

Speaking of musicians, legendary 
singer-songwriter Bubbi Morthens 
recently joined in a move initiated 
by local folk-pop band Ljótu hálfvi-
tarnir, issuing a public statement 
forbidding radio station Útvarp Saga 
from playing any of his songs. The sta-
tion has repeatedly engaged in prac-
tices that many label racist, homopho-
bic, and Islamophobic, and Bubbi said 
his ban will stay in effect “for as long 
as they sow prejudice and hatred.” To 
put this in a non-Icelandic context, 
this would be like Bruce Springsteen 
issuing a similar ban against a radio 
station in the US. 

Finally, there is Reykjavik City 
Council’s recent motion to place an 
purchasing ban on products from 
Israel, which was later rescinded, to 
be replaced by a different proposal, 
embargoing Israeli products made 
in occupied Palestinian territories, 
which was then also nixed. More on 
that on page ten of this very issue.

NEWS
IN

BRIEF

Barry Shaw is 
the author of 
‘Fighting Hamas, 
BDS and Anti-
Semitism.’

Reykjavík 
Must Be 
Punished 
For Its 
Hypocrisy 

Refugees!

Over the past month, we’ve seen the biggest U-turn in Ice-
land’s foreign policy in recent history. Always hesitant to ac-
cept refugees, the nation has accepted only 549 since 1956. 
However, the government’s announcement that it would 
react to the ongoing humanitarian crisis in Syria by ac-
cepting a total of 50 individuals over a period of two years, 
was met noticeable public outcry. And that’s when things 
started changing.

Words by Gabríel Benjamin
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The reaction was, in part, based on a 
misunderstanding of what the proposal 
entailed. It was not, as many believed, a 
national boycott, nor did it prohibit Reyk-
javík residents from buying products 
from Israel. Rather, it was a “purchasing 
policy” for the offices of Reykjavik City; 
it would exclude products made in Israel 
from being bought by city offices. How-
ever, even those who understood the true 
nature of the proposal were critical of it, 
and that criticism came from abroad as 
much as it came from other Icelanders.

BACKLASH?
The European Jewish Congress and the 
World Jewish Conference were among 
those who harshly criticised the pro-
posal, but having more impact than their 
press releases were the businesses in the 
tourist industry, such as hotels and air-
lines, who complained that they were 
looking at many cancellations over the 
proposal. 
 In a strange twist, an Icelandic bank 
even got involved. Arion Bank CEO 
Höskuldur H. Ólafsson forwarded an e-
mail to Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson that 
was originally written by Eggert Dagb-
jartsson, one of the investors behind the 
building of a Marriott hotel next to the 
Harpa Concert Hall. In the email, Eggert 
warned that “many of the top people at 
Marriott are [J]ewish as well. Further-
more, most major US Hotel Companies—
such as Starwood, Lowes, etc. are either 
owned or controlled by [J]ewish Ameri-
cans.”
 Both Prime Minister Sigmundur 
Davíð Gunnlaugsson and Finance Min-
ister Bjarni Benediktsson also cautioned 
that the proposal was putting a number 
of Icelandic projects in jeopardy, without 
naming any specifics. Many called, and 
still call, for Dagur to resign as mayor.

SURPRISE! 

“I was surprised,” Björk told the Grape-
vine, discussing the backlash. “I didn't 
imagine that the Israelis and the Zionists 
in the USA would accuse us in the City 
Council of anti-Semitism and hate. We 
were described as ‘a volcano of hate’ [by 
Israeli Foreign Ministry spokesperson 
Emmanuel Nahshon]. I have never felt 
that hate—only a desire for peace and 
love. But I blame Israel's government. 
My opinion is that they are the worst en-
emy of the Jewish people, because many 
people do not understand the difference 
between Judaism and Zionism. But there 
is a big difference between them. One is 
a faith, Judaism, and the other, Zionism, 
is a political ideology that’s produced the 
Israeli apartheid policy.”
 Within days, Dagur announced that 
the proposal was going to be rescinded 
and revised. The new proposal was es-
sentially the same, but it limited the pur-
chase prohibition to products made in 
Israeli-occupied territories in Palestine. 
In fact, opposition party MPs for the Ice-
landic parliament submitted a comple-
mentary proposal, which would require 
products that come from these territories 
to be labeled as such.

WHALING? 
Still, the criticism wasn’t letting up; not 
least of all from within City Council itself.
 “I voted against it,” Independence 
Party head for City Council Halldór 
Halldórsson told Grapevine. “I believe 
it should have been debated. We have 
seen Icelandic water being removed from 
store shelves in the US over this, as well 
as the cancellations in the tourist indus-
try.”
 When asked if he felt the concerns 
over Iceland’s international image are 
also applied to whaling, Halldór said, 

“You can be an Icelander and still be for 
or against whaling. But the city’s propos-
al was not consistent with our national 
foreign policy.”

NAZIS? 
Things arguably came to a head at a City 
Council meeting last Tuesday, which—
like most Council meetings—was open 
to the general public and could also be 
watched online. In the gallery above the 
council hall, both Icelandic supporters 
and critics alike could be seen—some 
holding signs calling for the liberation of 
Palestine, others Israeli flags. 
 Before this audience, members of City 
Council made their cases. At this point, 
though, everyone—even the mayor—was 
in agreement that the original proposal 
was poorly thought-out and needed to be 
rescinded. So the main topic of discussion 
revolved around Dagur, and whether or 
not he should resign.
 Independence Party councilperson 
Kjartan Magnússon in particular harshly 
criticised the mayor, saying that Dagur 
was not only wrong but also gave no 
forewarning to the opposition about the 
proposal. “This is why the mayor needs to 
minimise the damage and this is why the 
mayor needs to resign,” he said.
 Another Independence Party coun-
cilperson, Áslaug Friðriksdóttir, kicked 
things up a notch by calling the proposal 
“populism of the worst sort.” She added 
that it tarnished the image of Icelanders, 
making us look racist, and that import 
bans on countries are unethical.
 “Let’s say the Nazis came to power 
and they decided to put a ban on specific 
things,” she said. “You are actually doing 
that, but you don’t consider yourselves 
Nazis because you’re the good guys.”
 Áslaug later apologised for her re-
marks, while contending that she was not 
comparing anyone to Nazis.

DAMAGES? 
Social Democrat councilperson Hjálmar 
Sveinsson pointed out that no one had 
been able to demonstrate that any con-
crete damage had been done by the pro-
posal, while Bright Future councilperson 
Björn Blöndal added that he felt that may-
or had responded to the backlash “with 

humility” and that calling for his resigna-
tion was “overreaching.” In addition, he 
put the proposal in the context of similar 
foreign policy actions taken by Iceland—
namely, the city’s criticism of China’s 
treatment of dissenters, and cutting ties 
with Moscow over anti-LGBT legislation.
 Dagur had cited these two examples 
himself in his weekly e-mail newsletter. 
 “I have noticed this has been called 
an embargo, which it isn’t, and a testa-
ment to anti-Semitism, which is of course 
ridiculous,” he wrote in the newsletter. 
“Reykjavík is a city of human rights. We 
have protested against China’s infringe-
ments on freedom of expression and the 
government’s oppression of dissenters, 
we have protested against the Russian 
government’s treatment of homosexuals 
and their allies by cutting ties with Mos-
cow. The approved proposal is the logical 
extension of this.”

 Of course, many Icelanders had sup-
ported the proposal, but so had a number 
of voices from abroad—including some 
Israelis. Israeli Citizens For BDS (which 
stands for “boycott, divestment and sanc-
tions”) published an open letter to the 
Reykjavik City Council, urging them to 
stand by the original proposal.
 “In recent years, Israel has taken 
many legislative steps to criminalize hu-
man rights activities, such as providing 
information about the occupation and 
calling for boycott of the state and war-
profiteering corporations,” they wrote. 
“Merely writing this letter to you is an 
illegal act under Israeli civil torts law 
and we hereby proudly violate this law. 
We therefore ask you, first and foremost, 
to support the indigenous Palestinian 
people whose very existence has been 
curtailed and criminalized under a co-

lonial supremacist regime. Secondly, we 
ourselves ask for your support, since our 
mere and symbolic opposition to such 
inhumane policies has been deemed il-
legal.”
 But the damage to the idea had al-
ready been done, and shortly after the 
meeting, Dagur made it clear that a re-
vised proposal would not be submitted.
 “That makes me very sad, but I forgive 
my colleagues,” Björk told us. “They had 
no other option because they were not 
prepared for this brutal backlash from 
Israel, the USA and the Zionist lobby. 
Councillors have admitted that this has 
caused problems. But the message is 
coming through. The discussions that 
dominated Iceland’s political life over the 
last ten days have raised the profile of the 
BDS movement, and I think the people in 
Iceland are now very much aware of the 
Zionist apartheid system in Israel against 
the Palestinian people, and will now 
more than ever boycott Israeli goods.”
 Countering Björk’s view in a Kven-
nablaðið article entitled “Of Course Da-
gur Should Resign,” leftist journalist Atli 
Þór Fanndal says that the ill-thought out, 
ill-prepared motion coupled with the 
mayor’s “spineless” response has pro-
vided Israel with a model on how to suc-
cessfully disparage any motions towards 
BDS. Dagur should of course resign, Atli 
contends, and those responsible for pass-
ing the motion—including Björk—should 
be ashamed of themselves. 
 Dagur has not announced any plans to 
resign at the time of this writing, and did 
not respond to requests for a comment on 
this story. Whatever the situation in City 
Council will be once the smoke clears, the 
story is a testament to both the sensitiv-
ity of politicians and bankers to even a 
perceived threat to Iceland’s bottom line, 
and to how political efforts with even the 
best intentions can backfire spectacular-
ly.

Last week, an outgoing Reykjavík City Councilperson for 
the Social Democrats, Björk Vilhelmsdottir, submitted 
a proposal to City Council that would prohibit the city 
from buying products made in Israel. The City Council 
majority passed the measure, and almost immediately, 
Iceland was assailed with an international backlash.

Words by Paul Fontaine

“I didn't imagine that the 
Israelis and the Zionists 
in the USA would accuse 
us in the City Council of 
anti-Semitism and hate. 
We were described as ‘a 
volcano of hate’. I have 
never felt that hate—
only a desire for peace 
and love.”

Reykjavík’s Ill-Fated Proposal 
To Ban Purchases From Israel
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HALLGRÍMUR  
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while you´re sleeping 

September 11 - October 10 2015 

Since his mid-twenties, Bjarni has suf-
fered from schizophrenia, which for a 
long period shaped his life. His men-
tal illness eventually led Bjarni to nine 
years in a criminal psychiatric ward af-
ter killing a man, in what became one of 
the most talked-about criminal cases in 
Iceland’s history. 
 Having fallen through the wide 
cracks of our society’s grid, Bjarni made 
his way back from the margins with 
determination and vigour. Through po-
etry, painting and a never-ending search 
for the self, he has carved out a place for 
himself. Now, Bjarni steps forth with 
an account of his life journey, detailing 
his venture from innocent youth into 
the darkness of adult life and beyond 
in a new book, ‘Hin hálu þrep’ (“Those 
Slippery Steps”), which had just gone to 
print on the very day I rang his doorbell 
for an interview.

No reason
Bjarni Bernharður resides in a base-
ment in a beautiful apartment complex 
on Hverfisgata, coincidentally known as 
Bjarnaborgin. His habitat is a small but 
cosy bohemian bachelor pad, chock-full 
of books and his vibrantly colured paint-
ings. He shows me around his studio, 
where he keeps endless racks of CDs, 
largely consisting of 60s and 70s rock, 
but also featuring  a lot of jazz and clas-
sical music. “I listen to music a lot to get 
riled up before I get to painting or writ-
ing,” he tells me, “but not so much while 
I’m working.” He also has a big-screen 
TV, where he watches movies to help 
him unwind and clear his head. They 
come from all over the globe, both new 
and old. “I have this 1931 adaptation of 
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' I’ve been wait-
ing to watch,” he notes.
 He offers me coffee and a seat. After 

reassuring myself that my recorder is 
properly functioning, I ask why he chose 
to tell his story at this particular time.
 “No exact reason,” he muses. “This 
book has been on my desktop for quite 
some time. I’ve been working on it since 
2010, with pauses. For the last year I’ve 
been putting extra work into finishing 
it.” Bjarni notes that he did release an-
other autobiographical tome a few years 
back, ‘Kaleikurinn’ (“The Grail”), which 
forms the basis for this book. He tells me 
that he wasn’t yet ready to draw conclu-
sions from his life story back then, as he 
does in the last chapter of the new one. 

Building your own box
“The first part of the book is a realistic 
description of my life,” explains Bjarni, 
“mostly in a linear time frame. But I 
wasn’t sure how to handle the rest. I 

decided to scrutinize my inner self, let 
my mind flow over time and space, cir-
cling around my centre. That was the 
basis for the last part, where the topic at 
hand was myself. ‘Who are you, Bjarni 
Bernharður?’ I asked myself.  When 
asking a question like that, you probably 
won’t get a clear answer, but it forces you 
to think. And it got me writing.”
 He adds that the book is about top-
ics that have been discussed in the me-
dia recently, and could perhaps help 
people people who find themselves on 
the wrong side of the tracks. “The book 
is about matters of great importance in 
the here and now,” he states. “Mental ill-
ness; a child that falls through the cracks 
of society; mind-expanding drugs, do-
mestic violence, manslaughter, nine 
years in a criminal psychiatric ward. He 
who lands outside the box doesn’t need 
to wind up in the wasteland. He is not 
without his territory. There can be a box 

outside the box—you just have to build it 
yourself. We might not choose our place 
in the system, our family or society. Most 
people accept where they’re placed. But, 
those who wind up in the wasteland… 
they find that they’re not welcome in 
society. My story could help those who 
are pushed outside the box to find a way 
back.”

The village idiot
Bjarni Bernharður was born in the south 
of Iceland, in the small town of Self-
oss, a product of an unhappy marriage, 
the third of eleven siblings. His par-
ents were working class, and providing 
for eleven children wasn’t easy. There 
wasn’t much love to go around in the 
household, Bjarni tells me, and he had a 

Poet and painter Bjarni Bernharður Bjarnason is a unique 
presence in the Icelandic art world. He has endured a life 
of hardship, marked by poverty, negligent parents, acid, 
insanity, domestic violence, murder and incarceration. He 
is also a prolific artist.
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hard time adapting to 
the school system. He 
was different from his 
siblings and the other chil-
dren, he says, and had a hard 
time growing up. He said he sur-
vived by taking on the role he was given: 
the outcast and village idiot. “I was at-
tacked from all sides,” he says. “In my 
home by my parents. By the other chil-
dren in the village—and the grown-ups. 
By the teachers at school. I had to react 
somehow. Society told me, ‘We want you 
to be our village idiot!’ And I said, ‘ok,’ 
and assumed that role. Through doing 
that, people didn’t really get to me. It 
was pure self-preservation. I was just a 
baby, and I couldn’t fight back.”
 During his youth and adolescence, 
Bjarni lived with his parents, but also 
in a variety of foster homes. After he left 
home at seventeen to work as a fisher-
man, he hardly had any contact with his 
parents or siblings. “My siblings don’t 
have any interest in me,” he says. “They 
are on a very different path in life. There 
was an emotional coldness and shortage 
of love in the household. There were too 
many children for anybody to love. To 
them, I am still the village idiot.”   

Harnessing acid
Bjarni lived in Reykjavík, moving 
around the country to work on fishing 
boats. He got acquainted with the new-
fangled hippie lifestyle, and eventually 
decided to move to Copenhagen along 
with some acquaintances. He visited, 
and then moved into, the free state of 
Christiania, a former military base in-
side Copenhagen that has been “occu-
pied” as a hippie commune since 1971, 
and where the cannabis trade is largely 
tolerated by the authorities.

 It was there that he began experi-
menting with LSD. Bjarni’s claim is that 
the psychedelic drug both saved his life, 
and was a factor in triggering his mental 
illness. “When I tried it I found some-
thing sublime,” he says. “After my first 
experience, I began to use it differently. 
I tried to harness its power. Because, 
you can use acid in a lot of different 
ways. You can use it to have fun, going 
to discotheques and seeing bright colors 
and the city life splay out. But there’s a 
different side to it, if you aim its powers 
inward.” 
 From that point on, Bjarni was al-
ways alone on his acid trips. “I closed 
the doors to the outside world when I 
saw that this was a substance that could 
help me break off the chains,” he says, 
“to get me out of the darkness of child-
hood. It was the beginning of a long 
chapter in my life—the long journey to 
regaining myself. I’m a terrific artist, 
but no one knew. I never had the oppor-
tunity to develop my artistic abilities. 

But the acid screamed at me, 
and also set off a fury in me. And gave 
me a power to regain myself from the 
darkness.”

“Man is a 
spiritual cripple”

Bjarni’s foray into acid wasn’t with-
out consequence. “The way home 
for me was a long one,” says 
Bjarni. “The schizophrenia ep-
isodes, nine of them in all, were 
the only way for me to get back 
after the acid trips. I was alone 
in my apartment in the bleakest 
paranoia. But in them, there was an art-
ist being born. I became a better painter, 
and a better poet. I didn’t paint during 
the episodes, but afterwards I felt like 
I’d gained something new. It was 
a painful birth, but today the acid 
remains the undertone of my 
whole creative process. It’s al-
ways here, but now it’s serene 
and quiet, with endless dimen-
sions.”
 So would he recommend 
dropping acid to other people? 
“Not at all!” he exclaims. “Most people 
have nothing to gain from it. But I had no 
other choice than to try it. Acid is hugely 
misunderstood. Mankind has to face 
a lot of obstacles. In the future I think 
LSD will help humankind overcome 
these difficulties. Man is technologi-
cally advanced, but a spiritual cripple.”

Radical politics of the 
mind

At the end of the acid trips, the schizo-
phrenia took over. “Those two are glued 
together,” he explains. “I had a lot of po-
litical delusions in those episodes, and 
started believing I wielded great power 
in the field of international politics. Al-
though it was only in my mind, I was 
happy with that at the time. That was 
my reality.” 
 During his episodes, Bjarni believed 
himself to be deeply immersed in the 
radical politics of the 70s. He was ob-
sessed with the Red Army brigades, fas-
cists, counter-revolutionaries and impe-
rialist spies. He moved back and forth 
between Iceland and Denmark in that 
period, and self-published seven books 
of poetry, which he describes in his au-
tobiography as “acid ramblings.” He also 
fathered his first two children, and lived 
with their mother for a while in an un-
stable relationship marked by drug use 
and domestic violence.

Shockingly wonderful 
world

In the mid-80s Bjarni rented an apart-
ment in west Reykjavík. During one of 
his paranoid-schizophrenic episodes, he 

became convinced 
that his landlord was a 

spy for the world’s greater fascist forces, 
transmitting his every move to the en-
emy through radio technology. This fan-
tasy would later lead to the most drastic 
event of his life, when—in the grip of a 
schizophrenic episode—he knocked on 

his former landlord’s door, and invited 
himself in for a talk. 
 In ‘Those Slippery Steps’, 

Bjarni describes the moment of 
madness that struck him. As 
the sound of Louis Armstrong’s 
“What a Wonderful World” 

began to fill the apartment, 
he stabbed his landlord to death. 

“There are stories about how I mutilated 
the body,” he says, “and most of them are 
true. But you know what? There was no 
other way out for me. I had to shock my-

self by this horrible act, when I shred-
ded the man apart like a wild animal. 

I shocked myself so hard…” 
 His voice trembles at this, 
and he pauses for a few seconds. 
“So hard, that I got myself out of 
the darkness. There was now an-

other way. It was a subconscious 
reaction to how I had become.“

 Bjarni describes how he afterwards 
proceeded to write with the blood of his 
victim on the wall: “Baader Meinhof” 
and “PLO.” 
 He was picked up by the police three 
days later. “The police that attended the 
crime scene had to get psychiatric help,” 
he recalls. “It was horrible. I remember 
all the details from the night, it’s stored 
right here.” He points to his head. “My 
memory works like a hard drive, filing 
everything into storage.” 
 However, as soon as the door to his 
cell was shut, Bjarni decided he wasn’t 
going to give up on life. He spent the 
next eight and a half years in a criminal 
psychiatric ward, first in Sweden and 
then in Iceland. While locked up, he says 
he hardly wrote or painted, rather using 
his time for self-examination, preparing 
for his rebirth.

Standing his ground
Since 2004 Bjarni Bernharður has put 
out a dozen books of poetry and three 
books of prose, painted countless paint-
ings—and now, he’s released his marvel-
ous memoir. 
 Bjarni has self-published all of his 
books, noting that no publisher has 
the nerve to touch him because of his 
past. “I heard from an inside source at 
Forlagið [Iceland’s biggest publisher] 
that the superiors said: “'Bjarni Bern-
harður? Nobody would give his grand-
mother a book by Bjarni Bernharður 
for Christmas…'”
 For the past twelve years Bjarni has 
quite literally stood by his works, on 
most days assuming a post on the corner 
of Austurstræti and Pósthússtræti, often 
for hours at a time, shouting, “Poems” 

and selling his books to 
passersby. For the Eng-

lish-speaking bunch, he is 
also selling a translated collec-

tion of his poems, called “Poems 
and Paintings.” “I’ve asked young 

writers to come and stand with me on 
the corner to sell their books, but they’re 
too ashamed to do it,” he chuckles. “I’ve 
been to so many dark places that stand-
ing on a street corner for a few hours is 
easy to me.” 

Past and future battles
Bjarni lives by a few rules, to keep his 
existence stable and creative, saying: “I 
don’t use drugs or alcohol, I think about 
my diet, I sleep well, and I choose wisely 
the people I keep company with.” 

 He also feels at peace with himself. 
“Freedom is a state of mind,” he says. 
“When I learned to accept the past, I 
earned my freedom from it. To me, the 
past is like a book of fiction on a shelf 
that I can occasionally pick up and flip 
through. I am maybe the only man in 
Iceland that has freed myself from the 
manslaughter I committed. Everybody 
else can’t stop thinking about it, and is 
unable to see me except through that 
lens. However. I’m not a prisoner to that 
horrible event. I can talk about it with-
out sentimentality. That may sound cold 
and nonhuman, and who knows, maybe 
it makes me some kind of a monster.”
 He belives that all of his painful ex-
periences were necessary to form the 
artist he is today. “There was no other 
way for me to go,” he says. “I had to 
suffer as a child, and perform the hor-
rible deeds of the acid trips and psy-
chotic episodes. When you combine 
everything together it’s like pieces of a 
puzzle that form a picture...” He pauses. 
“... of Dorian Gray maybe,” he finishes, 
through bellowing laughter. 
 Bjarni believes the new book will 
pack more punch than anything else in 
his artistic career, and refuses to back 
down or be silenced. “I am a warrior,” 
he says. “When you’re a warrior, you 
always have to prepare for the next bat-
tle.”
 And what is his next battle? He 
laughs at the question. “Well, I’ve just 
finished the battle with this book,” he 
smiles. “It was sent to the printing press 
this morning. So I might give myself 
a day’s rest and then begin to plan the 
next battle tomorrow morning.”
 By the time this interview is out, 
'Those Slippery Steps' will be, too. Bjar-
ni will be battling it out on his chosen 
front line, down on the corner of Aus-
turstræti and Pósthússtræti. And that’s 
where you can buy your copy and read 
his whole story yourself. 

“He who lands outside 
the box doesn’t need to 
wind up in the wasteland. 
He is not without his 
territory. There can be 
a box outside the box—
you just have to build it 
yourself.” 

BBB

I am a warrior of the light
my archenemy is the darkness.

My birth
displeased the serpent

that had dug itself
into people’s consciousnesses

the people
who had been taught to despise 

me
been taught to mock me.

 *
The Almighty
who sent me

into this world
knew what awaited me

and gave me strong bones
— I do not fear at all.

In my heart
I know my role

I was summoned here
to slay the serpent of darkness

my strength grows
each day

it will not be long before
the snake writhes in my grasp.

Pegasus

I feel the wingbeats of my poems 
in my soul.

It is whispered
to me – from out in the void

fly higher, fly higher…

Kiss of the Bat

I dwell
in a dark cave

of my youth

when the bat
kissed me

that warm kiss
determined my destiny

to tread the path
of cold nights

to the border
between light and darkness

“There was no other way 
out for me. I had to shock 
myself by this horrible act, 
when I shredded the man 
apart like a wild animal. I 
shocked myself so hard 
that I got myself out of the 
darkness.”

3 

Poems by 
Bjarni
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He spent some time working on Old Nor-
dic texts in his university days, the film-
maker tells me over the phone in our brief 
chat, particularly Njáls Saga and Laxdæ-
la, and couldn't pass up the opportunity 

to see the places where they happened. 
Just the names of the places in the sagas 
are richly suggestive of the history that 
unfolded there, for this year's major guest 
of honour at RIFF, David Cronenberg.

The Body Artist

Wait a minute—David Cronenberg? 
Like, exploding heads? James Woods 
merging with his home cinema? Marilyn 
Chambers turning people into zombies 
with her armpit? Granting that Njáls 
Saga includes the famous scene in which 
Skarphéðinn's “axe crashed down on on 
[Þráinn's] head and split it down to the 
jaw-bone, spilling the back-teeth on to 
the ice,” a description which matches 
outré viscerality with surgical precision 
in a way consistent with the filmmaker’s 
mythos (and that sounds like something 
Viggo Mortensen might have done in 'A 
History of Violence'), it is nevertheless 
surprising to hear David Cronenberg 
profess an affinity for these stories of 
kinship, custom and landscape.
 Because, you see, it's right there in 
the RIFF program, in the filmmaker's 
own words, taken from a 1989 inter-

view: “I think the mind grows out of 
the body. I don’t believe in an afterlife. 
I don’t see the mind or the spirit or the 
soul continuing after our body dies. 
The mind and body are completely 
dependent and interrelated. The mind 
is somehow organic and physical. It’s 
only our perception and our culture 
that keeps them separate.” Cronen-
berg's legacy is as cinema's foremost 
Body Artist, the filmmaker who works 
through ideas about the nature of 
identity by conducting unsanctioned 
experiments on human flesh. Where 
do the sagas fit in with all that?  
 And, in the selection of Cronen-
berg films showing at RIFF, you can 
see variations on the theme. In 'The 
Brood' (1979), domestic troubles be-
come literal, and corporeal, as a fam-
ily is tormented by stunted genderless 
rage-babies growing out of a sac in 
the ailing mother's abdomen. In 'The 
Fly' (1986), Jeff Goldblum's nerdy-hot 

scientist is fused with the DNA of a 
housefly in a teleportation experi-
ment gone horribly wrong, and Geena 
Davis has to watch her lover change 
and decay in horrifying ways. In 'Dead 
Ringers' (1989), Jeremy Irons plays 
identical-twin gynaecologists whose 
symbiosis begins to break down, and 
one of whom invents a series of hor-
rifying implements for “operating on 
mutant women.” In 'Crash' (1996), a 
community of sex fetishists fuck in 
cars, fondle each other's scars, and 
seek out the “fertilizing” energy of 
an automobile smash-up. In 'Eastern 
Promises' (2007), tattoos signify past 
deeds and status within a commu-
nity of Russian mobsters (and Viggo 
Mortensen stabs a guy while naked). 
In all these films, the self is purely 

RIFF's guest of honour, West-Icelander David 
Cronenberg, brings his personal, visceral films to 

Iceland, and into the worldWords by Mark Asch
Photo by Caitlin Cronenberg

Videodrome 
(1983)
Back in the early 80s, we all believed VHS 
would slowly take over first our minds and 
then our bodies, supplanting what had up 
to then been known as reality. Of course, 
we now know that it would take another 
decade and the Internet to achieve this. 
Nevertheless, ‘Videodrome’ remains com-
pelling, either as an example of how new 
technology always creates new fears or 
perhaps as prescient warning of things to 
come. Also, James Woods.

The Dead Zone 
(1983)
What would you do if you knew that a fu-
ture president of the United States was a 
madman hellbent on destroying the world? 
In the age of Trump, the obvious answer 
seems to be: Vote for him, of course. One 
wonders what crystal ball Cronenberg 
was peering into in 1983, but both these 
films were also infused with a healthy dose 
of Cold War paranoia, with the twist that 
in both cases, we are the bad guys. Also, 
Christopher Walken.

The Fly 
(1986) 
Perhaps Cronenberg's most haunting proj-
ect, ‘The Fly’ draws on Kafka with its man-
as-insect motif but is in fact a remake of a 
1958 film. The former version was no doubt 
inspired by science leading mankind to the 
possibility of nuclear holocaust, but the lat-
ter version is no less informed by the AIDS 
epidemic with its images of a man’s body 
falling apart. Yes, the 80s were indeed a 
miserable time to be alive. I remember. I 
was there. Also, Jeff Goldblum.

Dead Ringers 
(1988)
A pair of twins use their resemblance 
to one another to share lovers, unbe-
knownst to the ladies involved. Until one 
of the them falls in love and becomes a 
pill addict. Both are gynaecologists, and 
the special tools one of them has made 
for surgery after he loses it are as harrow-
ing as anything Cronenberg has come 
up with before or since. Based on a true 
story, of course. Also, Jeremy Irons. Times 
two. 

The Reykjavík International Film Festival may not un-
veil the season’s most anticipated premieres, or unfurl 
its longest, plushest red carpet, but one thing it has on 
the competition: it is the only film festival that can of-
fer its guest of honor a trip to Iceland. One recipient of 
a Lifetime Achievement Award at this year’s festival last 
touched down in Iceland in the 1960s, when Loftleiðir was 
the cheapest way to get between North America and the 
UK. Now, he’s submitting to the ritual of being celebrated 
by strangers for decades-old work, in part, for a chance 
to revisit the country, this time for longer than it takes to 
change planes.

An Almost 
Totally Random 
Selection Of 
David Cronenberg 
Films, Described

Words by Valur Gunnarsson

From 
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material, and the vulnerabilities and 
mutations of the flesh are also those of 
what you might, out of habit, call the 
mind or soul. 
 Where do the sagas fit in with all 
that? 

Cronenberg's Saga

Now, I don't want to oversell “David 
Cronenberg, Viking Groupie” here—
the unflinchingly avuncular Canadian 
filmmaker was probably just finding 
something nice to give to the local 
press, it's not like he's itching to get a 
runic tattoo—but a Cronenberg who 
remembers the Icelandic sagas, and 
who's compelled even just a little bit by 
the connection between the Icelandic 
country and its culture and stories, is 
more like the filmmaker he's evolved 
into. Especially if you look past his be-
ginnings grafting intellectual curios-
ity onto exploitation fare.
 'The Fly', set largely within a din-
gy warehouse laboratory, could take 
place anywhere at all; 'Dead Ringers', 
though set within a large city, is al-
most entirely indoors. In both films, 
biology—genetics, the womb—is the 
primary determinant. 
 By 'Crash', adapted from J.G. Bal-

lard's novel, the characters 
seek “the reshaping of 

the human body by 
modern technolo-

gy”—all those twist-
ed, gleaming metal machines and the 
media mythology of high-speed trag-
edy. The setting is a city, but 
one that feels more like The 
City, an anodyne urban 
modernity whose sterile 
locations are pronounced by 
the characters as proper nouns: 
“The Airport,” “The Hospital,” 
“The Traffic.” 
 But 'Eastern Promises' is a flavour-
some glimpse of London's criminal 
underworld and migrant subcultures. 
We can trace in Cronenberg's films an 
opening outward, so that it's not just 
the body that shapes identity, but a 
whole ecosystem, which is more and 
more specifically a particular society 
(a trend which continued with the 
period continental settings of 2011's 
'A Dangerous Method', and the New 
York and LA of 2012's 'Cosmopolis' 
and 2014's 'Map to the Stars').
 “There's the solipsistic mode of 
filmmaking,” Cronenberg tells me 

when I lay this theory on him in 
breathless yet excruciating detail—
a  mode that naturally begins with a 
person alone in a room, writing about 
things of immediate personal inter-
est. But because the self is connected 
to the wider world, he continues, the 
art eventually becomes larger, less 
solipsistic, and more interesting. 
All films are political—which is not 
to say necessarily politically “dog-
matic,” Cronenberg clarifies, but cer-
tainly engaged with the culture. That 
1975's 'Shivers' (aka 'They Came from 
Within') is set entirely within a single 
apartment complex was partly a mat-
ter of finance and logistics during the 
early stages of his career, Cronenberg 
tells me, while allowing that “as you 
get older perhaps the balance chang-
es,” and you're more attuned to the 
way the self opens up into the world 
of society and politics, and more inter-
ested in following it out there.

The kick inside

Interiors remain vital for Cronenberg, 
of course. It's a very, well, gynaeco-
logical selection of films we're getting 
at RIFF. Not just 'Dead Ringers', but 
also 'The Fly', in which Cronenberg 
cameos as an OB/GYN as Geena Da-
vis dreams of delivering a nonhuman 
baby; and 'The Brood', which climax-
es with the revelation of Samantha 
Eggar's demons manifesting in fetal 
form. In both scenes, the pregnant 
woman has what feels like an alien be-
ing inside of her; Davis’s character is 
horrified, but Eggar’s, in an especially 
memorable scene, embraces it, to our 
own horror.
 For David Cronenberg, the process 
of making any film is equally wrapped 
up in an intimacy he describes in 
physical terms. “All films are person-
al, which is not to say autobiographi-
cal,” he tells me, because the film has 
to be something that will sustain your 
interest. His projects seem to take 
about ten years to come to fruition, 
on average, he reflected, for various 
funding reasons (he talks frequently 
and matter-of-factly about the role 
of money in his filmmaking process. 
You would, too, if your career involved 
filming a diseased Jeff Goldblum as he 

dissolves his food with thick silvery 
corrosive acid vomit, and you 

were not independently 
wealthy). To sustain your 
excitement over the ma-
terial, the connection has 

to be emotional—even the 
abstract intellectual curiosity needs 
to remain “ticklish.” You have to be 
aching to bring this piece of art into 
the world, it seems—as an example, 
he recalls the long gestation period 
of 'Spider' (2002), which was so close 
to falling apart before Ralph Fiennes 
came aboard to star, and then all of a 
sudden “Spider was so close, we could 
see him and taste him.” 

A History of Cronenberg 
(and more)

The tactility is very Cronenberg. If a 

film project is like a child, I suggest, 
a finished film is like the person that 
a child grows up to be, often quite 
surprisingly different from the par-
ent—alien, even. RIFF audiences will 
be treated to some wonderful perfor-
mances in some frankly impossible 
roles: Jeremy Irons's precision and 
sensitivity as the yin-yang twins Bev 
and Elli Mantle; Jeff Goldblum and 
Geena Davis, so touching in their love 
even as his ears start to fall off. “The 
physical presence of the actor becomes 

important,” he responds when asked 
about the role of actors in embodying 
or challenging the longed-for film, be-
cause “before that it's just dialogue, re-
ally. Just words on a page.”
 So the films at RIFF exist for us 
perhaps a little differently than they 
exist for David Cronenberg—who con-
ceived them and was present at their 
birth, as it were. Retrospectives are 
a constant for the filmmaker, who 
seems both gratified and bemused by 
the process, immediately telling me 
that “my first retrospective was after 
I'd made two underground films”—he 
thinks it was something to do with 
an effort to build up a Canadian film 
culture. So though he's scheduled for 
a “Master Class” discussion on Sep-
tember 30 (1pm, at the University of 
Iceland), and Q&As following screen-
ings of 'Crash' (6pm, Háskólabíó, 
September 29) and 'The Fly' (8:15pm, 

Háskólabíó, October 1), don't expect to 
see him in the auditorium at any of the 
other ones. His films, he says, “are ba-
sically diaries. I can't watch my movies 
as movies,” because every scene brings 
back memories of what he was doing 
on set that day, his life at the time. He 
chuckles to himself. “But maybe that'll 
change as I get more senile and start to 
forget.” 
 People used to treat the sagas as 
precise, hyperlocal records of individ-
ual existences, too—but now we know 
they're stories of their time and place.

Naked Lunch 
(1991) 
William Burroughs’s unfilmable book 
filmed by David Cronenberg, featur-
ing scenes from the life of the author 
and, of course, giant bugs. Not half bad. 
Also, Peter Weller, seen for the first 
time without his Robocop gear. Unless 
we were hallucinating.  

Crash 
(1996)
As every North American knows, there 
is nothing quite as sexy as cars. Or 
sex. Put the two together and you get 
‘Crash’, a film about a group of people 
who can’t get off without engaging in 
foreplay that involves being in a to-
talled vehicle(?). The film caused a big 
debate, surprisingly. Some wanted it 
banned. Martin Scorsese loved it. 

A History Of Violence 
(2005)
The first of Cronenberg’s “later, less 
creepy ones,” ‘A History Of Violence’ 
still has the odd splash of ultravio-
lence and is one of the less comic-
booky comic book adaptations. Viggo 
Mortensen carves out a post-Aragorn 
career. Ed Harris broke a glass promot-
ing it. Perhaps Cronenberg’s best, for 
those who aren’t into giant bugs.  

Eastern Promises 
(2007)
Viggo returns, this time as a Russian 
gangster in London. A rarity in the 
Cronenberg universe, aspiring to real-
ism. So much so that I was assaulted by 
Eastern Europeans wielding a knife af-
ter the screening (true story). Even the 
tattoos are based on fact, and there is 
plenty of time to admire these as Viggo 
engages in a steamy naked knife fight, 
in a sauna. Of course.

A Dangerous Method 
(2011)
A tad sexier than their real-life coun-
terparts, Viggo and Michael Fassbend-
er star as psychoanalysts Freud and 
Jung, battling it out over who gets to 
explain the subconscious to the Victo-
rians (and Keira Knightley). It was about 
time David Cronenberg did a period 
drama, and perhaps it is inevitable that 
he made it about the men who dabbled 
in both sexuality and nightmares. 

“I think the mind grows 
out of the body. I don’t 
believe in an afterlife. I 
don’t see the mind or the 
spirit or the soul continuing 
after our body dies. 
The mind and body are 
completely dependent 
and interrelated. The 
mind is somehow organic 
and physical. It’s only our 
perception and our culture 
that keeps them separate.”

“All films are personal, 
which is not to say 
autobiographical, 
because the film has to be 
something that will sustain 
your interest.”
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The films will be presented at the Nor-
dic House, in free screenings scheduled 
for 1pm on October 3 and 4. Fríða Rós 
Valdimarsdóttir, the project manager 
for Stelpur filma, spoke to the Grape-
vine just after the workshops had been 
completed, while the filmmakers, back 
in school after the weeklong project, 
rushed to lock picture.

“Of course you can be a 
director” 

I'm curious about the philosophy 
behind the project. It seems partly 
a response to some of the discus-
sion about the allotment of grants 
awarded by the Icelandic Film 
Centre, and the very low percent-
age of money that goes to women. 
One of the questions that has been 
raised in mitigation of those num-
bers is whether there are enough 
women applying for grants to get 
those numbers up. Is Stelpur filma 
maybe an attempt to jumpstart the 

next generation of potential grant 
applicants?

In a way, but there have always been 
women in the film industry—however, 
they don't end up as directors. When 
women are searching for opportunities, 
they tend to be pushed towards other 
tasks—kind of “making the coffee for 
the director,” you know. We are up to 
some kind of limit in the Icelandic film 
industry now. I don't think women not 
applying is the problem. Given some 
kind of quota, I'm sure women would 
apply more, if they could see the reason 
to apply.

So a quota system would encour-
age more women to think of them-
selves as directors, rather than as 
assistant directors or assistants to 
the producer or things like that?

Like Margarethe von Trotta, one of the 
honorary guests of RIFF this year: she 
got started in the 1960s, but—I just saw 
this old interview with her where she's 
describing the same thing that I'm de-
scribing to you now. She saw some films 

from the French New Wave and she said, 
This is what I want to do. But she went 
into acting. She didn't even think about 
becoming a director, it didn't occur to 
her at the beginning that women could 
be directors. 
 It took some years for her to say to 
herself, of course you can be a director, 
and now she's one of the leading direc-
tors in Germany. She's 73, but I'm talk-
ing to women in the film industry today 
saying the exact same thing, even in the 
Icelandic Film Academy: “I just wanted 
to be some kind of part of the film indus-
try.” They didn't know where, but after a 
while thought, I can be a director, I want 
to be a director. So we have the same 
problem, what, fifty years later.

Girls rock! 
The mentors at the workshop: did 
you seek them out because in inter-
views they'd expressed an interest 
in seeing greater diversity in the 
film industry, because you thought 
they'd be good teachers, or maybe 
because you thought it'd be a thrill 
for the workshop participants to 
meet them?

All of that. RIFF and the City of Reykja-
vík have had similar courses before for 
kids, not just for girls, so we know of var-
ious lecturers, teachers and filmmakers 
that are willing to participate—it's not 
a huge salary or anything like that. The 
ideology was that we didn't want any 
men to be there, but I broke that rule for 
Baltasar Kormákur, because I thought it 
would be great that a man with this ca-
reer that Baltasar has, I mean just right 
now with the big film [‘Everest’]... He 
arrived in Iceland around nine in the 
morning and drove directly to us at the 
Nordic House for his mentoring session, 

and then had the Icelandic premiere of 
'Everest' in the evening.

What was the workshop’s
structure?

On day one, screenwriter Margrét 
Örnólfsdóttir gave a talk for an hour 
or two, and then they worked on their 
scripts. She was on-site to help them sim-
plify their ideas—of course they had big 
ideas and a short time to make the film, 
and to learn how to make a story into a 
film is a huge process. The day after, it 
was director Ísold Uggadóttir, the direc-
tor; she went through how take a script 
and interpret it through a lens. How to 
use zooms—what does it mean? Colours, 
what do they mean? On Wednesday, it 
was Elísabet Ronaldsdóttir talking about 
editing, and day four was Baltasar. 
 Every day, we also had some games-
slash-tasks on the theme of equality, 
about gender issues and what are their 
privileges in life. That was led by Ás-
laug Einarsdóttir, who started the local 
“Rock Camp for Girls”, called Stelpur 
Rokka!. They've been building this ideol-
ogy, having only women there. The first 
thing I did when I got this project was to 
call her: “Can I do the thing you do, ex-
cept with film?” [Laughs]

Empowerment in a week

How was the labour divided in the 
groups—was it entirely collabora-
tive, or did the students take on 
different roles?

The only thing I thought about how 
they would make the film was that they 
should like the way they were making it. 
Some decided that one should be the di-
rector; in other groups, all of them want-
ed to act—people don’t always wants 

to be behind the camera, some of them 
thought that would be the most boring 
part. And then, there was one where 
somebody didn't want to participate too 
much except in the editing process—she 
was good at that.

Did you observe very closely?
I was in the way—they were really work-
ing! But on the first day, Margrét talked 
about how you have to be in love with 
your idea. You have to stick with it. And 
the same day, Áslaug discussed this de-
mon we always have on our shoulders—
maybe more so women than men—criti-
cising everything we do, and that we 
have to be aware of this voice. And then, 
on day two, there was one group that 
wasn't sure if they had a good idea. They 
had made the script already, and they al-
most changed their minds. We got them 
to go through, using this method: “Are 
we in love with it, do you want to change 
it, is this the demon—who influenced 
our not liking this idea now? Somebody 
around us, or was it us?” So they went 
through with it, started loving the idea, 
and wound up not changing it.
 What I've heard from parents, from 
tutors, from Áslaug, from girls that have 
been in Stelpur Rokka!, is that this em-
powerment, it only takes a week. To get 
a platform, to get equipment... It's some-
thing out of the ordinary, and it works. 
I've heard from teachers, the shy girls 
are more open—to build on this feminist 
approach; weaving together some kind 
of political awareness, tutoring expres-
sion—blended together, it works.

Among the films making their world premiere at this year's 
Reykjavík International Film Festival are eleven five-min-
ute shorts, made by eleven groups of 8th and 9th grade 
girls from eleven different Reykjavík schools. The all-girl 
“Stelpur filma” (“Girls Filming”) workshop was a joint ef-
fort of the Reykjavik City Department of education and 
youth and and RIFF, part of the year's ongoing celebra-
tion of the centennial of women's suffrage in Iceland. In an 
all-female environment—save for one celebrity guest—the 
66 young filmmakers received instruction from industry 
mentors, did workshops addressing gender and other so-
cial issues, and created their shorts.

Words by Mark Asch
Photo courtesy of  “Stelpur filma” 

Meet 
The Filmmakers 

Of The Future!
They are all girls! 
Every one of ‘em!
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What exactly qualifies as an 
"intelligent machine"? How does 
this differ from artificial intel-
ligence, if at all?

To answer the second part first: There 
is no real difference. The field of artifi-
cial intelligence aims at building intel-
ligent machines. The difficulty—and 
this is a big one—lies in answering the 
question, “What is intelligence?” 
 You see, most people I know have 
an intuitive notion of what “intelli-
gence” is. But this is typically not what 
computer scientists and engineers 
mean when they use the term. Intel-
ligence refers to operational features 
of a special kind of system. Intelligent 
systems in nature, such as fully grown 
dogs and humans, can handle a range 
of complex data, work with time lim-
its, deal with novel things, reason, in-
vent things—well, maybe not so much 
the dogs—anyway, naturally intel-
ligent systems can learn to do these 
things, improving measurably every 
day, week, month, and year: life-long 
learning. No artificial systems can do 
any of this yet. All of these properties 
are typically part of what most people 
mean by the term “intelligence”—and 
many of them, for instance life-long 
learning, have not been addressed in 
any significant way by any branch of 
AI for all of its sixty or more years. 
In some sense humans are “intelli-
gent machines,” but only when we get 
artificial intelligence that can really 
understand things—in the vernacular 
meaning of that term—can we start to 
compare it to human intelligence in 
any meaningful way. 

Direct action 

What are some of the more prom-
ising advances your team have 
made in this field? And what are 
the biggest challenges?

IIIM does very little basic research—this 
we leave to the universities. The Center 
for Design of Intelligent Agents at Reyk-
javik University is one of our close col-
laborators; they have made contributions 
to AI on various fronts. 
 The biggest challenge in bringing 
advanced automation to industry, and 
allowing academia to work more closely, 
lies in the way these two worlds operate 
on different timescales, and are driven 
each in opposite directions by their 
goals: universities are driven to think far 
into the future, as far as possible while 
still sounding convincing, while industry 
is driven by quarterly earnings. There is 
a lot of public funding that goes to waste 
because of lack of closer collaboration. 
The only way to bridge that is to take 
direct action—by instituting something 
like IIIM. 
 We now have several “instruments”—
collaboration formats, intellectual prop-
erty arrangements, and so on—that allow 
us to bridge very effectively between ba-
sic research and applied R&D. We have 
provided some of our industry partners 
with solutions that would have cost a 
lot more to get in other ways, if they had 
been gotten at all within the required 
timeframes. 

Who's expressed an interest in 
having such hardware and soft-
ware, and why?

Some of IIIM’s industry partners are in-
terested in machine learning solutions, 

while others want help with system inte-
gration and design. Both require special-
ised personnel that is highly proficient in 
cutting-edge research on systems, net-
works, and AI algorithms, while under-
standing timelines, deadlines, and who 
can easily adopt an efficient work ethic. 

The ultimate tool for ma-
niacs everywhere

It's interesting to see you already 
have an ethics policy in place 
for intelligent machines. What 
prompted that?

Our view on this is very simple: Scientists 
need to think about the moral implica-
tions of their work, especially the poten-
tial negative uses of the knowledge they 
contribute to society, and take a clear 
stance on it. In my experience the num-
ber of scientists who want their work to 
be for the benefit of all vastly outnumber 
those who are perfectly ok with abuse 
and violations of human rights. For an 
institute like IIIM, whose purpose is to 
improve society and life on this planet 
for all, the choice is a rather obvious one. 
Our new Ethics Policy codifies that in 
very clear terms: We don’t want to par-
ticipate in activities that can increase 
instability, heighten tension between 
groups, nations and countries. This pol-
icy is an important part of that aim. 
 The biggest concern, however, is the 
kind of nightmarish future that many 
science fiction authors have predicted, 
where a small elite takes control of the 
vast population by privileged access to 
powerful technologies. Although some 
of this trend is already discernible in 
many societies today, artificial intelli-
gence could possibly kick this into high 
gear. Of course, artificial intelligence 
coupled with modern weaponry is in a 
sense the ultimate tool for maniacs ev-
erywhere. 

Anything you're working on right 
now that you can tell us about?

We recently reached a major milestone 
in developing a self-programming AI, 
which is ultimately needed for “real ar-
tificial intelligence.” We have shown this 
machine to be capable of learning highly 
complex spatio-temporal tasks that no 

other machine learning system 
has been shown to come even 
close to. 
 Another thing that we’re 
looking at—and this will pro-
duce results within the next two 
years I think—is new ways of evalu-
ating intelligence. It turns out that IQ 
tests the way psychologists do them can 
only work for humans and animals, 
and just barely at that. AI research-
ers haven’t come up with any good 
ideas for how to compare the di-
verse set of systems that we call “ar-
tificially intelligent.” 
 My colleagues and I are also look-
ing deeply into the relationship between 
computation and physics, which we be-
lieve is a more or less completely ignored 
issue. Whoever gets to the bottom of that 
relationship will instantaneously revolu-
tionise both computing and AI, possibly 
causing these to merge into a brand new 
field of research of “truly intelligent ma-
chines.” 

Technology dependent 

One of the classic fears of arti-
ficial intelligence is that they 
will replace workers and lead to 
greater unemployment; that they 
will benefit the ruling class more 
than the working class. Do you 
think this is necessarily so? Why 
or why not?

It has been clear from the beginning 
of the industrial revolution that some 
human labor would be replaced by ma-
chines. The advent of AI is simply the 
extension of this effect into the infor-
mation age. There may be reason for 
concern due to the speed at which this 
can happen when we are mostly dealing 
with software—when the inherent slug-
gishness and cost of hardware does not 
impact speed of adoption as much. 
 There is also reason for concern re-
garding any use that could help tilt the 
scales even faster towards a widened in-
come gap, which directly affects power 
and decision-making. The individuals, 
groups, and institutions that have the 
better position to apply automation to 
their ends will be in position to abuse 
that power. We should be watchful 

and use any 
m e a n s 
p o s s i b l e 
to ensure 

prosperit y 
and equality 

for all. This is 
why we have in-

stantiated the Ethics 
Policy, of which we 

are very proud. 

How would 
you respond 
to people 

worried that 
tech advances in this direction 
only increase our dependency on 
technology?

This is in some ways the ultimate tech-
nology to become dependent on—in a 
similar way that a manager relies on staff 
to get things done. Whether this is bet-
ter or worse than our reliance on tech-
nology now doesn’t simply depend only 
on the technology and its deployment, 
but a number of other functions in soci-
ety, such as our educational system, our 
monetary and value generation system, 
and our systems of government, to name 
some. 
 Seen from another angle, given that 
many of the problems we must address 
in the coming decades and centuries 
may be quite a bit more difficult than the 
ones we face at present, we could use a bit 
more brainpower to come up with better 
plans, ideas, and perhaps even make new 
scientific discoveries that can help with 
that. 
 For a majority of people on Earth, 
knowledge has helped reduce suffering, 
ensure survival, and increase quality of 
life. The remaining work to be done in 
that respect is to some extent not getting 
done because of lack of knowledge per 
se, but because of the way we structure, 
distribute, and control wealth—and due 
to a serious lack of instruments for mobi-
lizing the wealth of the Western nations 
in ways that can improve the state of af-
fairs elsewhere on the planet. We could 
use some ideas and leadership for solving 
this deadlock. Whether it comes from in-
dividuals, groups of people, or machines, 
or some combination, shouldn’t matter.

The Icelandic Institute for Intelligent Machines (IIIM) 
might be the next tech company to make international 
headlines. Boasting an impressive staff of computer sci-
entists, physicists and electronics engineers, IIIM is cur-
rently and actively working on creating machines that 
possess artificial intelligence. The goal is an ambitious 
one, bringing its own sets of unique technological and 
ethical challenges. We spoke with IIIM’s Managing Di-
rector, Dr. Kristinn R. Þórisson, to learn more.

Words by Paul Fontaine
Photo by Art Bicnick
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Sigurður Hilmarsson

Well-stocked on the shelf of every re-
spectable Whole Foods store is a straight-
out-of-Iceland-made-in-America brand 
of skyr. Spearheaded by its founder, Sig-
urður Hilmarsson, Siggi’s skyr has grown 
to national prominence in the US for the 
unique texture, delicious flavours and 
all the gastrointestinal benefits. It’s also 
helped popularise Iceland with interna-
tional foodies, increasing gastronomic 
travel to our shores.

“Leatherface”

The masked killer in the ground-break-
ing and hyper-controversial movie ‘The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre’ was in fact an 
Icelandic-American! Or at least the ac-
tor playing him was. Gunnar Hansen was 
born in Reykjavík, moved to Maine at age 
five and from eleven onwards grew up 
in—you guessed it—Texas! He’s appeared 
in over twenty horror movies since the 
1974 slasher classic, including the first lo-
cal slasher film, ‘Reykjavík Whale Watch-
ing Massacre’. 

k.d. lang

A singer-songwriting legend, lesbian 
icon and true Canadian treasure, k.d. lang 
possibly has the most diverse cultural 
heritage of any famous Western-Iceland-
er on our list. Her background is a melt-
ing pot of English, Irish, Scottish, German, 
Russian, Jewish and Sioux, with a dash 
of Iceland in the mix. Given our country’s 
fame for its musical talents, it’d be nice to 
think we contributed a bit to her wonder-
ful voice of gold.

Bjarni Tryggvason

Iceland’s terrain is often described as 
lunar, and was in fact the site of geologi-
cal field trips by NASA before the actual 
moon landing—Stanley Kubrick’s widow 
still contends that the whole thing was 
a hoax filmed near Askja! Of course, it 
was only a matter of time before one of 
our own became a spaceman. Icelandic-
Canadian Bjarni is our Major Tom, having 
clocked in over 4,000 hours of flight time 
and spent 12 days in outer space in 1997 
on the STS-85 mission.

Peter Steele

The summer after Type O Negative’s lead 
singer passed away, the Iceland Tattoo 
Convention saw many metal fans get-
ting devotional ink to the semi-local icon. 
Born in Red Hook, Pete was part Icelan-
dic on his mother’s side and was said to 
hold a particular fondness for this country 
during his touring years. His dark, self-
deprecating lyrics were possibly a trait of 
his Nordic heritage.

Bill Holm

The grandson of Icelandic immigrants, 
this Minnesotan poet and professor 
published prolifically until his passing 
in 2009. Until then, he also spent part 
of each year at his second home in 
Hofsós, North Iceland, where he held 
the annual White Night Writer’s Week 
for 11 years. His legacy of poetry fol-
lows a long tradition of Icelanders us-
ing language for expression, play and 
self-definition.

Magnus Magnusson

The exception to prove the rule, this is 
our token Eastern-Icelander on the list, 
but definitely one of the most prominent. 
Although he never took on British citizen-
ship, this Iceland-born BBC icon lived in 
Scotland for nearly his entire life and be-
came a household UK name by hosting 
the quiz-show ‘Mastermind’ for 25 years. 
He was also an accomplished translator 
of the Icelandic Sagas and an author of 
Viking history.

Guy Maddin

This art-house filmmaker is the only per-
son on our list who originates from the 
very heart of Western-Iceland: Manitoba, 
Canada. Although he was born in Win-
nipeg, south of the Icelandic settlement 
town Gimli, his ancestry and many of his 
films are rooted in the small town. In fact, 
his production company was named Ex-
tra Large Productions thanks to the Gimli 
pizzeria and he is still widely known for 
his first feature film, ‘Tales From The Gimli 
Hospital’.

Carl Carlsson & Kitty Forman

Although they are both fictional, Icelan-
dic heritage has seeped into not one, but 
two wildly popular Twentieth Century 
FOX shows: Carl Carlsson on ‘The Simp-
sons’ and Kitty Forman (née Sigurdsson) 
on ‘That 70s Show’. The former, Homer’s 
co-worker and drinking buddy, made a 
pilgrimage back to the motherland on a 
recent episode, while the latter’s descent 
was always more of a wink and a nod. 
‘That 70s Show’ was set in Wisconsin, the 
state with the highest population of Ice-
landic settlers in the US. The TV mom’s 
maiden name gave away her heritage in a 
few different episodes, but only Icelando-
phile nerds caught it, probably.

The Icelandic diaspora stretches far and wide but the countries with the most people 
of Icelandic descent are Canada, the United States and Norway. Not surprisingly, many 
of them have gone onto great ventures and wild success. Here are a few folks that are 
making us proud.

Photo
Still from ‘The Simpsons’ s24e21

Words
RX Beckett
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Come and see full-scale models of the 23 whale species that have been found off Iceland’s 
coastal waters. Walk amongst life-size models, check out the interactive media and explore 
these majestic creatures in our family-friendly exhibition. 

WELCOME TO OUR CAFÉ   |   GET A SOUVENIR IN OUR GIFT SHOP   |   BOOK A WHALE WATCHING TOUR

Fiskislóð 23-25  |  Reykjavík  |  Tel. +354 571 0077  |  Open every day 10 am – 5 pm  |  www.whalesoficeland.is

Walk Amongst  the Giants
“Wonderful one of a kind museum!”
Loved this museum with its life-sized models of 
23 different species of whales! Interesting and 
informative exhibits, well worth a visit! The staff was 
friendly and helpful, and we loved the gift shop, too.
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'Democrats' 

(Dir. Camilla Nielsson)
Documentaries

In 2008, after Robert Mugabe brutally fixed 
his re-election to a sixth term as President 
of Zimbabawe, international pressure led 
to the creation of a committee to write a 
new constitution for the country, jointly 
overseen by representatives of Mugabe’s 
ZANU-PF and the opposition party, MDC. 
Documentarian Camilla Nielsson received 
remarkable access to the process, from 
public forums (sometimes marred by 
violence and intimidation, with ZANU-PF 
supporters bussed in to repeat scripted 
responses) to the drafting and editing 
stages. 
 Camilla and her editors excavate clear 
character arcs from three years of footage 
covering subtle, heavily context-depend-
ing hyperlocal political wrangling; the por-
trait that emerges is of two men coming to 
sense which side of history they’re on. The 
MDC’s chief negotiator Douglas Mwon-
zora starts out wonkish and cowed, but 
gains confidence as he learns to leverage 
the infamous persecutions of Mugabe’s 
regime; the glib, toothy grin of ZANU-
PF’s Paul Mangwana grows increasingly 
forced as he comes to understand the 
depth of his party’s cynicism. The film of-
fers insights both specific and general, 
from Mugabe’s heavily suggestive, bully-
ing rhetorical style (and the easy laughter 
of his sycophants), to the strategies by 
which powerful parties mobilize and me-
diate average people’s participation in the 
political process. 
MA 

'Gold Coast' 

(Dir. Daniel Dencik)
Spotlight on Denmark

Daniel Dencik‘s debut feature depicts a fe-
verish journey taken by an innocent white 
man into the heart of darkest Africa, in the 
days when Denmark maintained a colony 
in part of what is now Ghana. You can feel 
the fever and madness as our protagonist, 
Wulff (Jakob Oftebro), battles an illegal 

slave trade. Daniel also seems genuinely 
interested in the continent’s landscapes, a 
fascination which he delivers to the audi-
ence, along with the cruelty and inhuman-
ity of the colonial masters. 
 Despite this, the film has one big—
and all too familiar—flaw: the film’s hero 
is a white guy, the locals near-exclusively 
stuck in supporting roles, barely even 
speaking. ‘Gold Coast’ is yet another case 
of the white man confronting his own evil, 
very much on his own terms. However, 
‘Gold Coast’ remains a powerful, albeit 
terribly white, film. 
ÁI

'Mustang' 

(Dir. Deniz Gamze Ergüven)
Open Seas

Press in Cannes were quick to call Deniz 
Gamze Ergüven's debut a Turkish ‘Virgin 
Suicides’, charting as it does the tragic 
sexual coming-of-age of five teenage sis-
ters locked up in a suburban tower. More 
pronounced in ‘Mustang’ (like a darker 
‘Fiddler On The Roof’!) is the way these 
lively, flirty, modern girls inspire a reaction 
in rural conservative traditions, as their 
moustachioed, domineering uncle builds 
up garden walls and window bars higher 
and higher, and their grandmother rushes 
to marry them off in rapid succession. 
 That the film is narrated by the young-
est, fiercest sister, who describes events 
she didn't see firsthand, lends the hint of a 
fable to the, but even the tallest tales with-
in the narrative are filmed in a vividly natu-
ralistic style. Keeping her camera close to 
her young actresses,  Deniz builds a real, 
intimate world of sisterhood. 
MA

'Queen of Silence'

(Dir. Agnieszka Zwiefka)
Documentaries

The ebullient ten-year-old Denisa Gabor 
is a deaf-mute Roma girl who lives in an 
encampment on the outskirts of Wroclaw, 
Poland. We get glimpses of her life, includ-
ing fighting and playing with the other 

kids, scavenging for toys and begging for 
money; bringing her family into reluctant 
content with the state as she’s fitted for 
a hearing aid; and watching Bollywood 
DVDs, avidly mimicking the dance moves 
of Aishwarya Rai. 
 Agnieszka Zwiefka stages several 
elaborately choreographed musical num-
bers, enlisting the kids from the Roma set-
tlement to dance alongside Denisa—these 
sequences mix movie magic with grim 
reality, and represent a creative and laud-
able attempt to allow a locked-in sensibil-
ity a platform to express itself. You may, 
however, be entitled to worry that the film 
also intends for Denisa’s disability and fan-
tasy life to symbolize innocence and the 
pathos of escapism amid casual domes-
tic cruelty and wider social prejudice; the 
film is also fascinating for what it doesn’t 
show—the unique challenges of Denisa’s 
treatment; the process by which the film-
makers ingratiated themselves with an 
insular community and even more insular 
subject—as much as for what it does. 
MA

'Slow West' 

(Dir. John Maclean)
New Visions

One thing has long puzzled me about 
the Western genre: the films are set dur-
ing an era where people from all over the 
world were moving to the new world, yet 
in Westerns everybody seem to be locals, 
speaking perfect English. 
 This seems to be slowly changing, 
though. Last year we had a Danish west-
ern, ‘The Salvation’, a film that began as 
a very interesting depiction of a European 
coming into a world full of thieving psy-
chopaths, before turning into a regular 
shoot-‘em-up. This year, with ‘Slow West’, 
we have an innocent Scottish traveller 
(Kodi Smit-McPhee) searching for his one 
true love, amid scoundrels of all kinds. It‘s 
not the most powerful Western I‘ve seen—
but it has a way of twisting convention 
nicely and makes you more curious about 
the era itself than most Westerns do. 
ÁI

Photos
Stills courtesy of RIFF

Capsules by
Ásgeir Ingólfsson and Mark Asch
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Osushi is a unique rest aurant in Iceland. 
The met  hod of dining involves snatching 
small plates from a conveyor belt. Pricing is 
distinguished by the color and pattern of the 
plate – most range between 230 - 440 ISK.
 
Everything off the con vey  or belt is tasty 
and if you don’t really fancy sushi, you can 
instead choose for ex  ample teriyaki chicken, 
noodle salad, tempura and desserts.
 
The vibe in Osushi is friendly and relaxed. 
The restaurant is located almost next door to 
Althingi (the parliament) which is in the 
heart of the city.

osushi.is

Pósthússtræti 13 / Borgartúni 29 / Reykjavíkurvegur 60 HF. 
Tel: 561 0562 / www.osushi.is

Five Takes 
On Reykjavík 
International Film 
Festival
We watched notable titles 
at the ongoing RIFF, for your 
convenience!
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Of the eastern fjords, Seyðisfjörður is 
probably the best known. It is from here 
that the ferry embarks to Denmark, 
which is also the only way to travel to 
or from Iceland by car. The town has 
many old Norwegian timber houses, 
the submerged wreck of a British oil 
tanker bombed by the Germans (yes, 
it’s so close to the continent that they 
even had air raids during the war), and 
a thriving artist colony that renders it 
something of a “101 East”. 
 From Egilsstaðir, one can take the 
ferry up lake Lagarfljót, to the man-
made forest of Hallormsstaður. 
 We, however, continue driving.

Celebrating Occupation Day

Home to around a thousand people, 
Reyðarfjörður has been in the news a lot 
over the past decade. This is mainly due 
to its highly disputed aluminium smelt-
ing plant—Iceland’s biggest—which com-
menced operations in 2007, after heavy 
protests from local environmentalists.
 Since opening shop, Alcoa have done 
their best to keep the locals happy, funnel-
ling money to the local football team and 
whatnot. And, it should be noted that the 
plant itself, tucked in behind the bend, is 
not too much of an eyesore. The problem 
does not lie here, but rather in the high-
lands, in the Kárahnjúkar area, where vast 
tracts of land disappeared under the dam 

that powers the plant. Even a decade ago, 
few Icelanders saw any value in the wil-
derness, especially not of the monetary 
kind. Now, with upwards of one million 
tourists coming in annually to observe the 
majestic desolation that is Iceland, they 
might be belatedly changing their mind.
 The plant has not necessarily kept the 
local youth from relocating to the big city 
down south—or perhaps to Norway, which 
seems a lot closer here than in Reykjavík. 
Scores of Poles have moved in to work at 
the plant instead, even if they must first 
learn Icelandic to do so. 
 The current Pole population, however, 
barely registers in number compared to 
the British Invasion. No, this was not the 
fun kind of British Invasion that mostly in-
volves debating the merits of The Beatles 
vs. The Stones—we’re talking about the 
full-on military invasion of 1940. The Brits 
arrived in RVK on May 10, but didn’t make 
their way to Reyðarfjörður until July 1, 
despite this being one of the more likely 
landing points for a German counter-inva-
sion. The event is commemorated on “Oc-
cupation Day,” which is celebrated annu-
ally on the Sunday that falls closest to the 
date, and includes period-style parades, 
games, concerts and an “occupation 
cake,” served, of course, with Coca-Cola 
(the Yanks replaced the Brits a year later). 
 Those who feel that July 1 should be 
reserved for Canada Day needn’t worry—
the Canadians were well represented in 

Words Valur Gunnarsson

Photos Valur Gunnarsson & Skari

Entering the eastern fjords of Iceland, one gets a sense of be-
ing closer to Europe. They have ferries here, and forests. They 
even have non-Icelandic communities. Before World War I, 
Fáskrúðsfjörður was “Frenchtown”, a temporary home to 
many a French sailor—and in World War II, Reyðarfjörður be-
came Britville, housing over three thousand Commonwealth 
soldiers in a town of merely 300. Both French sailors and Brit 
soldiers considerably enriched the local gene pool, unlike the 
Basque sailors in the Westfjords, who were cut short. 

How to get there: Take route 1 north to Egilsstaðir, from where you can continue 
on route 93 to Seyðisfjörður, or 92 and 96 to Fáskrúðsfjörður. To get to Akureyri from 
there, backtrack on route 1

The East
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Reyðarfjörður, and their camp was close 
to the town centre. As occupations go, 
this was all in all a fairly friendly affair. The 
Americans built a huge barracks complex 
which housed a modern hospital and 
were happy to take the locals in. Some of 
them assumed the structure must have 
been intended for casualties of a planned 
invasion of Norway. The US still hasn’t in-
vaded Norway (although with all the oil 
over there, who knows what could hap-
pen?), but their barracks can still be seen 
around town. There is also an excellent 
occupation museum, which displays many 
a curiosity from those years. 

Parlez vous íslenska? 

Another interesting history museum is to 
be found in Fáskrúðsfjörður, a mere half 
an hour’s drive away (and you get to go 
through a tunnel!). The French connec-
tion is celebrated on the last weekend 
of July, but can also be seen year round 
on the street signs which are adorned 
with both world languages, French and 
Icelandic. The French built a consider-
able hospital here, which now houses a 
hotel and a museum that takes you un-
derground to the doctor’s house on the 
other side of the street. In the best Gal-
lic tradition, most of the information is 

only in French, with a 
smattering of Icelandic 
and English thrown in 
here and there for good 
measure.
 The fjords form a 
common municipality 
called Fjarðabyggð, and a ticket to any of 
the  museums gives you 20% off all the 
others. We head to Eskifjörður, where the 
museum is more general than the other 
two mentioned, largely focused on the 
history of the area’s fisheries. There are 
some engaging exhibits on the second 
floor, including a 100-year-old dentist’s 
chair and a candy-making machine. Sadly, 
those were not owned and operated by 
the same person.     

To the Moon and beyond... 

Driving back from the eastern fjords to 
Akureyri, you pass through some of the 
most spectacular scenery in Iceland. Or 
even the universe, if you believe the mov-
ies. Due to a 20% tax discount (among 
other things), Iceland has proven a cheap-
er place to film outer space than outer 
space itself. Also, slightly to the south lies 
Ódáðahraun, where actual astronauts 
practiced getting into actual space be-
fore the moon landing (of course, they 

may have filmed that here 
too, but it remains unclear 
whether they got a tax re-
bate for that one).
 Iceland has dou-
bled as alien planet/
post-apocalyptic Earth 

in films like ‘Oblivion’, ‘Interstellar’, and 
‘Thor: The Dark World’. Furthermore, Rid-
ley Scott filmed the opening sequence 
to ‘Prometheus’ at Dettifoss, the most 
powerful waterfall in Europe. Even more 
otherworldly are the hot springs at Krafla, 
where steaming-hot black liquid bubbles 
out of a Martian landscape. The next Star 
Wars movie could probably save a fortune 
on special effects if they shot it up here. 
What’s that, you say, they already did? 
 After jaunting around outer space, 
there’s nothing better to bring you back 
down to earth than a nice cold beer. 
And, there is no better place to have one 
around here than at the Mývatn Nature 
Baths. Something of a Blue Lagoon North, 
it is actually close to what the Blue Lagoon 
used to be, with less crowds and a some-
what more humble pricing structure. But 
best of all, you can still order a beer here. 
At the entrance, you can buy an armband 
that entitles you to up to three beers, and 
all you have to do it flag down someone in 
a yellow west to bring you one. If only all 

lifeguards did this.

Sensory overload in Akureyri

Moving on, one finally returns to The Big 
City. Yes, Akureyri sure feel like one after a 
week spent in the far north and east. They 
have everything here: cinemas, bars, even 
more than one restaurant. All the qualities 
of life, their city webpage says, and they 
even put cocktail sauce on the hotdogs. 
 It feels nice to get lost in a crowd of 
17,000 after days of being the last person 
on Earth. And, as in Reykjavík, tourism has 
come to Akureyri. The main street, Haf-
narstræti, is dotted with puffin shops and 
hotels. The cheapest place to stay is prob-
ably the Backpackers Hostel, and they 
throw in a free beer, which is a nice touch. 
 The hostel’s restaurant isn’t half bad 
when it comes to burgers, but the portions 
leave the American in our party deeply 
unimpressed. However, there are plenty 
of other options at hand in the big city, 
and we adjourn to Kaffi Ilmur, a nice old-
style café up on a hill where the American 
can have his second dinner. I myself am 
no slouch when it comes to second din-
ners, but when the group orders a hefty 
dessert, I admit to being beaten and retire 
to the patio with a beer. Akureyri is where 
most of Iceland’s beer is made, and it really 

does taste better up here. 
 We next venture to the bar Bláa Kan-
nan (“The Blue Pitcher”), followed by 
Götubarinn (“The Street Bar”), which are 
both decorated in the style of Old Akurey-
ri. The city was granted its town charter 
before Reykjavík, back in 1778, but the 
King of Denmark had its licence revoked 
when the local populace stubbornly re-
fused to grow above the then-population 
of twelve. Akureyri’s rights were restored 
in 1862, and the town has been growing 
ever since, one of the few areas outside 
the capital area to have done so. 
 Much as in Reykjavík, the locals don’t 
really come out until midnight, so if you 
want to party you should be prepared for 
a long night. I step out for a smoke and 
run into a man who tells me that his cur-
rent job is making candleholders, and that 
people actually buy his stuff. This seems 
to be a source of great amusement to 
him, and I can’t help but laugh along at his 
mirth. 
 Blackouts are the same wherever you 
go, so I decide to go to bed early rather 
than sample the Akureyri variety. The city 
has plenty of sights and one could easily 
spend a day or two just visiting the muse-
ums. I, however, have an early bus to the 
capital, so I make do with what I can see 
in an evening. This includes the famous 
church steps, which sometimes prompt 
high schoolers to shout out “Adrian” once 
they reach the top (at least, they did in the  
80s), and the house of Matthías Jochum-
son, author of the lyrics to that national 
anthem no one can sing. 
 He also wrote a poem called “Vesæla 
land,” which loosely translated amounts to 
“Filthy Country.” It includes the words: 

Raven-found country
Aren’t you best suited to the crow?
From here our ships must go
Raven-found country!

Now, if we could only get Sigur Rós to 
write the music, we really would have an 
anthem worth singing along to.     

Distance to Egilsstaðir
645 km
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The next Star Wars 
movie could prob-
ably save a fortune 
on special effects if 
they shot it up here. 
What’s that, you say, 
they already did? 

Baths prodvided by Mývatn Nature Baths.
Book at www.myvatnnaturebaths.is or call 
+354-4644411

Bus trip Akureyri-Kjölur-Reykjavík provided 
by SBA-Norðurleið.Book at www.sba.is  
or call +354-5500700
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Imagine Peace Tower tour
From 10th of October until 8th of December
Daily departure at 20:00
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   * From 15 May to 15 September
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NORTHERN
LIGHTS CRUISE

www.elding.is

Reservations:
+354 519 5000

Daily departures from 01 September

This strikes me as odd for a number of rea-
sons. The first being that, while yes, rela-
tive to some far more populous cities of 
the world—Shanghai, Istanbul, Lagos, São 
Paulo, New York City, etc. (thanks, Wiki-
pedia!)—Reykjavík's approximate 120,000 
is rather small. Further, 
this question also deals 
greatly with historical 
population growth over 
time—go back to 1901, 
and the population was 
only a bit over 6,300. 
 But, still... A popula-
tion of 120,000 seems 
significant to me—
though to be fair, I did grow up in a small-
ish town (15,000 in a good year). And I can 
think of plenty of cities with populations 
smaller than Reykjavík’s that foster vibrant 
gay scenes, if not full-fledged gaybour-
hoods. 
 And yeah, the development of “gay-
bourhoods” was historically aided (though 
not exclusively) by the existence of a 
highly trafficked urban space with large 
international shipping ports, naval and 
military bases and heavy involvement in 
major wars, as well as a significant history 
of cosmopolitanism, internal migration 
and immigration from abroad, and... 
 Well, I think I just answered my own 
question, didn't I? And it's nothing against 
Iceland—that's just not how things worked 
here. Historically, at least. 
 There are a few historical spaces I 
was able to read up on. Known to those 
“in the know,” ya know? Informally, and 
before LGBT+ was even a conceivable ac-
ronym. Walking through Reykjavík, I feel 
as though I'm surrounded by hidden his-
tories. Historical gay spots, as far as I could 

find, were highly secretive and unofficial, 
rarely documented, and limited in number 
and size out of necessity—this wasn't es-
pecially news to me. 
 What struck me more, as I learned to 
accept that a lot of what I was looking 

for in terms of historical 
narrative would remain 
in permanent obscurity, 
was the following: where 
exactly were the present 
scenes? I mean, it's one 
thing for a “gaybour-
hood” to not have existed 
in the past—but where's 
the presence now? Why 

does it appear as though not much new is 
forming?
 It wasn't long before I started to find 
various explanations for the lack of gay-
bourhood, queer scene, or various cultural 
presence in contemporary Reykjavík via 
the wonderfully enlightening netherworld 
of tourist-information websites. One of 
the more striking quotations I found goes 
as follows, taken from Guide to Iceland's 
website: 

 As for gay-culture, there isn't much, 
because there does not need to be. Gays 
participate as regular members of society, 
and in Iceland there are openly gay people 
in all sectors and levels of society. And as 
such, there is no gaybourhood... 

 Forgetting (as much as I'd prefer not 
to) the use of “gay” in place of a wide vari-
ety of different identities and experiences, 
I wonder how much truth there is to this 
sentiment. Yes, Iceland is ahead of the 
curve in many ways in terms of LGBT+ le-
gal rights—impressively so. But legal rights 

are hardly the same thing as acceptance 
(which, by the way, is hardly a victory—
see the Riddle Scale), and certainly legal 
rights are not the same thing as actual 
safety, security, comfort, self-determined 
expression, etc. I don't buy that culture 
is born exclusively as an act of defiance, 
or out of need for defence, and thus dies 
out when the need for protection is gone 
(which, mind you, it certainly is not). 
 So, to answer my question, the “gay-
bourhood” as of now exists alongside the 
straightbourhood (i.e. the World). Reyk-
javík has the outward appearance of an 
assimilationist's utopia—lesbian beside 
queer beside trans beside intersex beside 
bisexual beside gay beside straight beside 
etc., all dancing contentedly in the same 
small club, no difference between them. 
 Except that there are differences—dif-
ferent experiences, different wants and 
needs, different discrete identities and 
worldviews. And there is no way that ev-
eryone can or should always exist together 
like this.
 It's great that all spaces are open to us, 
and that many (though not all) can feel rel-
atively safe living as ourselves. But no one 
wants only to co-mingle—with heterosex-
uals, or with adjacent letters. In speaking 
to LGBTQ+ persons of Reykjavík (while 
knowing there are still many more to talk 
to, and still much, much more to hear), one 
does seem to detect a want and a need 
for them to carve out discrete spaces for 
themselves. Though I wonder how much 
room here there actually is to do so.

I've asked around. Though the sample size is hardly one that would hold up under intense 
scrutiny, a pattern has begun to emerge. The question “Where's the gaybourhood?”, when 
raised in Reykjavík, will most likely be met with the response (after several, strangely long 
seconds of quiet contemplation): “Well—it's a very small city.” Whether my interlocutor is 
heterosexual, or part of the alphabet soup, the answer is the same.

Photo 
Axel Sigurðarson

Words 
Samuel Wright Fairbanks
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Where's 
The Gaybourhood? 
On Iceland's
Assimilationist Utopia

I don't buy that culture 
is born exclusively as 
an act of defiance, 
or out of need for 
defence, and thus dies 
out when the need for 
shielding is gone.
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Fall schedule to Þórsmörk.
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Audio GuidanceSchedule:

9 - Valid 1 May - 15 October

Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)

Hveragerði (N1 Gas Station)

Selfoss (Campsite)

Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)

Hella (Campsite)

Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)

Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)

Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

Stakkholtsgjá Canyon

Þórsmörk (Básar)

Þórsmörk (Langidalur)

Stakkholtsgjá Canyon

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

FROM

08:00
08:40
08:55
09:00
09:30
09:35

 09:45   10:15 
10:50

 12:00   12:30
12:45

 13:10   15:00
 15:15   15:20

15:35
 15:50

DAILY
1/5 - 15/10*

9a - Valid 1 May - 15 October

 Arrival   Departure

Þórsmörk (Básar)

Þórsmörk (Langidalur)

Stakkholtsgjá Canyon

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)

Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)

Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)

Hella (Campsite)

Selfoss (Campsite)

Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)

Hveragerði (N1 Gas Station)

Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)

FROM

15:00
 15:15   15:20

15:35
16:00
17:15
17:45
17:55
18:00
18:25
18:30
18:40
 19:20 

DAILY
1/5 - 15/10*

  **  Morning departure from Básar and Langidalur has to be booked at the mountain hut’s  
 supervisor before 21:00 the evening before.

***  Between 1 May - 13 June and 1 September - 15 October departures from these locations  
 need to be booked at the mountain hut’s supervisor before noon.

    *  Road & weather conditions determine when highland roads are accessible.

IOYO 9 - 9a Reykjavík - Þórsmörk*

Enjoy the autumn colours in the Þórsmörk Nature Reserve  
until 15 October with Iceland On Your Own.

Húsadalur

Básar

Langidalur

Stakkholtsgjá



ARTISAN BAKERY
& COFFEE HOUSE
OPEN EVERYDAY 6.30 - 21.00

LAUGAVEGUR 36 · 101 REYKJAVIK  
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primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers 
all things strange and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is

During World War I, Reykjavík’s deni-
zens would gather outside the news-
paper’s offices to view the latest pho-
tographs from the battlefields. And, 
on one summer’s day in 1934, they 
gathered there to view a photograph 
that had been printed in an Austrian 
newspaper, depicting a group of people 
who had recently arrived in Vienna with 
a travelling circus. The image showed 
a family of six, all of whom had great, 
white curly hair and wore strange em-
broidered costumes and boots.
 “They call themselves Ice People 
in their advertisements,” wrote Mor-
gunblaðið, “but they are in fact so-
called Albinos, or ‘white’ men. They say 
they came from their distant homeland, 
the legendary Iceland, and will travel 

around Europe and show Icelandic na-
tional customs, dance and sport. They 
wear their colourful costumes [...] but 
suffer so much because of the heat 
that they had to fetch a doctor for two 
women in their party.”
 In interviews with Austrian media, 
cited by Morgunblaðið, the leader of the 
Ice People claimed that there still re-
mained a few isolated families of such 
indigenous “white people” in Iceland:
 “They are sensitive to heat, as 
their skin lacks colour. And their pupils 
are red and they cannot stand bright 
lights. Those who have recently arrived 
from Iceland cannot survive without 
Icelandic moss and moss tea.” 
 Obviously, these were no real 
Icelanders, but a group of imaginative 

charlatans. And this enraged Morgun-
blaðið to no end. The paper’s short ar-
ticle on the subject ended with a strong 
exhortation to the government of Ice-
land to somehow prevent these people 
from posing as Icelanders, thus bring-
ing the Icelandic nation into disrepute.
 It is unclear whether anyone else 
was as offended about this as Morgun-
blaðið’s staff, who, in the weeks after, 
wrote article after article on the latest 
shenanigans of the “fake Icelanders” 
on the mainland, and the Icelandic gov-
ernment’s scandalous inaction on this 
pressing matter.
 But who were these Ice People, 
really? In fact, their leader was one of 
Europe’s most notable circus artists of 
his time, boasting of a long and distin-
guished career. He usually called him-
self Tom Jack but was born to German 
parents as Karl Breu in 1884, in what is 
now Dubnany in the Czech Republic. 
 His parents were both glass 
smiths, but as an albino he was thought 
unable to follow in his parents’ foot-
steps, because of his sensitive eyes. In-
stead he joined the circus in his teens, 
first as a clown, and later finding his 
calling in Houdini-esque escapology. 
For years, he travelled Europe building 
a reputation as one of the continent’s 
finest escape artists. He was known as 
the Ice King. 
 In the 1930s, as Jack got older, he 
introduced a less physically demand-
ing act: “To-Ya and his Ice Family.” The 

family members were all as white and 
pale as Jack himself, although they 
weren’t necessarily all real albinos—a 
white wig and a ridiculous costume was 
considered quite enough to achieve 
“the Icelandic look.”
 In August 1934, an Icelandic ship-
broker encountered the charlatans in 
Amsterdam. He tried first to engage 
with them in Icelandic, but when it be-
came apparent that the “Icelanders” 
understood none of it, they quickly 
claimed to hail from Akureyri and thus 
speak a northern dia-
lect of Icelandic that 
was unintelligible to 
southerners such 
as the shipbroker. 
Unpersuaded, and 
greatly offended, the 
shipbroker unsuc-
cessfully tried to per-
suade Dutch news-
papers to cover this great scandal. 
However, Morgunblaðið published his 
account in great detail, again urging 
the government to take action against 
the harmful frauds.
 It’s difficult to say today if To-Ya 
and his Ice Family really ever brought 
Iceland to any disrepute, as Iceland-
ers had feared. Likewise, it is uncertain 
where Tom Jack and his pale family 
took to next. We know the group con-
tinued crisscrossing Europe for several 
years despite Icelanders’ outrage. Like-
ly, it was the start of World War II that 

finally brought an end to 
their illustrious career 
as Icelanders, rather 
than pressure from Ice-

land’s government or media. After the 
war, ringleader Tom Jack tried to retire 
to his old hometown in Czechoslovakia, 
but like many ethnic Germans, he was 
soon forced to leave and eventually 
settled in Germany. 
 The Ice King died in 1953. 

The Invasion Of  
The Ice Family

Way back in the beginning of the 20th century—when 
featuring images in newsprint was a complicated and 
pricey endeavour—Iceland’s distinguished daily, Mor-
gunblaðið, would exhibit interesting photographs and 
illustrations that came down the wire by posting them 
in the windows of its Austurstræti editorial offices, in 
downtown Reykjavík. 

Words
Vera Illugadóttir

Photos
Provided by Lemúrinn

Obviously, these 
were no real Iceland-
ers, but a group of 
imaginative charla-
tans. And this en-
raged Morgunblaðið 
to no end. 

That time a group of albinos drove  
Icelanders crazy





“I was surprised. I didn't imagine that the Israelis and 
the Zionists in the USA would accuse us in the City 
Council of anti-Semitism and hate." 

For a long-time pro-Palestine activist, former 
councilwoman Björk Vilhelmsdóttir sure seems 
kinda oblivious, huh?

"Reykjavík must be punished for its hypocrisy. Any 
city with a mayor who visited China yet boycotts 
Israel is truly the capital city of hypocrisy."

In an altogether predictable turn of events, 
Grapevine's inboxes and comment sections have 
been flooded by outraged Israelis and their 
supporters.

“I’m not a prisoner to that horrible event. I can talk 
about it without sentimentality. That may sound cold 
and nonhuman, and who knows, maybe it makes me 
some kind of a monster.”

Davíð Roach's interview with poet Bjarni 
Bernharður is outright chilling. A must read. 

“The physical presence of the actor becomes 
important, before that it's just dialogue, really. 
Just words on a page.”

Cover star David Cronenberg is RIFF's guest 
of honour. Some of his films are pretty gory. 
They’re also great. We interviewed him, it's 
cool, check it out! 
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STUFFED WITH STUFF Issue 15 YOUR FREE COPY

YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE  
TO LIFE, TRAVEL AND 
ENTERTAINMENT IN ICELAND

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW
Go home with a story worth telling!

www.adventures.is
Downtown Sales Office – Laugavegur 11

Open every day from 08:00-22:00

www.adventures.is | info@adventures.is | +354 562-7000 | Downtown Reykjavík Sales Office at Laugavegur 11
Rafting • Ice Climbing • Snorkeling • Diving • Glacier Hike • Canoeing • Hiking • Kayaking • Cycling • Surfing • Boat Ride • Hot Spring • Swimming • Climbing 

Super-Jeep • Caving • Horse Riding • Sightseeing • Snowmobile • Whale Watching • ATV • Incentive • Skiing • Mountain Hut • Camping • Combo Trips

Snorkeling in Silfra Fissure

Northern Lights Super-Jeep Tours

Price from: 16.990 ISK

Price from: 19.990 ISK

Glacier Hiking Day Tours
Price from: 8.990 ISK

TOURIST INFORMATION AND 
FREE BOOKING SERVICE

Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is 
Tel: +354 522 4979 
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully 
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.

Drop by, we speak... 
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ICONIC 
REYKJAVÍK 
BUILDINGS 
T-SHIRTS
Get them at 
www.grapevine.is
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EAT

A GUIDE TO EATING 
IN REYKJAVÍK! 

    
SHOP

A GUIDE TO SHOPPING 
IN REYKJAVÍK! 

    
DRINK

A GUIDE TO DRINKING 
IN REYKJAVÍK!IN HERE
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Get the new FREE Grape-
vine app Appening. For all 
events happening today!

PHOTO BY ANNA DOMNICK

Beginnings, Endings, 
The Mental And The Physical: 

Agent Fresco's Arnór Dan

ART

FOOD

MUSIC & NIGHTLIFE

It's for everyone, 
says Weird Girl Kitty

Yummy kebabs, 
sweet Syrians

Every.Goddamn.
Event.In.Reykjavík! 



Sept 25 - Oct 8
How to use the listings: Venues are 
listed alphabetically by day. Events 
listed are all live performances, with 
troubadours and DJs specifically 
highlighted. For complete listings and 
detailed information on venues visit 
listings.grapevine.is. Send your listings 
to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday September 25

American Bar
21:00 Troubadours Alexander & 

Guðmann 
Austur
22:00 DJ Maggi 
Bar 11
22:30 Casio Fatso 
Bar Ananas
22:00 FM Belfast DJ Set: DJ Ívar  

Pétur 
Boston
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson 
Bravó
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri 
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Foreign Land 
Dillon
22:00 Þrír & ERIK  / DJ Andrea  

Dubliner
22:00 Troubadour Gísli 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Biggi  / Eiki & 

Steini 
Gaukurinn
20:00 Black Crucifixion  /  

Mannveira  / Draugsól  NMF
Hressó
21:00 Kongo 
Húrra
21:00 Ensími 
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ KGB Soundsystem  

Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Smutty Smiff  / Raggi 
Mengi
21:00 DOH Trio 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Egill Spegill vs. Bjössi Cali 

Saturday September 26

American Bar
21:00 Troubadours Birgir & Siggi 

Þorbergs 
Austur
22:00 DJ Maggi 
Bar 11
22:30 Óregla 
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson 
Boston
22:00 Jón Pór  / DJ Olí Dóri 
Bravó
22:00 DJ Dramatik 
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Ragnheiður Gröndal 
Dillon
22:00 Icarus Fundraising Gig  / DJ 

Andrea 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Alexander 
Gaukurinn
21:00 Räjäyttäjät  / Saktmóðigur   

NMF 

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

TABLE RESERVATIONS: +354 517 1800 —  WWW.FORRETTABARINN.IS

N ý l e n d u g a t a  1 4 .  1 0 1  R e y k j a v í k

R E S TA U R A N T  |  B A R  -  H A P P Y  H O U R  F R O M  4  - 8  P M Tasty 
Icelandic 
tapas and 
drinks by 

the old 
harbour

Certificate of Excellence 
———  2014  ———

Gloomy and political punk is alive and well in Iceland, as you can hear 
in our current track of the issue, courtesy of the fantastic Börn. The 
band’s bassist Júlíana Kristín Jóhannsdóttir popped by our office 
to pick a selection of events that interest her. She says she’s not really 
into big acts or bands, but rather artists that are good at creating 
atmosphere and play intimate shows (such as dj. flugvél og geimskip, 
whom she picked twice). Júlíana also tells me that Börn won’t be 
playing again until Airwaves, but that they are hard at work on their 
second LP—expect more news on it soon.
  You can find the events our picker of the issue found to be 
interestding spread out over the music and art pages, marked with this  

 icon.

  
Classical, opera.

     Electronic, dance,  
house, techno.

  Hip-hop, R&B.

    Hardcore, metal, punk, 
rock.

  Troubadour.

  Experimental.

   Acoustic, folk, jazz, 
lounge.

 Indie, pop, post-rock.

Music Legend PICKER OF THE ISSUE
Júlíana Kristín Jóhannsdóttir
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The Aurora Centre in Reykjavík has the amazing honour of hosting 
Ruby Fray & Airplane Mode’s first performance in Iceland! They’ll 
be playing their music, which is good—Ruby Fray’s “psychedelic witch 
wave chamber folk pop” music is made even better by lead singer Eily 
Beanblossom’s powerful voice. Meanwhile, Airplane Mode’s electric, 
moody urban music, looped and processed, will surely make for a 
haunting evening. And in case you need further convincing to show 
up to this evocative, astounding weird musical experience, the event 
is free! Free! AJdR

Aurora Reykjavik
Grandagarður 2 (B1) |  20:00 | FREE

When Weird Genres Come Together
Ruby Fray / Airplane Mode

28
September



MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

Harpa
14:00 Iceland Symphony: Family 

Concert 
16:00 Iceland Symphony: Family 

Concert 
Hressó
21:00 Sólon 
Húrra
21:00 Nuntius: Jimi Tenor & Jori 

Hulkkonen  NMF
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Halli Einarss  / Rúnar 
Loft Hostel
16:00 RIFF 1 min film competition / dj 

flugvél og geimskip    

Mengi
21:00 Ólöf Arnalds & Katie  

Buckley  

Prikið
22:00 DJ Karítas  / Sunsura 

Sunday September 27

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Alexander 
Bar 11
22:30 Ruby Fray  

Bravó
21:00 DJ Kría 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni 
Garðaholti
20:30 Ómar Guðjónsson & Tómas R. 

Einarsson  

Hressó
21:00 Live Jazz Jam Session 
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Krystal Carma DJ Set
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Halli 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Volante & co. 

Monday September 28

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Ellert 
Aurora Reykjavík
20:00 Ruby Fray   / Airplane  

Mode  

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Sveinn & Ragga 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur &  

Tryggvi 
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz 
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Pilsner 2.25% 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ AB 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Boudreau Special 

Tuesday September 29

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Roland 
Bravó
21:00 DJ Ísar Logi 
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Refur 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar 
Gaukurinn
21:00 Karaoke Night
Húrra
22:00 Jófríður  

Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ John Brnlv 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ The Dude 
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEXJazz 

Wednesday September 30

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs 
Bravó
21:00 DJ Sveinn Rúnarsson 
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Bjarni Þór & Co. 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Magnús & Ívar 
Húrra
21:00 DJ Sunna Ben 
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Steindór Jónson 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Rakel 
Mengi
21:00 múm & dj. flugvél og geimskip 

improvise to 'Menschen Am  
Sonntag'  

WAR
IS

OVER!
IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko 
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

YES, IT IS TRUE!

~*~*~*~*Electroboys & Dronescapes*~*~*~*~
Dulvitund Album Release Party/Döpur/ULTRAORTHODOX
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Café Rosenberg
Klapparstígur 21 (E5) | Oct 2 & 3  22:00 | Admission: 2,900 ISK

Árstíðir’s Season Of Success
Árstíðir Album Release Party

Although Árstíðir’s latest album ‘Hvel’ was released in March 
(following a very successful crowdfunding campaign), the band 
have been so busy (what with touring and whatnot) that they’re 
just now getting around to throwing an album release party! ‘Hvel’ 
offers a new side of the band, its sound a slight departure from 
their traditional folksy beard rock. The celebration happens twice, 
with shows on consecutive nights, and tickets are available online. 
Honestly, you don’t want to miss this—Árstíðir are a super good 
live band. AJdR

Gaukurinn 
Tryggvagata 22 (D3) |  20:00 | Admission: 1,500 ISK

Experimental dronescaper Dulvitund is releasing new album 
'Allt er Lífið Myrkur Draumur' and to celebrate, he's putting on 
a show with some of his fellow friends-on-the-scene: industrial/
goth-adjacent noisemakers Döpur and all around cool-guy 
ULTRAORTHODOX. So git down to Gaukurinn for sounds that'll 
hit all the right spots at all the right times—feel your ribs buzz, your 
eyeballs vibrate, and enjoy as those tasty ghost tones resonate in 
your cerebrospinal fluid. As summer ends and winter descends 
upon us, there's no better cure than a full-body musicgasm to 
shake off some of that ice accumulating inside you~*~*~*~*~ 
SLWF

8
October



AUSTURSTRÆTI
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KIRKJUSTRÆTI

Opening hours 

Sunday - Thursday 11:00 - 02:00
Friday - Saturday 11:00 - 06:00 - FIND US ON FACEBOOK

dirtyburgerandribs.is

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

Slippbarinn
21:00 Halli and the Superheroes 

Thursday October 1

Bar 11
22:30 Ruby Fray  

Bar Ananas
21:00 DJ Atli Kanill 
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Edda Borg & Band 
Dillon
22:00 Dirty Deal Blues Band 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Eiki & Steini 
Gamla Bíó
20:30 Bang Gang Album Release 

Concert  / JB Dunckel  / Daniel 
Hunt  / Jófríður   / IS TROPICAL  

/ Gangly 
Gaukurinn
21:00 Open Jam Session
Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony: Þóra and 

Ashkenazy 
21:00 Agent Fresco Album Release 

Concert    

Hlemmur Square
21:00 Mosi Musik  

Hressó
21:00 Sex Ý Fötu Dúett 
Húrra
20:00 a&e sounds   /  

russian.girls   

KEX Hostel
19:00 Oktoberfest: The Jodelrinnen 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Rakel 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Óli Hjörtur 
Slippbarinn
21:00 Funk Harald 

Friday October 2

Austur
22:00 DJ Maggi 
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson 
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Árstíðir Album Release Party 
Dillon
22:00 Barr  / DJ Andrea 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Alexander  / 

Hjálmur & Dagur 
Gamla Bíó
21:00 HAM 
Gaukurinn
21:00 Kiriyama Family  / DJ Maggi 

Legó 
Hressó
21:00 Svenson 
Húrra
20:00 FEST AFRIKA REYKJAVÍK: Maher 

& Sousou Cissoko  / AmabAdamA  

 / Bangoura Band   /Samúel Jón  
Samúelsson Big Band  

KEX Hostel
19:00 Oktoberfest: The Jodelrinnen 
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Smutty Smiff 
Mengi
21:00 Sam Slater 
Slippbarinn
21:00 DJ Sir Danselot 

Saturday October 3

Austur
22:00 DJ Pétur Valmundar 
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Davið Roach 
Bar Boston
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson 
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Árstíðir Album Release Party 
Dillon
22:00 Urðun  / DJ Andrea 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Siggi Þ  / Ingi 

Valur & Tryggvi 
Hressó
21:00 Kviðmágarnir 
Húrra
21:00 Dimma 
KEX Hostel
19:00 Oktoberfest: The Jodelrinnen 
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Halli Einarss  / JEsús 
Mengi
21:00 Kría Brekkan  

Prikið
22:00 DJ Benni B-Ruff  / Gísli  

Galdur 
Slippbarinn
21:00 DJ Sir Danselot 

Sunday October 4

English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni 
Harpa
17:00 Iceland Symphony Youth 

Orchestra plays Shostakovich 
Hressó
21:00 Live Jazz Jam Session 
Húrra
21:00 Open Mic Night
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Haraldur E. 
Prikið
22:00 Lowercase DJ Night 

Monday October 5

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Blúsfélagið 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur & 

Tryggvi 
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna B. 
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Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 (F5) |  21:00 | Admission: 2,000 ISK

Angelic whisper-singer, multi-instrumentalist, electronic/freak-
folk icon and living legend (at least in my fanatical opinion <3) 
Kría Brekkan (aka Krístin Anna Valtýsdóttir, aka Doctess) is 
putting on a show at Mengi. Whether as a (now former) member 
of múm, working in conjunction with Animal Collective, 
collaborating with Avey Tare, or recording as a solo artist, Kría 
Brekkan has managed to stand out with her ethereal, nebulous 
and loop-heavy style of composition. I'm leaving the country mere 
days before, and am kinda broken up about it :( So go see this 
show for me, dearest readers. SLWF

Girafeels
Kría Brekkan

MADE IN ICELAND  www.jswatch.com

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master 
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.  
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman, 
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.



Open:
Mondays-Saturdays 11:30-22:30
Sundays 16:00-22:00

Now offering 
catering service!

The Nordic House Reykjavík is a vibrant Nordic cultural 
institution with exhibitions, a library, shop and one  
of the best restaurants in Reykjavík, Aalto Bistro.

The building is designed by the internationally  
acclaimed finnish architect Alvar Aalto.
Open everyday from 10–17
Visit www.nordichouse.is for more information.
 
Book a table: www.aalto.is
Sundays – wednsdays 11–17
Thursdays – saturdays 11–21

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 5517030, www.nordichouse.is

Enjoy food
Enjoy books
Enjoy culture
Enjoy the  
Nordic House

Norræna húsið
The Nordic House

 

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

Tuesday October 6

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Quiet Generation 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar 
Gamla Bíó
21:00 Svavar Knútur Album Release 

Concert  

Gaukurinn
21:00 Karaoke Night 
KEX Hostel
19:00 Oktoberfest: The Jodelrinnen 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Halli E. 

Wednesday October 7

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Þóra Gísladóttir & Band 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ellert & Roland 
Gamla Bíó
21:00 Lily Of The Valley 
Harpa
20:00 The Tin Drum: Úlfur Eldjárn 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ JEsús 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Beatmakin Troopa 

Thursday October 8

Bar Ananas
21:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson 
Bar Boston
21:00 Microgroove Session 
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur 
Gaukurinn
20:00 Dulvitund   / Döpur   / 

ULTRAORTHODOX   

Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony: Víkingur plays 

Scriabin 
Hlemmur Square
21:00 Kvöl  

Hressó
21:00 Sex Ý Fötu Dúett 
KEX Hostel
21:00 Þórunn Antonía & Bjarni  

Sigurðsson 
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Vala 
Prikið
22:00 DJ Árni Skeng 
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Bros Before Odes
Ómar Guðjónsson & Tómasar R. Einarsson

This amazing duo has been playing together for more than a decade, and they’re about to start 
a new tour around the country. They’ve finally realised one of their dreams, to record an album, 
‘Bræðralag’ (“Brotherhood”), where they write music for one another. This results in an intimate 
musical dialogue and a mix of genres, from Latin music to ballads. They’re starting a tour of nine 
concerts around the country with a show at Garðaholt on September 27. The tour ends in Iðnó 
on October 15. Tickets are available at midi.is. AJdR

Don't Be Afraid. You've Just Got Your Eyes Closed
múm & dj. flúgvel og geimskip

Two founding members of renowned Icelandic experinstrumental-
electroglitch group múm, Gunnar Tynes and Örvar Smárason, 
will be joined by queen of the local weirdo scene, dj. flugvél og 
geimskip, for the fourth instalment of their experimental musical/
film performances at Mengi. The three will combine their musical 
talents and deftness in the field of electronic arts to improvise a 
salient soundtrack for the 1930 German poetic-realist silent film 
‘Menschen am Sonntag’ (“People On Sunday”). Come see 
what these three have to add to this cinematic classic, and if their 
future-music can influence one's understanding of the past—and 
vice versa. SLWF

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 (F5) |  21:00 | Admission: 2,000 ISK

30
September

Garðaholt
Garðavegur, Garðabær |  20:30 | Admission: 2,500 ISK

27
September



UNO at Ingólfstorg | Tel.  561 1313 | www.uno.is

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY
17-19
  

GREAT
FOOD

NI
CE

GOOD
DRINKS
ATMO

KITCHEN IS OPEN
Weekends  11.30–24
Other days  11.30–23

free Wifi

     BISTRO&BAR

uno is the perfect place to start 

a good day or end a great evening

Some years ago there was 
an Icelandic band named 
Lada Sport, that was one of 
many mainstays in our local 

grassroots music scene. Despite having 
a few hits, such as “The World Is A Place 
For Kids Going Far,” they eventually 
split, going their separate ways. While 
drummer Haraldur Leví went the way 
of the beige apocalypse by starting up 
Record Records, with its ‘This Is Icelandic 
Indie’ compilation series, singer and 
guitarist Stefnir Gunnarsson went in 
completely the opposite direction with 
his solo project, Japanese Super Shift. 
Instead of professional twee and high 

end rock dynamics, Japanese Super 
Shift employs drum machine loops, 
cheap-sounding synths, 8-bit album art, 
and a studiously DIY sensibility. Stefnir’s 
singing voice has even changed from his 
days in Lada Sport, from a yelping voice 
of frustration, to a slightly wan, reedy 
timbre, almost like that of Jason Lytle.
 You can hear all of this on ‘Double 
Slit’, Stefnir’s second solo release as 
Japanese Super Shift. In songs such as 
the opener, “Hushed,” and “His Word,” 
bright, glaring synth sounds and noodling 
lines are paired with rickety drums that 
have an arrythmic quality to them; the 
main musical influence seem to have 

been old computer and console games. 
However, the lyrics are at complete 
odds with the thoroughly naïve music. 
While songs such as “2 A.M” talk of his 
attempts to just get high, many tracks 
openly muse on the singer’s inner pain 
and illness. “His Word” describes a man’s 
cruel treatment of his female partner, with 
Stefnir pleading “He knows it hurts/He 
couldn’t care less/How can a man be so 
cruel?”, while “Tragedy” goes full slacker 
melodrama, openly asking you to imagine 
losing your child before comparing it to 
a woman “living in a war zone” who gets 
her child in a bag, Stefnir mewing “this is 
what’s left of your son.”
 While the album’s music and 
lyrics often grate uncomfortably against 
each other, and it suffers from lack of 
a truly killer track, there are moments 
when it all comes together, such as on 
“Confined,” and “In And Out Of Sync,” 
with DIY funk synths and a rather gloomy 
pop atmosphere. It raises the listening 
experience of ‘Double Slit’ to that of being 
pleasant, rather than merely inoffensive. 

 - BOB CLUNESS

Composer/violinist Una 
Sveinbjarnardóttir’s new 
album of violin solos is titled 
‘Umleikis’, or “playing around.” 

Una is best known for her role in the 
Icelandic Symphony, performing and 
recording for countless national and 
international pieces. Originally intending 
to make an album of old and new solo 
violin works written by various composers, 
Una cut her finger before the ‘Umleikis’ 
recording sessions commenced, and the 
plan changed drastically. The resulting 
album is a much more intimate venture, 

a collection of personal compositions and 
improvisations, recorded in 2012 at the 
Ísafjörður church.
 The album’s three best tracks, 
“More,” “Links,” and “Bræla,” originated 
as warm-up studies for the violin, prep for 
strenuous concerts and limbering up for 
the fingers. Paganini would be proud of 
this fiery display of sixteenth-note runs, 
double-stops (playing two strings at 
once), and sparkling high-range jumps. 
Other exceptional moments glitter like 
stars within more somber passages: the 
harmonics jumping over the strings in 

“Kater,” and the siren song in “Requiem 
For Ghengis,” the concluding track. 
 Other pieces on the album fall 
prey to the most difficult aspect of 
writing music for a solo instrument: the 
lack of a counterpoint, something to set 
against the main melodic line. Even some 
pizzicato (plucked notes) or percussive 
bowing effects would liven the texture. 
There is also nary a major-scale work to 
give a glimpse of cheer, or even a change 
of tonality to more modal or exotic 
passages for contrast.
  ‘Umleikis’ reads more as a 
collection of somber and understated 
works than the impressive centerpieces 
it contains. Nevertheless, Una’s innate 
sense of string phrasing and a focus on 
the tonal qualities within the ranges of 
her instrument give the album a dark 
edginess, not unlike the solitary journey 
on the roads of the Westfjörds. 

 - NATHAN HALL

The new record from Icelandic 
chamber music ensemble 
Nordic Affect showcases new 
works combining historical 

performance traditions with fresh new 
sounds. In addition to familiar instruments 
like the violin and viola, the group plays 
the traverso (a wooden flute), tthe 
harpsichord, and the cello-like gamba 
with acute virtuosity.
 The tracks on ‘Clockworking’ are a 
diverse assembly, beginning and ending 
with works by María Huld Markan 
Sigfúsdóttir of the band Amiina. The 
title track builds up a collection of clock-
like circling rhythms. It’s also the odd 
track out on the album, as most of the 
rest of the pieces veer away from post-
minimalism into the experimental realm. 
The piece ends a bit abruptly, a sort of 
half-tapering off. 

 Hafdís Bjarnadóttir’s “From Beacon 
to Beacon” is one of the album’s most 
effective compositions. There is a 
balance between early music references 
and contemporary sounds, giving the 
ensemble a chance to shine. The piece 
discreetly incorporates electronic 
samples, harpsichord, and birdcalls along 
with a few gentle gongs. 
 Anna Thorvaldsdóttir’s “Shades 
of Silence” employs plucked notes, 
microtonal slides of the strings, and small 
percussive effects to create an evocative 
landscape of sounds, reminiscent of a 
deep, dark forest. The overall workings 
of the piece are quite minimal, but the 
atmospheric effect is more than the sum 
of its parts. 
 “Sleeping Pendulum” concludes 
the album and harkens back to Iceland’s 
earliest musical traditions (duets of sorts 

called tvísöngur) by reimagining these 
melodies, veering off sometimes with 
more dissonance, sometimes with more 
sweetness and sentimentality. When it 
concludes, we’re left with the sounds of 
gentle bells tinkling.
 Nordic Affect is already an 
outstanding ensemble of female players 
championing the works of female 
composers, but this album goes further 
than that. Lying somewhere between 
accessible ambience, avant-garde 
classical, early music, and experimental 
music, ‘Clockworking’ exists in the grey 
areas where all the interesting music 
is happening. It may take time to warm 
up to, but for those willing to give it 
some careful listening, they will be well 
rewarded. 

 - NATHAN HALL

Album
Reviews

Japanese Super Shift

'Double Slit' 

japanesesupershiftmusic.bandcamp.com  

Doomy DIY computer synths 
for The Game Of Life   

Una Sveinbjarnardóttir 

‘Umleikis’

kammersveit.is

Lonely violin solos from  
the Westfjords

Nordic Affect

‘Clockworking’

www.nordicaffect.com

A curious collection of new 
works for adventurous ears



CHECK OUT THE NEW  

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM  
C OM P R I S I N G  5  TO P  MU S E UMS:

Árbær Open Air Musem

Viðey Island

Reykjavík Museum of 
Photography

Reykjavík Maritime Museum

www.reykjavikcitymuseum.is

The Settlement Exhibition

More information in the  
Museums & Galleries section.

Language  

Culture   History

Borgartún 1 • Tel. 551 7700  
info@thetincanfactory.eu • www.thetincanfactory.eu

Food and 
Fun!

Recommended on 

Open 11:30-22:00

saegreif inn. is

 101 Reykjavík   Tel. 553 1500    seabaron8@gmail.com

An absolute 
   must-try!

Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other 
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse 
fish selection.

Techno duo TRPTYCH is yet another 
new band on the horizon. So far, they’ve 
released a single song on Soundcloud, 
“Hér,” which packs a hell of a punch to 
the stomach and brain. It's a midtempo 
techno number with glitchy drum 
programming, sub-bass as deep as the 
Pacific Ocean and hard industrial edges 
all around. It sounds great on a pair 
of headphones, but seems to be best 
suited for a dark basement club early on 
a Sunday morning. Currently working on 
a début LP, the pair will perform its first 
ever live show at Iceland Airwaves.
 Long time Reykjavík tunesmith, 

guitarist and singer Gímaldin just 
released the first single from his 
forthcoming album ‘Blóðlegur fróðleikur’ 
(“Bloody Lore”). He describes the 
song, “Roska,” as a mix of metal and 
folk music: “I was making an album 
based on Metallica’s ‘St. Anger’, and 
the outcome was folky metal album.” 
Margrét Arnardóttir’s brilliant harmonica 
playing gives the song a Balkan-esque 
vibe. The lyrics, name-dropping Padmé 
and Anakin Skywalker, are about love 
and adventures. The force is with you, 
Gímaldin!

Óli Dóri and Davíð Roach document 
the local music scene and help people 
discover new music at www.straum.
is. It is associated with the radio show 
Straumur on X977, which airs every 
Monday evening at 23:00.

There’s a brand, brand new musical project out there, and it sounds mighty good. Wesen 
(“Hassle”) consists of Loji Höskuldsson, formerly of Sudden Weather Change, and Júlía 
Hermannsdóttir, of the shoegaze band Oyama. They just released their début single, “The 
Low Road,” an atmospheric trip-hop jam with ethereal breathy vocals by Júlía and a chorus 
that brings to mind Goldfrapp and Morcheeba. The beat is lo-fi, but the soundscape on top 
of it is laced with piles of tasteful synth noodlings. The song will feature on an upcoming 
LP from the band, ‘Wall of Pain’ (interestingly enough, Júlía and Loji competed at Músíktil-
raunir in 2005 as We Painted The Walls), which the pair is working on with producer Árni 
Hlöðversson of FM Belfast. We were lucky enough to witness the band in concert at Kex 
Hostel a few weeks back, and can bear witness to their live skills—you can witness ‘em 
for yourself in November, when they’re set to play (along with a shrillion other bands) at 
Iceland Airwaves. 

Photo
Thomas Humery

Words
Davíð Roach Gunnarsson & Óli Dóri

STRAUMUR

Hassle, Techno 
& Balkan Metal!

Straumur radio show airs 
Mondays on X977 at 23:00Straumur www.straum.is



Offering fresh Icelandic cuisine in a 
stylish and casual atmosphere in the heart 

of down town Reykjavík.  

isafoldrestaurant . is
Þingholtsstræti 5 - tel: 595 8535

Enjoy our wide variety of feature cocktails 
inspired by the spectacular view from SKÝ.

skylounge.is
Top floor CenterHotel Arnarhvoll - Ingólfsstræti 1 / 595 8545

RESTAURANT
ÍSAFOLD

Agent Fresco singer Arnór Dan’s last 
three years involved a kind of Tartini 
tone, when the tune of his ordinary life 
was upset in 2012 by a violent assault. 
He walked away from it with a broken 
eye socket, and though it healed, the 
emotional scars still haunt him. 
 Sitting in his minimalistic, IKEA-
furnished downtown apartment with 
a few pints between us, Arnór tells 
me how this psychological trauma af-
fected him, resulting in panic attacks, 
social anxiety, tunnel vision, and, 
at his worst, hallucinations. “I once 
woke up in the middle of the night 
and saw some strange man standing in 
my room,” he says. “I’ve never been so 
freaked out in my life.”
 What upset him most was when 
his mental health started taking a toll 
on his voice. He likens singing at the 
time to the frustration of trying to play 
a guitar that’s out of tune. “The mental 
absolutely affects the physical in this 
sense,” he states. “I refrained from 
seeking help for too long.”
 His only solace came from his 
international tours with composer 
Ólafur Arnalds, where every day was 
different. But back at home, he had 
a hard time dealing with his social 
anxiety, isolating himself instead of 
hanging out with his friends. “I didn’t 
want to go out for a beer, because I was 
obsessed with finishing the album,” 
he says. “It drove a wedge between 
me, the rest of the band, and my girl-
friend.”
 The road to recovery took years, 

and he admits there were a lot of 
things he should have done differently. 
But one thing is certain: the hardships 
served as a catalyst for what became 
‘Destrier’.

Carving their own path

Agent Fresco have always been uncon-
ventional. As a band, their influences 
involve elements of pop, math rock, 
emo, nu-metal, prog, jazz, classical, 
and more. They deftly avoid genre 
classifications—in Arnór’s mind, part-
ly because the group is anything but 
homogeneous. Their sound is made 
from the combination of contrasts— 
for example, when Arnór’s chaotic 
songwriting style meshes with gui-
tarist Þórarinn Guðnason’s complex, 
structured compositions.
 “It would be so easy for us to fol-
low some sound or trend,” he says, 
“but instead we choose to go a dif-
ferent route, working with people we 
knew we’d clash with, to make for 
more interesting music. You can hear 
that on ‘Destrier’. Every song there is 
so different, they end up existing in 
their own soundscapes. We could eas-
ily have gotten a math rock or metal 
person to mix for us, but following 
what’s been done before is just a waste 
of time and not why we write music to 
begin with.”
 Arnór says that it’s his emotions of 
rage and anxiety that lie behind ‘Des-
trier’, rather than the sad, melancholic 

undertone of 2010 ‘A Long Time Lis-
tening’. This, Arnór tells me, came 
partly from him throwing himself into 
the album straight after the attack. In 
hindsight, this wasn’t a good idea, he 
says, but it allowed him to funnel his 
inner turmoil into a creative outlet.
 From our conversation, it’s appar-
ent that Arnór is a very empathetic 
person (we spend a good while talking 
about Syria, politics, and internet bul-
lying before starting our interview). 
But he says that the attack turned this 
aspect of his personality into hyper-
sensitivity, and his fuse grew short. All 
it took to make him angry was check-
ing Facebook or news sites.
 “Listening to the songs now, I can 
hear the anxiety in my voice,” he says. 
“I can hardly recognise the person I 
was back then. But I think it’s impor-
tant to talk about these emotions and 
attempt to deal with them.”

A personal journey in 
public 

Arnór recollects how, as a teenager, he 
had a very personal connection with 
the music he listened to. With so much 
of himself and his emotional journey 
in his lyrics, he’s been humbled by the 
reception to the album, from fans and 
reviewers alike.
 “I read every review we get,” he 
says, “and it’s unreal to see people giv-
ing it nine or ten out of ten. People are 
really getting into the album, analysing 

Rage Quelled By 
Time’s Passing

Following a rough period, 
Agent Fresco's singer is primed to deliver

Agent Fresco’s new album ‘Destrier’ starts with a series of disparate sounds that slowly meld 
into a Tartini tone—that is, when two notes play at a certain frequency, fooling the brain into 
hearing a third note. Although this extra note doesn’t exist, we believe it’s there, and it affects 
us as much as any other sound.

Photo Anna Domnick

Words Gabríel Benjamin
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October 1 @ 21:00 Harpa, Silfurberg 3,900 ISKAgent Fresco 



DINNER
6 COURSE MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT 
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN 

OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy 
butter, serrano ham, beetroot 

MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes 

SEA TROUT 
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple

PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc 

RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked 
carrots, spinach and dill cream 

Dessert by pastry chef Axel Þ.
CHOCOLATE ROSE
Chocolate mousse, raspberry gel, Sacher layer

7.990 kr.

          Austurstræti 16          101 Reykjavík          apotek@apotekrestaurant.is          

ICELANDIC GOURMET MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb – with a modern twist

FROM 17:00

apotek.is

Amtmannsstíg 1 •  101 Reykjavík • +354 561 3303 • www.torfan.is

experience 
    classical cuisine

each song, reading into the symbolism 
and structure. That sort of dedication 
isn’t something you 
can take for grant-
ed.”
 He says a lot of 
the songs have clear 
correlations to what 
was going on in 
his life. “Dark Wa-
ter,” for example, is 
about his alienation 
from the band; “See 
Hell” focuses on the 
cycle of violence; 
and “Wait For Me” 
is about how time 
doesn’t stand still 
while you’re away. 
 Even though 
the songs have very 
specific connota-
tions for Arnór, 
what amazes him is 
how people relate to 
them. He mentions 
an example, the opening track with 
the aforementioned Tartini tone—that 
same effect is then also found in the 
final track, but in reverse, where one 
note breaks away into multiple smaller 
ones before fading away. Arnór says 
when he hears these sounds, he thinks 
of anger building up, of destruction—
while bandmate Þórarinn thinks of life 
being created, of beauty. “Either way,” 
he says, “it’s about beginnings and 
endings.”

The biggest stage

Once the album had been mixed, mas-
tered and released, Arnór says they 
started working on staging as big an al-
bum release party as they could. Much 
like they had done with ‘A Long Time 
Listening’, they wanted to play the 
entire album on a stage that could ac-
commodate all their collaborators and 
session players. “We knew we needed 

something bigger than Húrra or Gau-
kurinn,” he says, “so we thought: ‘Why 

not just get Harpa’s 
Silfurberg?’”
 It was no small 
undertaking, and 
they struggled to 
make the money add 
up—but the show 
was all but sold out 
shortly after the 
720 available tickets 
went on sale. “We 
want to give people 
the opportunity to 
hear these songs the 
way we want them 
to be heard,” he says. 
“We’ll never get this 
opportunity again, 
you know, so we re-
ally want to make it 
count.”
 At the time of 
writing, the band 
is busy rehears-

ing. When asked if they can repeat 
the opening and ending Tartini tones 
live, Arnór says they’ll definitely be 
there. “It’ll be the whole album, in se-
quence,” he confirms, “from track one 
to fourteen.”
 On the subject of what’s to come, 
he says Agent Fresco have an exten-
sive European tour confirmed and a 
US tour currently being booked. And, 
of course, they’ll play at Iceland Air-
waves. 
 He hints at that their next album 
might focus on empathy and apathy, 
but he won’t know for sure until the 
final note has rung.
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Genre Defying

On the subject of genres and where 
Agent Fresco fits in, Arnór takes a 
moment before commenting that 
Iceland doesn’t really have scenes. 
“When you’re in the States and you 
go to a rock show, you’ll get a lineup 
of similar rock bands. Same goes for 
hardcore shows, or reggae,” he says, 
“but in Iceland it’s all connected. If 
you go see Agent Fresco in Iceland, 
we’ll probably be playing with [punk 
rockers] Reykjavík!, [reggae kids] 
AmabAdamA, and [hip-hop act] 
Úlfur Úlfur.” Arnór adds that this 
makes playing in Iceland easy, as 
Agent Fresco can fit in with anyone, 
but that bookers have their work cut 
out fitting them onto an internation-
al roster.



ART
OPENINGS

Sept 25 - Oct 8
How to use the listings: Venues 
are listed alphabetically by day. 
For complete listings and detailed 
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is. Send your listings to: 
listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Iceland Academy of the Arts
Equality Days Opening Ceremony
Three artists will perform music and 
spoken word in the total dark, emphasising 
the show's theme of darkness as a 
motive and removing the visual aspect of 
performative art.

October 5 at 19:45 
Art67
Exhibit: Hafdís and Haukur 
Harðarbörn 
Art67’s guest artists for the month of 
October are siblings Hafdís and Haukur. 
Haukur works with acrylics, landscape 

and abstract forms; Hafdís’s pieces are 
illustrations of flora, nature, and the 
Icelandic alphabet. There will be a special 
opening party on October 3 at 14:00.

Opens October 2
Runs until October 30

Ekkisens
‘Edible inedibles’ by Pengruiqio
Food in the Western world has become 
less a matter of survival and more of 
an emotional experience, a relationship 
that we are not always keenly aware 
of. Pengruiqio uses her paintings to 
demonstrate this artistic nature of food, 
the expressive qualities that we often take 
for granted. The artistry she applies to 
her paintings, she applies to her cooking 
as well, and it is this relationship that 
she highlights and encourages others to 
explore.

Opens October 3
Runs until October 11

Gallerí Fold
Hrafnildur Inga Exhibition
Oilpaintings by Hrafnildur Inga are 

displayed at Gallerí Loft. Hrafnildur 
demonstrates remarkable skill in producing 
lifelike scenes of storms, seas and 
landscapes.

Opens October 3
Runs until October 18

Gallerí Tukt
'Roll A Week' by Melanie Ubaldo
‘Roll A Week’ is an ongoing series where 
Melanie Ubaldo tries to finish a roll of film 
in a week. The photos are then posted on 
the site rollaweek.tumblr.com. The project 
was started in 2013 and currently there 
are 41 rolls posted in the site. The photos 
are mostly taken with an Olympus MJU II. 
There was no great idea behind the project, 
Melanie just picked a camera and started 
shooting. Now it functions as an extension 
of her sketchbook and a photographic diary 
of sorts.

Opens September 26
Runs until October 10

Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
‘Úr Ýmsum Áttum’ by Erna 
Johannesdóttir 
‘Úr ýmsum áttum’ ("from various 
directions") is an exhibit of oil paintings. 
This is Erna's first solo exhibit.

Opens October 3
Runs until January 10

Icelandic Printmakers 
Association
‘Before Iceland: Multiple Plate 
Drypoint Monotypes’ by Lorraine 
Tady
Utilising the printmaking technique of 
chine-collé on copper plates, Lorraine 
Tady’s 35 prints evoke architectural 
mapping and divisions of space. There 
will be a special artist talk on October 8 at 
17:00.

Opens October 3
Runs until October 18

Mengi
‘Macho Man’ by Katrín 
Gunnarsdóttir
Katrín's dance performance is an 
exploration of the masculine body as it's 
seen in choreography. Using inspirations 
such as WWE, rock icons, and fitness 
competitions, Katrín forces the viewer to 
observe the male experience imitated by 
feminine bodies.

Runs October 1 at 21:00
Núllið
‘Nothing Really Matters (Except 
Me)’ by Simon Buckley
For the exhibition in Núllið, Simon has 
rendered a series of pen and ink drawings 
directly onto the space’s walls. The images 
show a medieval torturer attempting 
to extract a confession from his victim. 
Sprawled around the two protagonists 
are schizophrenic dialogues between the 
characters ‘Simon 1’ and ‘Simon 2’. There 
is a special opening party on September 25 
at 17:00.

Opens September 25
Runs until October 18

Reykjavík Museum Of 
Photography
Gunnar Rúnar Ólafsson—A 
Retrospective
The late photographer Gunnar Rúnar 
Olafsson (1917-65) is honoured by The 
Reykjavík Museum of Photography with 
a selection of his works. The collection 
contains many great photos that show for 
example how Reykjavík developed from a 
small village to a city in just few decades. 

Madison Perfumery Reykjavik • Aðalstræti 9 • 101 Reykjavik
tel : +354 571 7800 • www.madison.is

Iceland’s fi rst n iche per f u mer y, 
offeri ng a world class selection of 
the fi nest ar tistic per f u mes and 

cosmetics i n dow ntow n R e y k j av i k

Welcome to our enchanting 
Beauty Room where we offer a 

range of treatements using only 
the finest skin care products

Writing For Idiots
Shut Up & Write A Script

LOFT Hostel
Bankastræti 7a (E4) | September 28 20:00 | Free!

Following in the footsteps of the New York Shut Up & Write event, for 
one hour, just one goddamn hour, Loft Hostel, RIFF and Meðgön-
guljóð poetry collective cordially invite you to shut up, sit down and 
write up a script or develop an idea. Scriptwriter Margrét Örnólfs-
dóttir will give a class on scriptwriting and host a discussion on the 
written script after the hour-long silent writing session. The event is 
free, so if you want a good opportunity to work on your screenplay 
and you’ve already haunted the coffeehouses too much, attend! You’ll 
even get to flaunt your stuff. AJdR

A journey 
through the 
visual world 
of Iceland

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15 
101 Reykjavík

The exhibition, shop 
and café are open 
daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 
16/9 – 30/4

Illuminated manuscripts, textiles, carvings, 
photographs, paintings and contemporary 
Icelandic art  www.culturehouse.is

The Culture House is part of the National Museum of Iceland 
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The viking:info
Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík 
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

e:info@theviking.is
www.theviking.is

TAX FREE

Akureyri

Reykjavík

 ONGOING
Exhibit

!!GENDER'S GAME!!

In case you've been living under a rock for the 
past ten months, 2015 marks Iceland's 100th 
anniversary of women's suffrage. At Reykja-
vík City Hall, there is a multi-artist, multi-media 
exhibition focused on the ways feminism and 
conceptions of gender have shaped content, 
art, the artist, and vice versa. The exhibit has 
awoken controversy from some City Council 
people and guests, with reported instances of 
sabotage, making it one you can’t afford to miss 
(since it might be taken down at a moment’s 
notice). Because even though it's 2015, discus-
sions and depictions of variable expressions 
and experiences of gender—and also variations 
on the word vagina—still (for some reason) get 
people riled up. SLWF

CRAVING
Download the FREE  

Grapevine Craving APP!

What should you eat in 
Reykjavík? Shake your phone, 

and we will recommend you 
something. 

Genderplay
Reykjavík City Hall (E3) | Runs until Sept. 30 | Free!

Two     Weeks
The Grapevine picks the events, places and what to experience in the next two weeks

1 
October

Concert

Bang Gang Go BANG

To celebrate the release of his fourth album, 
‘The Wolves Are Whispering’, local legend 
Barði Jóhansson (as Bang Gang) is throwing a 
grand concert/release party at Gamla Bíó. Ac-
tive since the late 90s, Bang Gang has received 
oodles of praise in the international media, and 
scored quite a few hits over the years. At the 
show, Bang Gang will be joined by JB Dunckel 
(from Air!), Daniel Hunt (of Ladytron!) and Jó-
fríður Ákadóttir, of Samaris, Pascal Pinon and 
Gangly. Incidentally, the show will be opened 
by Gangly, along with British band Is Tropical. 
AJdR

Bang Gang Album Release Party
Gamla Bíó, Ingólfstræti 2a (E4) | 20:30 | 3,500 ISK 

Open mic stand up comedy in English
Every Monday, a group of comedians get together 
and perform a free comedy set in English for expats 
and locals alike. At this point the group seems to 
have gotten through their earlier teething issues, so 
come prepared for a barrel of laughs. Admission is 
always free.
Gaukurinn at 20:30

Every Monday

Northern Marginal Festival
This Finnish-themed micro festival is in three parts: 
Mømø, Syndrome, and In The Icelandic Woods, and 
takes place at the Reykjavík City Library, Gauku-
rinn, Hallgrímskirkja, and Húrra. All events related 
to the festival are specifically marked NMF.

Runs until September 27

Jón Þór
Iceland's ultra-independent solo rocker, Jón Þór, 
previously connected to indie rock greats Lada 
Sport and Dynamo Fog, is playing a show at 
Boston. He's responsible for super-catchy summer 
hit "Stelpur", and will no doubt bring all of his 
charm to this show.
Boston at 22:00

September 26

Icarus Fundraising gig
Hardcore punks Icarus have been soaring to some 
great heights lately, touring through the States, and 
are putting on a fundraising gig with grindcorers 
Grit Teeth at Dillon. Expect angst, energy, and 
mosh pits. Admission is 500 ISK.
Dillon at 22:00

September 26

Jófríður
One of Iceland's more prominent electronica 
wünderkind, Jófríður Ákadóttir, is performing 
solo at Húrra. She stepped onto the scene a few 
years ago with Pascal Pinon and Samaris, and 
stole hearts and minds at this year's ATP as JFDR. 
Expect magic. Expect wonder. Expect to be awed. 
Expect it to be crowded.
Húrra at 20:00

September 29

Agent Fresco Album Release Show
In case our info cover wasn't a big enough clue, 
genre-defying rockers Agent Fresco are putting 
on an album release show for their sophomore 
album, 'Destrier'. Singer Arnór Dan has promised 
a once-in-a-lifetime show, so be sure not to miss 
it. There might still be one or two tickets left, the 
going price is 3,500 ISK.
Harpa at 20:00

October 1
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Party Every Night  •  Cocktails 
Live Sports Coverage

Ribs - Burgers
Live Music Every Night 

Chicken Wings
50 different kinds of beer 

AUSTURSTRAETI 8  • REYKJAVIK
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Useful Numbers

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 1818
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
   BSR: 561 0000

 Tax-Free Refund

Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400

 Tourist Information

Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
tel: 562 7000
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland, 
Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1300

The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2, 
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747

 Pharmacies

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and Lág-
múla 5, tel: 533 2300

 Coach Terminal

BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is

 Domestic Airlines

Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

 Public Transport

The only public transport available in Reykjavík 
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes 
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the 
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children. 
Multiple day passes are available for purchase at 
select locations. Complete route map available 
at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from 
07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on 
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and 
Lækjartorg.
Opening Hours

Bars and clubs: According to regulations, 
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 
04:30 on weekends.

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00, 
Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and 
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and 
tourist shops have longer opening hours. 
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and 
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool 
varies plus or minus a few hours.  
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00-
16:00.

 Post Offices 

Post offices are located around the city. The 
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5, 
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also 
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops 
and some grocery stores.

G

A

ICELANDIC DESIGN

Bankastræti 11 · t 551 2090 · spaks.is
Open Monday-Friday 10-18.30 

Saturdays 10-17

One of the coolest shops in town with an 
Icelandic designer of classical utilitarian 
clothes. Beautiful and unique design. 

Our design is also sold as second hand. 
Sustainable fashion, the pieces will 

last you a lifetime.
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Dirty Burger & Ribs

Founder of Michelin-awarded London restau-
rant Texture, Agnar ‘Aggi’ Sigurðsson, started 
this drive-thru burger shack in 2014, and has 
since opened another branch in downtown 
Reykjavík. Just as the name suggests, this 
joint specialises in burgers and ribs.

Miklabraut 101 / Austurstræti 10

.

Places We Like

.

5

 Hornið

Appropriately named “The Corner” from its 
position on the street, this Reykjavík institu-
tion is one of the oldest dining establish-
ments in the city. Opened in 1979, the family 
business has been serving fantastic Italian 
fare in a remarkably unique atmosphere. It 
is truly a stand-alone restaurant in town and 
hands down one of the best.A small, stylish 

Hafnarstræti 15
3

Gamla Smiðjan

This welcomed addition to Reykjavík’s pizza 
palette has been steadily winning over fans
since it opened for business, and with good 
reason. Gamla smiðjan seems to handle every 
single order with care, love and respect. As 
the dining area is sparse, locals usually opt 
for take-out.

Lækjargata 8

Sky Lounge & Bar

The lounge is located in a beautiful spot that 
overlooks all of downtown Reykjavík and pro-
vides a great setting to either host a celebra-
tion or introspectively appreciate the city.

Ingólfsstræti 1

8 English Pub

True to its name, the English Pub offers 
many different kinds of lager on tap and a 
whiff of that genuine UK feel. Try the famous 
“wheel of fortune” where one can win up 
to a metre of beer with a single spin while 
a steady team of troubadours engage the 
crowd in classic sing-alongs every night.

Austurstræti 12

9Reykjavík Roasters

Reykjavík Roasters make the best coffee you 
will drink in Reykjavík (according to our last 
five Best of Reykjavík guides). They take that 
stuff super seriously, roasting their beans 
on-site and employing folks who know just 
how to churn out a good cup of whatever 
type coffee it is you thirst for. Furthermore, 
the atmosphere is unique, of the kind you will 
only find (and grow to love) in Reykjavík. 

Kárastígur 1

76

13

1

8

5

6

3

A small, stylish drinking hole popular with 
the after-work business crowd, this is a great 
place to feel a little classier and drink with 
dignity. The beer selection is top-notch, and 
the handcrafted interior tips the scales of 
upscale rustic charm. You can be certain that 
conversation will rule, not loud music.

Óðinstorg, Þórsgata 1
This Reykjavík dining establishment has 
quickly become a popular spot for folks with 
a fine palate and a modest budget, offering 
a small menu drawn from local produce and 
a carefully selected wine list. It’s also a cool 
hangout for artists and musicians, and we’ve 
selected it as our “Best Goddamn Restaurant” 
every year since 2012. Make sure to get there 
early—they take reservations until 18:30, but 
after that it's a free-for-all!

Snaps

Laugavegur 20b
Kaldi Bar

7

Ban Thai

Although some claim service at Ban Thai can 
be lacking at times, most have no com-
plaints about the food (indeed, we dubbed 
it Reykjavík’s “best Thai restaurant” in our 
annual BEST OF issue last year). One of the 
few Thai restaurants in Iceland, Ban Thai 
gives the diner a unique experience in both 
atmosphere and cuisine.

4
Laugavegur 130
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Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

Museums & Galleries

6 7 8 9

Austur
Austurstræti 7 | D3

B5
Bankastræti 5 | E4  
Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18 | E5  
Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28 | E5  
Bíó Paradís 
Hverfisgata 54 | E5  
Bjarni Fel 
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22 | E5  
Boston
Laugavegur 28b | E5

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

Coocoo's Nest
Grandagarður 23 | B2 

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4  
Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | E5 

Dubliner 
Naustin 1-3 | D3  
Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3  
English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D3

Frederiksen Ale House
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3 

Gaukurinn 
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | D3

Húrra
Naustin | D3  
Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 | E7  
Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 | E4  
Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b | E5  
Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22 | E5  
Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4  
Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E4

Paloma
Naustin | D3  
Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 | F5

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 | D3

Ölsmiðjan 
Lækjargata 10 | E3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

ART67
Laugavegur 67  |  F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16  
Ásgrimur Jónsson 
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 | G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1  
Better Weather Win-
dow Gallery
Laugavegur 41 | E6
www.windandweather.is  
The Einar Jónsson  
Museum
Eiriksgata  |  G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is   
Ekkisens
Bergstaðastræti 25b F4  
Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A  |  H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16 
http://www.gallerilist.is/  
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Haf-
narfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is  
Hannesarholt 
Grundarstígur 10  |  F4
www.hannesarholt.is  
Hitt Húsið 
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5  |  D4
www.hitthusid.is  
Hverfisgallerí 
Hverfisgata 4 | D4
www.hverfisgalleri.is  
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16  |  D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 
13–17 and by appoint-
ment. www.i8.is  
The Icelandic Phal-
lological Museum
Laugavegur 116  |  F8
www.phallus.is  
Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 |  D3
www.kirs.is  
Mengi
Óðinsgata 2  |  F5
www.mengi.net  
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
www.mokka.is  
The National Gallery 
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7  |  F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is  
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41  |  G2
Open daily 10–17
www.natmus.is  
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5  |  H2
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is  
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30  |  E7
Tue-Sun 14–18

Reykjavík Art
Museum - 
Hafnarhús 
Tryggvagata 17  |  D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24  |  H8
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykja-
vikur.is  
Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15  |  D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is  
Reykjavík City 
Museum -
Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4 
Daily tours at 13
The Settlement Exhibi-
tion
Aðalstræti 17  |  D3
Open daily 9–20
Reykjavík Maritime 
Museum
Grandagarður 8  |  B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum of 
Photography
Tryggvagata 15  |  D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 12-
18 / Sat–Sun 13–17 
Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki 
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
www.videy.com  
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2  |  B2
www.sagamuseum.is  
Sigurjón Ólafsson 
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is  
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D3
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is  
Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a | E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23  
Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesign-
space.com  
Tveir Hrafnar 
Baldursgata 12  |  G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
www.tveirhrafnar.is  
Wind & Weather 
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 | E5
www.windandweather.is

New In Town

E

Petersen Svítan

This luxurious rooftop bar recently opened 
on the top floor of Gamla Bíó, one of 
Iceland’s more decorated cultural hubs, 
and has so far only been advertised through 
word of mouth. Highly stylized, like a 
designated meeting point for Reykjavík’s 
petite bourgeoisie and the 101 hipster 
crowd (hipsters are still a thing, right?), the 
fully stocked bar will also serve food from 
October and onwards. Come for the great 
view and happy hour, stay for the talkative 
bartenders and Ölvisholt’s specially crafted 
Petersen beer (it’s a hoppy pilsner with 
fruity overtones and a flavourful finish).

Ingólfsstræti 2a

13

G

Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 
101 Reykjavik
+354 551 0200
www.aalto.is

NORDIC 
COOL
 at it’s best

 Public Phones

There aren’t many public payphones in the 
city centre. The tourist information centre 
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið, 
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjar-
gata. Prepaid international phone cards 
are recommended for int’l callers.

 Internet Access

Most cafés offer free wireless internet 
access. Computers with internet connec-
tions are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near 
Laugavegur 45, 
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15

The National and University Library, 
Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28

 Swimming Pools 

There are several swimming pools in 
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík, 
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one, 
located at Barónsstígur. It features a 
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor 
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu from 
06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00, 
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from 
10:00–18:00. 

 Public Toilets

Public toilets in the centre can be found 
inside the green-poster covered tow-
ers located, for example, at Hlemmur, 
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by 
Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by 
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets 
can also be found inside the Reykjavík 
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.
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Lucky Records

All freshly set up in their brand new, huge 
location just next to Hlemmur, this is hands-
down the finest record store in town. Crate-
diggers will marvel and fawn over their 
selection while the lay music listener can 
easily pop in to pick up the latest from their 
favourites. Live music and DJs are regularly 
scheduled for live entertainment.

Rauðarástígur 10

12JÖR

This high-end men’s fashion boutique caters 
to those whose bodies only tolerate the 
finest fabrics and most delicate of tailoring. 
Head designer Guðmundur Jörundsson, who 
honed his craft in the exclusive haberdasher 
Kormaks & Skjaldar, gives impeccable 
attention to each item, leaving the wearer 
feeling like a million bucks.

Laugavegur 89
11

Macland
Laugavegur 23

10

For all your Apple needs, for purchase and 
repair, you won’t go wrong with Macland. 
Their new digs on Laugavegur are bigger 
and better than ever, ready to offer the best 
service yet.

Shopping

11

4

7



A Guide 
That 
Fucks 
You Up

American Bar
Friday and Saturday from 16:00 to 
19:00.  
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 
00:00.  
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK. 
B5
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 550 ISK, Cider 
700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 21:00. 
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 350 ISK.

Bar 11
Friday to Saturday from 21:00 to 01:00. 
Beer 500 ISK.

Bar Ananas
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Cocktails 1,650 ISK.

Barber Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,150 ISK.

Bíó Paradís
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.

Bjarni Fel
Monday to Friday from 21:00 to 23:00. 
2-for-1 Beer 1,090 ISK, single with 
mixer 1,500 ISK.

Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.  
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Bravó
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK. 

Brooklyn Bistro & Bar
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00.  
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.  
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Café Haiti
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.

Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 550 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, Whiskey 
550 ISK.  
Dubliner
Every day from 12:00 to 22:00
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 600 ISK  
Dúfnhólar 10
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00. 
Beer 490 ISK, Wine for 700 ISK.  
Einar Ben 
Every day from 17:30 to 20:00. 
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

English Pub
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Frederiksen Ale House
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 900 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.

Forréttabarinn
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Gaukurinn
Sun-Thu from 19:00 to 22:00. Fri-Sat 
from 21:00 to 22:00. Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.

Glaumbar
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 
00:00. Beer 500 ISK, Shot 390 ISK.

Hótel 1919
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 575 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,090 ISK.

Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 750 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,200 ISK.

Hótel Natura
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. 50% off 
all drinks. Beer 550 ISK, Wine 1,000 
ISK, selected cocktails 1,600 ISK.

Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Hraðlestin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 590 ISK, Wine 590 ISK.

Húrra
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Íslenski Barinn 
Everyday from 16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,000 ISK.

Iða Zimsen
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00. 
Beer 450 ISK.

Ísafold Bistro 
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Kaffibarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 650 ISK.  
Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.

Kitchen & Wine Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 18:30. 
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 900 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,500 ISK.

Klaustur Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Konsúll Café
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 1,100 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK. 

Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.  
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

MarBar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Matur og Drykkur
Thursday to Sunday, 21:00-22:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.

Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 700 ISK.

Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.

Public House
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.  
Beer 495 ISK, Wine 695 ISK.

Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 500 ISK.

Rio Sportbar 
Every day from 12:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

SKY Bar & Lounge  
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Skuggi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
 

Skúli Craft Bar
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 1,000 ISK.

Slippbarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 600 ISK, selected 
cocktails 1,000 ISK.

Sólon Bistro
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Sushisamba 
Every day from 17:00 to 18:30. 
Beer 645 ISK, Wine 745 ISK.

Petersen Svítan
Wed-Sat from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.

Tacobarinn
Mon-Sat from 16:00 to 18:00.
Fri-Sat from 22:30 to 23:30.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.  
Uno
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 545 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.  
Uppsalir
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1 
Beer 950 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.  
Vínsmakkarinn
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Ölstofan
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 490 ISK, Wine 890 ISK, gin & 
tonic 990 ISK.

Download the  
FREE Grapevine 
Appy Hour app!
Every happy hour in 
town in your pocket. 
Available in the App 
Store and on the 
Android Market.

ASIAN INSPIRED GASTROPUB
KITCHEN OPEN UNTIL 23:00

HAPPY HOUR 14–19

GIN&TONIC V2
Gin | Thyme 

| Lemon | Tonic
| Homemade

siracha sauce

BEST GIN&TONIC
IN TOWN

15%
discount off

Gin&Tonic V2
with this coupon

PUBLIC HOUSE – GASTROPUB
Laugavegur 24 | #publichouse101
publichouse.is

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating 
some of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully never-
ending discussion. The following are some nice tips we pulled from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2014 

which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

Korean-inflected gastropub K-bar offers 
an unbeatable Beer + Korean Fried 
Chicken happy hour combo for 990 ISK. 
If Korean chicken isn’t your style then 
they also offer a Beer + Calamari combo 
(1290 ISK) and a Beer + Cauliflower 
combo (1290 ISK). The 2 for 1 takeaway 
deal at Bergsson was a close contender 
but we’re suckers for cheap alcohol and 
sweet-and-spicy Korean food.

Best Haberdashery
Kormáks og Skjaldar

best of r ey k jav ík

Laugavegur 74 Laugavegur 59

This is never a tough one. To be perfectly 
honest, this category is singularly 
dominated by this high-end menswear 
shop, and we would be surprised to see 
another shop give them a run for their 
money. In fact, we patiently await the 
challenge, just to see a little healthy 
competition. But really, Kormákur and 
Skjöldur know what they’re doing, and 
they keep on doing it well. Keep it up, 
guys.

Best Cheap Meal 
K-bar

Best Place To See A Movie
Bíó Paradís

This downtown “cinema paradise” is a 
surefire winner for the movie category. 
Showing indie flicks, older movies, cult 
films and a selection of new art-house 
productions, the programme offers 
something for everyone, whilst avoiding 
the latest Hollywood stuff. Indeed, 
Iceland’s only art-house cinema should 
satisfy any would-be cinephile, hosting 
mini-film festivals and special events 
alongside recent Icelandic films with 
English subtitles. It’s even a nice place to 
hang out for a drink or two, as the theatre 
has a pleasant seating area and regularly 
hosts art exhibitions and even concerts. 
Also notable is the fact that Bíó Paradís 
is Iceland’s only cinema that doesn’t have 
intermissions.

Hverfisgata 54

Dining and 
Grubbing

Activities and
Funtimes

Shopping and
Commerce

A list of every 
Happy Hour in  
101 Reykjavík



The country’s largest 
museum of cultural history 
featuring a permanent exhibition on Iceland’s 
history from settlement to present day as well 
as temporary exhibitions e.g. on photography. 

the national 
museum of 
iceland

open
Winter (16. September-30.April) 
Tuesday-Sunday 11-5 
Summer (1. May-15.September) 
Daily 10-5 

www.thjodminjasafn.is | Suðurgata 41 | 101 Reykjavík

Experience 
Icelandic Art 
and Design

Gerðarsafn -  
Kópavogur Art Museum 
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
/ Museum of Design 
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg 
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre 
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Route 40 takes you to

on your way to the Blue Lagoon

KEEPERS   
Icelandic design highlights, 
from the Collection

The World Without Us
August 28th – October 25th
Exhibition of works that address 
ideas about the universe 
by eight icelandic artists from 
different generations.

New Release
August 13th – October 11th
Where does music come from, 
and how is it released? Is music 
an exception to the rule or the 
greatest law of all? Are we 
composers or, perhaps, just 
instruments?

Route 40

15
The Reykjavík Grapevine

Issue 15 — 2015

Gunnar Rúnar took many photos of his wife 
Amy Bjarnadóttir (1925-2012) and their 
children who would often accompany him 
on his journeys.

Opens September 26
Runs Until October 1

Spark Design Space
Rán Flygenring Exhibit 
Rán Flygenring exhibits over 150 works 
drawn in the summer of 2015, documenting 
her nomadic travels through Iceland, 
highlighting quirks in Icelandic culture. 
Additionally, she will show some of her 
three dimensional pieces.

Opens October 1
Tjarnarbíó
‘Nazanin’ by Marta Nordal
'Nazanin', a play in the form of a 
monologue, is performed by and about 
Nazanin Askari, an Iranian refugee who's 
been living in Iceland for the past years. 
She shares her experience from being a 
feminist, fighting for the right to expression 
in Iran, and her journey to Iceland. The play 
is in English.

Runs on September 27 at 20:30
& October 7 at 20:30

Ongoing
Anarkía
‘Rótarskot’ by Hrönn Björnsdóttir
Rótarskot features monoprints and is 
inspired by man’s working life and roots. 
Roots are symbols of stability, security 
and hope. Monoprints provide challenges, 
in that an artist must deal with the 
unexpected outcome without being able to 
interfere.

Runs until October 11
‘Ár í listheimum’ by Unnur 
Óttarsdóttir & Rán Jónsdóttir
Unnur and Rán are showing three (or four) 
conceptual works in their latest exhibition 
in Anarkía. Their art highlights the many 
layers of identity and representation in 21st 
century art production, and specifically in 
contemporary Iceland.

Runs until October 11
ART67
Guest artist of the month: Kári 
Sigurðsson
Kári Sigurðsson is a self-taught traditional 
painter, whose works most often utilise oil 
and pastel paints. The bulk of his works 
are inspired by and depict Icelandic nature, 
weather, and human development amongst 
these forces. 

Runs until September 30
ASÍ Art Gallery
Guest artist of the month: Jóhanna 
Kristbjörg
The works of Jóhanna Kristbjörg combine 
a variety of different media—paintings 
and sculptures with a variety of physical 
structures, sizes, shapes, colours—mixed 
with video, sound and space. 

Runs until September 27
Installations by Guðrún Hrönn 
Ragnarsdóttir
Guðrún Hrönn Ragnarsdóttir's installations 
use photo, film, and flowers to create 
pieces inspired by nature and gardens from 
real life, world travels, and memory. 

Runs until September 27
Árbær Cultural House
Náttúrumyndir by Guðlaug Ágústa 
Lúðvíksdóttir
Guðlaug (Gully) is a Reykjaviking in 
heart and soul, and the watercolours she 
shows in this exhibit focus on nature and 
landscapes.

Runs until September 30
Ekkisens Art Space
‘Occupation II’ by various artists
‘Occupation II’ is a pop-up gallery of works 
by various artists, curated by Ekkisens Art 
Space. This second edition takes place 
in a two story, 100-year-old residential 
property at Bergstaðastæti 25. On October 
3 at 17:00, Occupa-tion II will be hosting a 
re-opening party.

Runs until Evicted! 
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300 
artworks including a beautiful garden with 
26 bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.

On permanent display
Gallerí Fold
‘Hugsað Heim’ by Elínborg 
Ostermann
Watercolour paintings by Elinborg 
Ostermann will be on display at Gallerí Fold.

Runs until September 27
Faroese Painter Exhibition
Gallerí Fold will be showing oil pantings 
by four Faroese artists: Birgit Kirke, Finleif 
Mortensen, Össur Mohr, and Eyður av 
Reyni.

What Doth Life
‘Nothing Really Matters (Except Me)’ by Simon Buckley

The Living Art Museum
Völvufell 13-2 | September 25 – October 18 | Admission: Free! 

Runs until September 27
Galleri Gróttu
Ævintýrin í hversdagsleikanum
Dagbjört Drífa Thorlacius exhibits her oil 
paintings, a catalogue of her collective 
experiences, a reflection of her memories. 

Runs until October 9
Gallerí Skilti
‘Al Dente’ by Tuomas A. Laitinen
This multimedia exhibition combines light, 
sound, and video, and is inspired by the 
artist’s time in China; in particular, by his 
findings in “hutong” (narrow paths or 
valleys) in Beijing. The exhibit explores the 
constant overlapping of new and old in 
China, and the distorted and often absurd 
messages on signs outside food vendors in 
the area thanks to Google Translate.

Runs until December 15
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
‘Finger Dexterity’ by Fanney, 
Óskar Henning & Sigurður Helgi 
Valgarðsbörn
On exhibition is the work of these 
skillful siblings, including silver jewelry, 
candlesticks, and much more, all made 
with excellent craftsmanship.

Runs until September 27
‘The Light’ Summer Exhibition
33 artists worked around a theme of 
the light, using their respective media 
(watercolours, acrylic, mixed media) to 
express their views on the light, in honour 
of 2015 being the international year of the 
light.

Runs until September 27
‘The wishes of Icelandic children’ by 
Ásta Kristjánsdóttir
A series of photographs illustrate the 
desires of children who suffered through 
abuse in their childhood. Ásta provided the 
photographs, based on texts provided by 
the UN. 

Runs until January 16
Grófin Culture House
‘Þetta Er Viggo Að Kenna!’ by Ingi 
Jensson
This exhibit showcases works by famous 
comic artist Ingi Jensson.

Runs until October 31
Hornið
‘Take Two’ by Jóhann Vilhjálmsson
Part artist, part musician, and part chef, 
Jóhann is a true jack-of-all-trades. His 
mediums are pastels and ink, and he 
gravitates towards bold, bright colours. His 
subjects range from people, to landscapes, 
scenes and more, but all have a surrealist 
quality in common.

On permanent display
Hverfisgallerí
Selected Works by Davíð Örn 
Halldórsson

Hverfisgallerí is be showing selected works 
by painter / sculptor Davíð Örn Halldórsson. 
He combines various forms and materials, 
creating bold colours, patterns, and 
psychedelic shapes.

Runs until October 3
i8 Gallery
‘Works from 1971 – 1989’ by 
Kristján Guðmundsson
i8 presents early works by visual artist 
Kristján Guðmundsson. Kristján works with 
two and three dimensional forms made 
with graphite, and their relationship with 
time, and space—to question and expand 
the limits of illustration into the realm of 
sculpture. 

Runs until October 25
Icelandic Printmakers 
Association 
‘Spektrum’ by Ásdís Kalman
'Spektrum', a new exhibition of oil paintings 
by Ásdís Kalman, is intent on capturing and 
depicting the depict fluidity of power, as 
well as the artist's memories of lights.

Runs until September 27
Kopavogur Art Museum—
Gerðasafn
‘New Release’
This exhibit by various artists attempts to 
answer the question “where does music 
come from?” provided by a multitude of 
international and Icelandic artists, and 
curated by Nadim Samman. Einar Torfi 
Einarsson og Þráinn Hjálmarsson will have 
an artist talk on September 13 at 15:00.

Runs until September 27
Kringlan Library
'Ráðherraspilið’ by Hallgrímur 
Helgason
In honour of the centenial anniversary of 
women's suffrage, Hallgrímur Helgason 
has created a game of ministers, where 
players roll dice to form a government. 
Whoever wins the women's majority vote 
wins. Hallgrímur's work emphasises the 
precarious relation between women and 
power.

Runs until October 25
Loft Hostel
‘Shut Up And Write A Script’
Meðgöngljóð and RIFF host together a Shut 
up And Write evening. Screenwriter and 
musician Margrét Örnólfsdóttir will give 
tips on writing a script and guide aspiring 
writers in their process.

September 28 at 20:00
Museum of Design & Applied Art
‘Jacqueline with a Yellow Ribbon’ by 
Pablo Picasso
Picasso’s widow, Jacqueline Roque 
Picasso, has given her portrait as a gift 
to the President of Iceland. This portrait 
is considered to be one of Picasso’s 

In the title of his first solo exhibition in Iceland, UK artist Simon 
Buckley makes a statement that’s as close to an objective truth 
as we at the Grapevine have ever come across. ‘Nothing Really 
Matters (Except Me)’ is consistent with the philosophy of its 
host gallery, The Living Art Museum: Simon's pen and ink draw-
ings are rendered directly onto the walls of the host space, and 
depict the existential dialogue between two characters—“Simon 1” 
and “Simon 2”—as they attempt to discover the purpose, meaning, 
and function of their existence. We here at the Grapevine support 
existential crises in all their forms, especially when channelled into 
artistic media. SLWF
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HISTORIC EXHIBITION              RESTAURANT •  SHOP •  ACTIVITIES

The Saga Museum brings the Viking age to life. There you’ll walk 
among some of Iceland’s most famous heroes and infamous villains 
portrayed in their defining moments; the Viking settlement in 874, 
Leif the Lucky’s discovery of America, the founding of the world’s 
first parliament and the epic clan feuds that marked the settlement. 
This is as close as you’ll ever get to meeting Vikings in the flesh. 

Saga Museum •  Grandagarður 2 •  101 Reykjavík

Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 •  Open: Daily from 10 to 18

www.sagamuseum.is

Try on the clothes and 
weapons of the Viking 

age. Great fun and a 
great photo opportunity.

The shop has a wide 
selection of traditional 

Viking handiwork, 
souvenirs and clothing.

ART
ONGOING

most unusual, and is highly sought after 
worldwide.

Runs until January 4, 2016
‘Keepers’
This exhibit focuses on the collections in 
the Museum of Design and Applied Art, 
displaying a few key pieces, and explores 
how and why the museum curates the 
works that it does. The title refers both 
to the objects themselves, the ones 
worth keeping, as well as the people who 
preserved them, kept them, and eventually 
gave them to the museum for safekeeping.

Runs until June 10, 2016
The National Gallery 
‘Poetcast’ by Nína Tryggvadóttir
An influential Icelandic artist of her 
generation—and one of few women—Nína 
Tryggvadóttir is credited with bringing 
the aesthetics and ideologies of abstract 
expressionism from mainland Europe and 
the States to the then colonial settlement 
of Iceland. This retrospective exhibition will 
show works from her 1938-1967 creative 
period. 

Runs until December 31
Vasulka Chamber
Steina and Woody Vasulka are some of 
the pioneers of multimedia and video art, 
and have a show at the National Gallery. 
They began experimenting with electronic 
sound, stroboscopic light, and video in the 
late ‘60s, and haven’t stopped since. The 
chamber’s purpose is not only to present 
art from the genre, but to encourage 
preserving and mediating such works. 

On permanent view
The National Museum of Iceland
‘A Woman’s Place’ 

This exhibition takes a look into the lives of 
women from 1915 to 2015, and questions 
what role women have had and currently 
have in Icelandic society.

Runs until December 31
Bible Exhibit
This is an exhibit celebrating the 200 year 
anniversary of the Icelandic Bible company 
(Biblíufélagið). On display are many antique 
Bibles owned by the National Museum and 
the company itself.

Runs until December 31
‘Bundled Up In Blue’
This exhibition is centred around new 
archeological findings from bones believed 
to belong to a woman from the settlement 
era, discovered in 1938 in East Iceland. New 
research provides answers as to the age of 
the woman in question, where she came 
from, together with indications of what she 
may have looked like and how she would 
have dressed.

Runs until December 31
‘I - Portraits’ by Valdimar Thorlacius
In this exhibit, Valdimar Thorlacius presents 
portraits of Icelandic loners, hermits and 
recluses and their living spaces. Aiming to 
provide a glimpse into the life of those who 
live in seclusion, Valdimar shows subjects in 
both rural and urban Iceland.

Runs until December 31
‘The Making Of A Nation’
This exhibition is intended to provide insight 
into the history of the Icelandic nation from 
Settlement to the present day.

On permanent display 
‘Nesstofa - House and History’
Nesstofa is one of the oldest stone 
buildings in Iceland, and this exhibition 

discusses the construction and repair 
history of the historical structure. Because 
it was once a pharmacy, there are many 
showings of Icelandic herbs used not only 
for medicine but also for nutrition and 
health.

Runs until December 31
‘What Is So Interesting About it?’ 
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of 
women gaining the right to vote in Iceland, 
this exhibit presents examples of the work 
and struggles women have faced since 
gaining that suffrage. This show celebrates 
women who have achieved in fields that 
were previously dominated by men, such as 
politics, business, arts, and sports. 

Runs until December 31
Reykjavík Art Museum - 
Ásmundarsafn
‘Artistic Inclination’ by Ásmundur 
Sveinsson
Works that span the entire career of 
sculptor Ásmundur Sveinsson (1893-1982) 
from when he was a student at the Sate 
Academy in Sweden to abstract pieces 
created towards the end of his life. His work 
is inspired by nature, literature, and the 
Icelandic people.

Runs until October 4
Reykjavík Art Museum - 
Hafnarhús
‘bears; truths…’ by Kathy Clark
Using teddy bears discarded by Reykjavík 
children, Kathy develops a narrative about 
life’s journey. Throughout her career, she 
has shown work in Iceland and the United 
States, and is the founder of two window 
galleries in downtown Reykjavík.

Runs until October 18
‘Erró and Art History’
The exhibition provides an insight into 
the work of the Icelandic painter Erró. He 
maintains a style that fluctuates between 
surrealism and pop art, integrating elements 
of comics and science fiction. This exhibition 
presents works in which he has borrowed 
images and fragments of pictures by some 
of the leading artists in history, such as 
Picasso and Léger.

Runs until September 27
‘MIX’ by Þórdís Erla Zoëga & Þór 
Sigurþórsson
This mixed-media exhibit uses mirror 
installations and other works to play with 
people’s perception to reflect on issues such 
as intimacy, balance, and one’s sense of 
right and wrong.

Runs until October 4
‘Process & Pretense’ by Magnús 
Sigurðarson
Best known for his pop-culture-referencing 
photographic series and video art, Magnús 
Sigurðarson addresses in this exhibit the 
universal human yearning for the sublime.

Runs until October 18
Reykjavík Art Museum - 
Kjarvalsstaðir
‘Marginalia—texts, sketches, and 
doodles in Kjarval’s art’
This exhibit dives into Jóhannes S. Kjarval’s 
personal world, presenting drawings, letters 
and writings collected over the artist’s life. 
By showing everything from sketches on 
envelops to doodles on paper napkins, this 
exhibit hopes to allow the viewer to enter the 
intimate and eccentric world of Kjarval.

Runs until November 29
‘Women’s Time - Here and Now 
Thirty Years Later’
An exhibition of art by Icelandic women to 
commemorate the centennial anniversary of 
women’s suffrage. The artists collaborated 
30 years ago in an exhibition called ‘Here 
and Now’ to increase the visibility of 
women’s art, and now come together again 
to demonstrate their creative processes, 
spanning back 30 years.

Runs until November 29
Reykjavík City Hall
Female Achievements
Female Achievements is an exhibit in City 
Hall that stands are the intersection of many 
exhibits commemorating women’s suffrage. 
It aims to show visitors how much women 
have achieved in the past century, and how 
far they’ve come. There are exhibitions on 
female appearance and dress, feminist 
movements, gender roles, female literature, 
and a lot more. 

Runs until September 30
‘Genderplay’ by various artists
One of the City Hall exhibitions to 
commemorate women’s voting rights. 
Fourteen artists work with the diversity of 
feminism and their lived experiences in a 
feminist context. They give their reflections 
on individuals in a society that is constantly 
framing gender in different ways.

Runs until September 30
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Poolscapes & Donut Dreams
Rán Flygenring Exhibit

Documentary illustrator Rán Flygenring spent the summer of 
2015 travelling around Iceland, documenting her experiences as a 
participant in Iceland's rich and lively bathing culture with the il-
lustrative medium of pen and paper. This exhibition showcases the 
breadth of her summer's experiences, with 150 new drawings and 
three-dimensional paper constructions articulating a specific cul-
tural and national experience of relaxation and leisure intersecting 
with tourism, nature, geology, and nomadic travel. Though simple 
in composition, each drawing is rife with the meaning, imagery, 
humour and ease that illustrative arts can afford. SLWF

Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | Opens October 1 | Free!



Experience the best of Icelandic design  
in Reykjavík’s oldest house
  
Kraum - Aðalstræti 10, Reykjavík - kraum.is 

Learn Icelandic
at Mímir
Autumn Term
Spring Term

Summer Term
Level 1–5

www.mimir.is  -  Tel: 580 1800

Höfðabakki 9 Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík    
Bus line no. 6 from city centre and 

bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt

Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík

Vesturlandsvegur

EAST
CITY

CITY
CENTRE

Quality - Experience - Dedication

RESTAURANT- BAR

7.590 kr.

Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Taste the best
of Iceland ...

... in one amazing meal

ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST 
Starts with a shot of the infamous 
Icelandic spirit Brennívín

Followed by 7 delicious tapas 
Smoked puffin with blueberry “brennivín” sauce

Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa

Lobster tails baked in garlic

Pan-fried line caught blue ling 
with lobster-sauce

Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina

Minke Whale with cranberry & malt-sauce

And for dessert 
White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion 
fruit coulis

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends
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Reykjavík City Library
In The Icelandic Wood
As part of the Northern Marginal Festival, 
this exhibit boasts a multisensory forest 
themed exhibition—combining sound, sight, 
touch, and smell to elicit the diversity of 
the Finnish forest in the Icelandic tundra 
landscape.

Runs until September 27
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
Archaeological findings from ruins of one 
of the first houses in Iceland and other 
excavations in the city centre, open daily 
09:00-20:00.

On permanent view
‘Settlement Sagas - Accounts from 
manuscripts’
This special exhibition is held in 
collaboration with the Árni Magnússon 
Institute for Icelandic Studies. At the centre 
of this special exhibition are rarely seen 
manuscripts that tell the history of the 
settlement of Reykjavík.

On permanent display
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
‘Seawomen - the fishing women of 
Iceland, past and present’ 
This new exhibition, in celebration of the 
centennial anniversary of women’s suffrage 
in Iceland, explores Icelandic women at 
sea. It is based on research conducted by 
the anthropologist Dr. Margaret E. Willson, 
who discovered that Icelandic women have 
been working at sea since the mid-900s. 
The exhibit presents not only historical 
material but also interviews with Icelandic 
women who work in the fishing industry 

today.
On permanent display

‘From Poverty to Abundance’
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at 
the turn of the 20th century.

On permanent display
The History of Sailing
Iceland’s maritime history that showcases 
the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.

On permanent display
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
This vessel sailed through all three Cod 
Wars and has also served as a rescue ship 
to more than 200 ships.

On permanent display
The Reykjavík Museum of 
Photography
Spöngin
‘Re-Booking’ by Arkir
This exhibit features book art from eight 
artists, all members of the all-women 
group Arkir. The artists used methods 
including paper folding, cutting and 
blotting techniques in order to re-work old 
books into new creations.

Runs until October 3
Tveir Hrafnar Gallery
‘Acrylic on darkness’ by Hallgrímur 
Helgason
One of Iceland’s most famous visual 
artist and writer, Hallgrímur Helgason, is 
exhibiting for the first time in two years 
new works. Nine large paintings, each 
160x120cm, focus on the theme of darkness 
and the different feelings it can provoke.

Runs Until October 10

Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12 (G4) | Runs Until October 10, 12:00-17:00 | Free!

Artful jack-of-all trades Hallgrímur Helgason has unveiled some 
new paintings at Gallerí Tveir Hrafnar. He's feeling dark these 
days. From the catalogue:  

 "in the middle of the night
 while you are sleeping 
 an artist is making a painting of it
 He paints it on the darkness
 laying color upon the night’s surface
 With fumbling brush movements
 (that remind you of the subtle ripples
 a fishing line makes in the ocean)
 he tries to capture what’s hidden inside it"

Hallgrímur also has another exhibit, ‘Ráðherraspilið’, on display at 
the Reykjavík City Library’s Kringlan branch. It’s held in celebration 
of Iceland’s centennial anniversary of women’s suffrage, and is 
an interactive experience involving dice where people compete to 
form a government with as many female ministers as they can. 
GB & HSM
     Photo by Anna Domnick

Outside Your House, At Night, While You Sleep
‘Acrylic On Darkness’ by Hallgrímur Helgason
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I was lucky enough to get the chance to sit 
down with Brynja and Kitty at the film fes-
tival, to discuss art, filmmaking, therapy, 
and those damn elitist art types that ruin 
it for everyone else.

Is it difficult to depict visual art 
onscreen? Particularly here, 
where you’re working with a lot 
of video art.

“I didn’t find it really challenging or any-
thing like that,” Brynja says. “But I obvi-
ously wanted to show as much as I could 
of Kitty’s work, in a way.”

I like a lot of the behind-the-
scenes shots.

“That’s more to do with the editing,” she 
tells me. “Most of the behind-the-scenes 
videos actually come from Kitty. There 
was someone working with her who shot 
that footage. What you see in the final ver-
sion of the film has more to do with my 
editing.” 

What was the most difficult 
thing you found about shooting, 
then, Brynja?

“There wasn’t any one thing in particular 
that was exceptionally difficult. But gen-
erally, it would be the sound, and being a 
self-shooting director, and just monitor-
ing practical things like batteries and the 
sound and everything else. The editing 
was even more difficult. That was a long 
and very challenging process. With Kitty, 
you must also always show up on time and 
things like that.”
 Kitty laughs. “That’s my favourite 
thing.”

In the film, I got the impression 
that The Weird Girls Project 
helped you in a lot of ways, Kitty. 
But do you ever feel like sort of 
a therapist for the other women 
involved?

Kitty laughs. “Hmm. Kind of,” she says, 
uncertainly. “Some women write to me 
and want to be a part of [Weird Girls] 
because they have struggled with an eat-
ing disorder, or because they have gone 
through something like bullying, or a 
divorce, or they just feel that their life is 
stagnant. Some do it just to get out of their 
routine. Essentially, I’m providing the 

same experience for all of them, but they 
take their own therapy from it. I just pro-
vide this avenue.”

Do you think it has been success-
ful in that regard?

“The only reason I interview the women 
first,” Kitty explains, “isn’t to select them 
or to not select them. I never say that 
someone can’t [become a Weird Girl] af-
ter interviewing them. It’s so that I can 
understand if each individual person has a 
specific ‘thing,’ so when they’re actually on 
set I can pay particular attention if some-
one says they’re particularly shy—I can 
make sure they aren’t hiding somehow, 
or that they’re not being pushed too hard. 
And some of the women out of it have got 
much stronger body confidence. Some are 
much less shy. Others just feel more free. 
It’s always interesting to see what people 
get from it.”

How did the two of you meet and 
decide to make this film?

“Me and Kitty first met when she was 
looking for a cinematographer for her 
‘naked’ Weird Girls episode [#11],” Brynja 

says. “Later on, Adrian and Heather—the 
‘I Want To Be Weird’ producers—were 
looking for an Icelandic director and I had 
worked with Kitty on set. We were already 
acquainted, so that’s how I got into it.”

So it was a product of that pecu-
liarly Icelandic brand of creative 
nepotism?

“I don’t know about nepotism,” Kitty says. 
“but there was a change in the documen-
tary. It was going to be following me a 
little bit more than I originally thought it 
would. I was very eager in saying I wanted 
the director to be someone I got on with. 
I am the sort of person who doesn’t want 
someone who is nice all the time, nor 
someone who is an asshole all the time. 
I want someone in the middle—which is 
Brynja.
 “There were times, like when she 
came to Devon with me, when Brynja 
stayed with me at my family’s home, that 
I was just like, ‘I don’t want to speak to 
you.’ And she’d just be like ‘I don’t wanna 
see you today,’ and I’d tell her ‘I don’t want 
to see you today.’ So we’d go off and then 
meet at the end of the day.”
 “I don’t do vulnerable,” Kitty admits. 
“There were even times I said to the pro-
ducer, ‘I don’t want to do this anymore.’ 
It’s a strange experience to go through. If 
Brynja wasn’t the wonderful person that 
she is, it may never have gotten to the 
point it is at now. I tried to make sure it 
was just around my work. [The documen-
tary] never gets to super-intrusive levels of 
documentary, Kardashian style.”

What I felt came through really 
strongly in the film was this idea 
of being an artist without quali-
fications. What I really liked was 
the idea that the women involved 
in Weird Girls also became art-
ists simply by virtue of their 
involvement. What do you think 
the potential is for projects like 
yours to deconstruct this idea of 
an artist?

“Oh god,” Kitty says. “This is a very com-
plicated topic. I always wanted this proj-
ect and most of the work I do to be really 
accessible to people not typically inter-
ested in art. From that perspective, some 
women have come to me specifically be-
cause they ‘have never done anything ar-
tistic in [their] life’ who are then able to 
say ‘this is the way I’m going to do it.’”
 “It’s a very deep and long and con-
troversial topic, but I really believe that 
the more that people can be involved in 
art, and the more they enjoy expressing 
themselves creatively, the better the world 
becomes. If that basic idea pisses people 
off, then they can go fuck themselves, ba-
sically, because I don’t see what’s offensive 
about it.”

Last weekend’s Nordisk Panorama film festival saw the international premiere of Brynja 
Dögg Friðriksdóttir’s documentary, ‘I Want To Be Weird’, which focuses on the exploits 
of conceptual visual artist Kitty Von-Sometime. Kitty is perhaps most well-known for The 
Weird Girls Project, a visual art series that aims to involve women from all walks of life in 
artistic creation.

Photo Vasco Celio, Casper Hedberg

Words Ciarán Daly

rauða húsið
r e s t a u r a n tEyrarbakka

“Very good food, 
excellent service 

and a very friendly 
restaurant.”

“Amazing seafood in 
this little town...”

“Not to be missed. Food fabulous and 
staff wonderful ... This spot is worth the 
trip to the small village alone.”

raudahusid.is
Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki • tel. 483-3330

open for lunch & dinner 7 days a week 

1

1

Selfoss

Hveragerði

Eyrarbakki
to Blue Lagoon
ca. 50 min.

to Reykjavík
ca. 45 min.

to Þingvellir,
Gullfoss, Geysir
ca. 45-60 min.
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“One of the best 
restaurants in Iceland. 
Fresh lobster, amazing 

cod fi sh!!”

yrarbak

‘I Want To Be 
Weird’

Reviewed by
Sam Wright Fairbanks

‘I Want To Be Weird’, director Brynja 
Dögg Friðriksdóttir's first film, chronicles 
The Weird Girls Project, an ongoing art 
film series created, produced, and di-
rected by British-born, Reykjavík-based 
concept artist Kitty Von-Sometime. The 
vibe we get from Kitty, in interviews and 
behind-the-scenes footage, is of a cool 
friend-of-a-friend whose contributions to 
a social setting are always welcome. She's 
engaging, intelligent, and has a clear vision 
and undeniable passion for what she does. 
 The film does well covering the pur-
poses of The Weird Girls Project, as well 
as its effects on and benefits for its partic-
ipants—a safe space; an aid in developing 
confidence, finding inner strength and de-
veloping positive body image; a way to ac-
tively engage art and creative process; and 
a community built around shared experi-
ence. Further, we get a glimpse into the 
personal life and history of the artist her-
self, which sheds light on how her projects 
came to be, and what they could mean.
 Unexpectedly, though to the added 
benefit of the film, the viewer also gets 
an interesting insight into the economic 
side of art—problems of funding, of being 
able to earn a living, and the intersection 
between corporate sponsorship and busi-
ness interest, commissioned and commer-
cial art, and artistic integrity. The divisions 
between these sectors aren't nearly as 
black and white, or antagonistic, as some 
would like to believe—that's what makes it 
so interesting, and refreshing to see. 
 The misstep this film takes, though, is 
with a sudden reduction of pace, content, 
and focus as a way to develop the third 
act. What was a broader overview of the 
themes, goals, and inner machinations of 
The Weird Girls Project becomes instead 
a look into the hunt for resources, stress 
and planning behind the creation of a se-
ries of commissioned light sculptures. It 
screens as tacked-on supplemental mate-
rial, rather than resolutive or agglutinative 
content, as it was perhaps intended to be. 
And though fairly interesting in its own 
right, this turn lacks the focus and energy 
of the film's main subject. Luckily the di-
rector is competent enough, the content 
and persons involved engaging enough, 
that the most this shift does is to make 
the run-time feel a bit longer than it is, or 
needs to be.

Breaking 
Weird
Checking in with  
Kitty Von-Sometime and  
Brynja Dögg Friðriksdóttir 
at Nordisk Panorama

REVIEW
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Sunday - Wednesday: 11.30 - 18.00  /  Thursday- Saturday: 11.30 - 23.30
Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík - tel: +354 571 8877 - www.maturogdrykkur.is

We take the goo
d old tradition

al 

recipes and the
 best icelandic

 

ingredients to 
create fun and 

tasty food. 

Let tradition s
urprise you!

Moooh..!

Baaah..!

...!

Hey Borgar! What’s your story?
I’m a musician: my background is in 
classical music. I play double bass, I’ve 
played with symphony orchestras and 
have taught at music school. For the past 
decade, I’ve worked with every musical 
style except jazz. I have a close association 
with the Bedroom Community, a boutique 
music label run out of Breiðholt by Valgeir 
Sigurðsson, Ben Frost and Nico Muhly. 
Mainly, I’m just an independent music 
maker, beating the tin drum out of frus-
tration. My mission is basically to try and 
exert a positive influence on the society I 
live in.

And what’s the story behind The 
Tin Drum series?

The story behind The Tin Drum, the ma-
chine... I was working with a few Icelandic 
musicians, discussing the state of cultural 
politics in Iceland, and the lack of venues 
for independent artists in the music scene 
to perform. I found that there is a far too 
common belief among local independent 
artists that Harpa is simply not available, 
because it is too expensive. So I just went 
to Harpa’s directors, and asked if they 
were open to having a discussion about it, 
if we could find an angle where we could 
solve that problem.

There’s got to be 
a better way!

To make Harpa financially available 
to smaller artists?

To make it financially viable to have a 
well-produced concert series in Harpa 
that showcased the best of the Icelandic 
music scene. And we found a way to do it; 

it turned out to be rather easy.

There’s not a lot of info available on 
the conert series in English. Could 
you tell us more about what it is 
and entails?

We’re just starting out, we don’t have 
backing yet; we’re producing this indepen-
dently, for the independent scene. We’re 
basically working by our own method. 
So, the Tin Drum: we’re starting out with 
nine monthly concerts, with the aim of 
showcasing the best of the Icelandic mu-
sic scene’s independent artists. Our main 
concern is the quality of the music, rather 
than the artists’ particular style. 
 As they say, there are really only two 
kinds of music: good music and bad music.

And who’s involved so far?
We’ve mapped out the first four editions, 
until the end of the year. Valdimar was the 
first one, for September. October is go-
ing to feature Úlfur Eldjárn, November is 
sóley, and Sin Fang is going to perform in 
December. Beyond that—we’re basically 
starting out in this manner, and I need to 
prove a lot of people that this is possible. 
I need to prove to a lot of people that we 
don’t need to take only artists that have a 
really wide audience. I need to prove that 
this is viable, and that’s the goal for the 
rest of this year. We aim at announcing the 
schedule for the rest of the season at the 
end of this year.

A counter to festival fever 

How did the first concert go?
We had a full house, and there wasn’t a dry 
eye in the house after Valdimar’s presen-

tation. It went really well! We got Harpa’s 
catering service, and they put a restaurant 
in front of the hall overlooking the har-
bour before and after the concert. Every-
body sort of worked together.

So Harpa is really on board with the 
Tin Drum?

They’re totally on board. They’re really 
nice, they’re really good to work with. We 
will be staging shows by the best of the Ice-
landic music scene on the first Wednesday 
of every month—so keep your eyes peeled.

Why Harpa, exactly? It’s mostly 
known for classical music, right?

The house was built under very strange 
circumstances. Halfway through the con-
struction process, we realised we didn’t 
have any money. There was that economic 
collapse and all. Anyway, it’s a new house, 
and its purpose is slowly being developed. 
With the Tin Drum, we’re trying to find a 
new angle, to bring music into one of Reyk-
javík’s only purpose-built concert halls in 
Reykjavik. Now, Harpa is obviously home 
to Iceland’s Symphony Orchestra, which 
is great, but I think in Iceland our cultural 
life is very much based around festivals, 
with Mengi being one of the few excep-
tions. So, The Tin Drum acts like a counter 
to this, a year-round concert series, rather 
than a concentrated festival type thing.
 The music scene serves as Reykjavík’s 
face to much of the outside world. With 
this series, we’re basically trying to create 
a venue for new artists to do what they do, 
showing a new face. 

Why call it The Tin Drum?
The Tin Drum is a book about a man, a boy 
who hits the drum when he gets frustrat-
ed. He beats the drum to wake up the mid-
dle classes from their sleep. That’s kind of 
what we’re doing. Also, it’s a cool name.

So you’re waking people up to 
Harpa, hoping that others will pick 
up the beat?

Yeah! There’s not a lot of catering to tour-
ists years-round, and not a lot of opportu-
nities for independent artists to gain expo-
sure. We want to fix that.

The Tin Drum is an ongoing concert 
series at Harpa, showcasing great Ice-
landic music on the first Wednesday of 
every month. The next editon is on Oc-
tober 7, featuring Úlfur Eldjárn (with 
Sóley heading November’s show, and 
Sin Fang in the December slot). For 
more info, keep your eye on our list-
ings mag and website (www.listings.
grapevine.is—hey, why not try our 
fancy “Appening” app?) and Harpa’s 
website (www.harpa.is).

Earlier this month, a new concert series premiered at Harpa, with artists Valdimar and Örn 
Eldjárn performing some of their best songs. The monthly series, Blikktromman (“The Tin 
Drum”), has scheduled a broad selection of Iceland’s top musicians, playing their tin drums 
for all the world to hear. But who are these people? What exactly are they doing? And why are 
they doing it? We sat down with organiser Borgar Magnason to find out.

Photo Art Bicnick

Words Alexander de Ridder

Delicious Tinnitus Ahoy!
Holy moly! It’s an adventurous new concert series at Harpa! 

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house  
Tel:511-1118

Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is
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Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík

Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

Amazing
7 course menu

A unique Icelandic Feast

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic 
national spirit “Brennivín“

Puffin 
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goat cheese, beetroot

Minke whale 
Date purée, wakame and teriaky 

Arctic charr 
“Torched“ arctic charr with parsnip

purée, fennel, dill mayo

Lobster 
Lobster cigar with chorizo, dates, chili jam

 Reindeer
Reindeer slider with blue cheese, portobello,

steamed bun

 Free range icelandic lamb
Lamb with coriander, pickled red cabbage,
fennel, butternut squash purée, chimichurri

And to end on a high note ...
 Icelandic Skyr

Skyr panna cotta with raspberry sorbet, white
chocolate crumble, passion foam, dulche de leche

7.590 kr.
 

Things that once looked unassailable turned out not to be. 
Everest must have seemed impossible to climb until one day, 
two guys were standing at the top. Since then, hundreds have 
gone up. Hollywood once seemed equally unapproachable 
to Icelandic filmmakers. And now Baltasar Kormákur has 
made it to the top. 

Photo Universal Pictures

Words Valur Gunnarsson

Man Vs. Mountain
Or: The biggest film ever made  

by an Icelander

21

He has had international hits before, 
from Icelandic arthouse films such 
as ‘101 Reykjavík’ and ‘Djúpið’ (“The 
Deep”), to American-produced action 
movies like ‘Contraband’ and ‘2 Guns’. 
But this is the first ever Icelandic-
directed big-budget spectacle movie, 
studded with stars and gorgeous 3D 
shots. Inevitably, it takes place on a 
mountain. 
 In some ways, ‘Everest’ is moun-
tain porn at its best, shot from a vari-
ety of angles. Just watching people try 
to make it up there is exciting enough, 
even before the plot kicks in. And yet 
there is one thing here noticeably dif-
ferent from other movies about moun-
taineers. It really, really doesn’t make 
you want to go up there. 
 Jason Clarke’s character is the ob-
vious hero, but with all those familiar 
famous faces around, you can’t help 
but wonder who will take on the role 
of villain. Will it be the Republican-
voting Texan played by Josh Brolin, 
the devil-may-care adventurer Jake 
Gyllenhaal, the rather wimpy John 
Hawkes or the Icelander-as-Russian 
Ingvar E. Sigurðsson? A Frenchman 
who quickly exits the scene comes 
close, but the answer is: None of the 
above. 
 While there is tension between the 
leaders of the two expedition groups, 
as depicted by Clarke and Gyllen-
haal, the film avoids any obvious good 
mountain-climber/bad mountain-
climber dynamic. Mistakes are made, 
but unlike most bad movie decisions, 
these are not made by bad people for 
selfish reasons, but rather by good 
people wanting to give everyone their 
chance. The true villain of the piece is 
the mountain itself, and the film is all 
the better for it. 
 And yet the mountain’s only crime, 

as we know, is simply being there. And 
even though the subject is broached, 
we never really get any better reason 
for going up. One character wants to 
inspire his underprivileged students. 
Another simply wants to challenge 
himself. And upon their return down 
sans noses or fingers—if they return at 
all—it’s hard to defend their decision 
to scale Mt. Everest as a wise one. 
 The film doesn’t really give an easy 
moral, but rather gets on with the 
business of showing humans fighting 
for their lives on edges of cliffs. And 
yet, there is a sense of rock climbing as 
big business, of various tourist groups 
getting in each other’s way, endan-
gering one another. Perhaps it is best 
to just allow the mountain to remain 
there in peace.
 Around here, people have rou-
tinely frozen to death or fatally fallen 
into cracks just trying to get from one 
place to another. It was rarely done for 
fun. Perhaps it takes an Icelander to 
de-mythologize the extreme sport of 
mountain climbing, while still making 
one hell of a mountain film while do-
ing so. 

FILM
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BanThai

FOOD
FOR YOUR MIND BODY AND SOUL

No, Mandi, Thank You! 

   BJÖRN TEITSSON
 ANNA DOMNICK

What We Think: 
One of the best late night  
snacks on offer.
Flavour:  
Syrian, Arabic.
Ambiance:  
Laid back, until the city gets 
drunk.  
Service:  
Personable, respectful.   
Price for 2 (no drinks):  
2,600-2,800 ISK. A steal! 

Mandi

Veltusund 3b, 101 Reykjavík 

In an ideal world, the few Syrian fami-
lies who have settled in Iceland over 
the last few years would be here by 
choice. They would have been free to 
come here and start a new life—not to 
seek refuge far from their home in or-
der to find a safe haven from bombs and 
bullets. Alas.
 Aside from enriching the nation’s 
culture, Iceland’s up-until-now small 
group of Syrian settlers have done 
Reykjavík a great service, which cannot 
be underestimated. Namely, parts of the 
group have forayed into the restaurant 

business, answering downtown Reyk-
javík’s ever-growing shawarma/kebab 
demand. Today, there are three estab-
lishments of Syrian origin in downtown 
Reykjavík, and it seems that every local 
foodie has an opinion on which one of 
them is the best. The most recent one 
to open is called Mandi, a place I regu-
larly patronize. For the purposes of this 
review, I had the pleasure of going one 
more time.
 Mandi is not your typical fast food 
restaurant. It also operates as a quick-
stop shop, where customers can buy 
anything from cigarettes to sweets. 
However, its main attraction remains 
the food. The opening hours are very 
friendly towards us night owls: the 
shop is basically always open as long 
as people are out on the town enjoy-
ing themselves. Which is good, because 
their fare makes for a perfect late-night 
snack to ease the sufferings of The Day 
After. 
 This time around, my compan-
ion and I actually visited Mandi on a 
Tuesday evening. The restaurant is 
relatively busy all day long, and only 
has about ten barstools for seating. 
Therefore, take-away shawarma rolls 
are a very popular choice among its 
patrons. We started off our visit by or-
dering some hummus (600 ISK). Aside 
from the price being an absolute steal, 
it is by far the best hummus you’ll find 
in Reykjavík. By far! Served with crispy 

deep-fried pieces of a pita pocket, per-
fect for scooping it up, the hummus is 
silky smooth, flavourful and fragrant. 
Pro Tip: If you’re having a drink at a bar 
that‘s close by and doesn‘t serve food, 
run to Mandí and get some take-away 
hummus. You’re welcome. 
 For a main course, my carnivore 
companion decided on a staple, a clas-
sic Arabic grilled shawarma (1,090 
ISK) with chicken marinated in Arabic 
spices, salad, yoghurt sauce and Mandi 
spicy sauce. This makes for a very sat-
isfying meal, and holds up against the 
best of them—anywhere in Europe. 
The same can be said for my vegetar-
ian choice, the falafel roll (1,000 ISK), 
which has about the same ingredients, 
save for the chicken, replaced by deli-
cious, deep-fried falafel balls. The rolls 
are aromatic, sweet and savoury, with 
fragrant spices and lovely tastes of gar-
lic, turmeric, sumac and cinnamon. 
 Oh, yeah. Did I mention there’s tea 
on offer? It’s very lovely—and it‘s free. 
 Mandi is great. But, there’s one 
thing. And I really hope the lovely res-
taurateurs will see this and take note. 
The spicy sauce... well, it just isn‘t spicy 
at all. This can be very easily be amend-
ed. An on-site shaker of chili flakes 
would also go a long way . 
 That said: Bon appetit, or: ةديج ةيهش 
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Spotted: Grapevine writer and his girl-
friend at a new fusion takeaway restau-
rant in Vesturbær, XO. Things seemed 
to be going smoothly until the couple 
took an extra long time ordering drinks. 
He wanted to order a beer, but his be-
haviour last week has limited her pa-
tience with his drinking. I guess there 
will be no Einstök Pale Ale for this 
party animal.
 Looks like she’s letting all the jog-
ging go to her head—ordering a Lobster 

Salad for 1,790 ISK, which comes with 
a caesar-like dressing made fresh from 
scratch. But. Uh-oh, What’s he doing? 
Ordering the XO Jungle, the restau-
rant’s most popular dish, a curry rice 
dish with all fresh ingredients and an 
in-house curry recipe for 1,890 ISK. 
It looks like sex is out of the question 
later, or maybe she doesn’t mind a man 
with turmeric and coriander seeping 
through his pores. 
 It’s no secret that Reykjavík restau-
rants are known for their tight dining 
spaces, so a healthy option take-out 
place with ample seating could be 
just what the residents of Vesturbær 
need. They already have the best cof-
fee house, Kaffi Vest, a place where 
you can spot all the young movers and 
shakers of Reykjavík who’ve moved out 
of the downtown tourist orgy. Vestur-
bær could well be turning into Reyk-
javík’s Brooklyn. Don’t be surprised if 
you run into a Dan Humphrey look-a-
like snacking on Donairs and writing 
his outsider’s account of the rich and 
famous of 101. Look out, Salka Sól!
 It’s true, more hotels are popping 
up around Reykjavík than in a Chuck 
Bass fever dream, but you don’t need 
a gap year trip to the Qinghai Province 
of China (Xining is hot right now) to 
notice the lack of Feng Shui infused in 

this spot. It feels like hotel lobby, but 
certainly not the Waldorf. Actually, 
you wouldn’t find Blair Waldorf here, 
but you could run into Serena van der 
Woodsen. It’s a dressed-up spot for 
people with kids or a quick meal for the 
recently single. It’s tasty, though. What 
it lacks in charm, it makes up for in 
quality and service. 
 The ingredients deliver, and our 
couple bonds over sharing each other’s 
dishes. This might be the best restau-
rant for a lunch date or a place to keep 
the spark alive in a relationship after 
having children has drained all your en-
ergy. You hear that, Rufus? 
 XO prides itself in not using white 
sugar or white flour, only healthier, less 
refined ingredients. Coriander might be 
an aphrodisiac after all. The spicy fla-
vours would be paired nicely with an Ein-
stök White Ale, which contains orange 
peel and coriander, but not for our guy.
 Hopefully our Grapevine writer 
will put his salad days behind him, or 
he might end up having his salad days 
back here, alone. 
 XO XO

Who Am I? I’ll Never Tell. XO XO, Gossip Girl

   YORK UNDERWOOD
  ART BICNICK

What We Think: 
A quick, fresh takeout spot, with 
unique, healthy dishes.
Flavour:  
Spicy yet simple. 
Ambiance:  
Waiting room or cafeteria. 
Service:  
Enthusiastic and quick.
Price for 2 (with drinks):  
4500 - 5500 ISK

XO

Hringbraut 119, 101 Reykjavík

Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík  
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

Lífið er saltfiskur

#109 Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its 
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and 
all the good things coming from it.  

 
It does not matter if it’s the 

ingredients or the old traditions, we 
try to hold firmly on to both. 

There are not many things that make 
us happier than giving life to old 

traditions and forgotten ingredients 
with modern technique and our creative 

mind as a weapon. 

1 0 1  Ó Ð I N S T O R G  R E Y K J A V Í K  Í S L A N D  S N A P S B I S T R O . I S
s n a p s @ s n a p s . i s  + 3 5 4  5 1 1 6 6 7 7

F R E N C H  O N I O N  S O U P
I c e l a n d i c  Í s b ú i  c h e e s e ,  c r o û t o n s

2 . 1 0 0 . k r

M O U L E S  M A R I N I E R E S
s t e a m e d  m u s s e l s  f r o m  B r e i ð a f j ö r ð u r

1 . 9 9 0 . k r

F I S H  O F  T H E  D A Y
c h e f ´ s  s p e c i a l

3 . 4 0 0 . k r
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